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ABSTRACT 
A complex Late Crctaceuus suture zone between two distinct geological terrane:) 
is preserved in southern Cyprus in a series of erosional windows through Teniary-Rcceni 
c<wcr sediments. The two terranes are the Mamonia and Troodos Complexes. and the 
suture zone contains evidence of two major contractional tectonic events - primary nonh-
northeast- and secondary west-sou,hwest-directed thrusting Delamination of the 
Mamonia Complex during juxtaposition against the Troodos Complex resulted in 
Mamonia rocks being thrust beneath and over the Troodos Complex Later west-
southwest-directed back-thrusting resulted in imbrication uf the Troodos Complex and 
also Mamonia rocks being thrust over Troodos rocks (Malpas et al ., 1993 ). The 
serpentinite sheet containing magnesite mineralisation was tectonically emplaced from east 
to west over sheeted diabase dykes and lower- and upper pillow lavas during this latter 
contractional tectonic episode. 
Magnesite deposits are found in a large sheet of serpentinised harzburgite in the 
Akamas Peninsula and trend north-south along a 5km line adjacent to Tertiary limestone 
cover The largest magnesite occurrence. the Magnisia mine. exhibits many clues to 
magnesite vein genesis prior to. and during. the tectonic emplacement of the serpenti;;ite. 
Several temporally and spatially related generations of magnesite are identified. The 
magnesih.' deposits contain two distinct styles of mineralisation within the serpentinite, and 
have been divided into Zones i and II. Zone I encompasses veins and stockwork 
magnesite and Zone II contains nodular magnesite. Antitaxial magnesite veins have 
mineralised serpentinite along planes of weakness. encapsulating serpentinite fragments 
and exhibiting classic n~atures associated with vein minerals formed in active shear zones, 
i c . well developed median lines in vems. comb textures. brecciated veins recemented by 
further mineralisation and spalled wallrock lying parallel to the edges of vein walls. These 
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veins are interpreted as having formed during cmpla~o:ement of the ~~.·rpcntinite. and ddin~.· 
the main phase of magnesite mineralisation . The magnesite n·ins and stnd." ''rt..s ddi1w 
Zone I style mineralisation \' oids within these magnesite , ·cins han' suhs~o•qut•nth· ht•t•n 
filled by epigenetic calcite and dol0mitc. pwbahly derin~d from solutions passin!! t h11 'll!!h 
the limestone cover above the deposiB. A later g1.•neration of magn~o·sill' is prt•st·nt "it hin 
sheared serpentinite above the veins and stod;works This ~.:arhonah.' is jUl'st·nt as a 
replacement style of mineralisation with magnt'-.ite nodules prominent in a shear~o·d . 
carbonatised serpcnt!nite matrix This magnesite detinc~ min1.•ralisation of tiK· /ont• II tvpt· 
Petrographic examination and chemical analyses of magncsit~o· and associall'd 
lithologies provides funher clues to mag' , ' :e genesis in the Akamas an:a Stahle isotup1.· 
analyses of magnesite. calcite and dolomite show two distim:t populations of magnt·sitt· 
with a singular source of carbon, one precipitated around 16)"(' (veins and stol i\works) 
and the other around 40°C' (nodular magnesite). Calcite and dolomite from owrlvin).! karst 
sediments lie in an isotopic field C()lllparable with typicalmarint~ carbonates T race dcmt·nt 
analyses uf magnesite. calcite. dolomite. serpentinite and organic-ric!1 sandstone sampks 
indicate calcite. dolomite and serpentinite to be unlikely sources of t:arhon present w1thin 
the magnesite. From isotope and trace element data. the source of carbon within the 
magnesite is likely decarboxylation of Nganic material 
A suggested model for magnesite formation would be as follows. Magnesite \'eins 
were formed during the initial disruption of the serpentinite. probably initiated by the 
production of C02 upon decarboxylation of organic-rich sediments underthrust beneat h 
the serpentinite. The earliest magnesite veins were then brecc iated by ~.:ontinlll~d 
compressional tectonism and cemented by further cryptonystalline magn•~sitl~ 
precipitat:on The serpentinite (including magnesite veins and stockworks) was cvcnluallv 
emplaced westward over gabbro and sheeted diabase dykes resulting in th(; f(mnation of a 
, . . ' ' i \.t \! I l \ ' , i ' i· \ .~ 
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prominent c-s shear fabric present at the base ofthe serpentinite. Thi"usting also resulted in 
the fl.mnation of an intra-serpentinite shear zone which was min~ralised b:1 nodular 
magnesite, defining a later generation of magnesite formation . No magnesite veins are 
present in this shear zone. Isotope data suggest a similar source of carbon for both veins 
and nodules but veins were precipitated at elevated temperatures. while nodnles were 
f(;rmcd at lower temperatures. The magnesite nodules are most likely a result of 
rcmobilisat il 'n of vein material followed by precipitation as nodules in the overlying shear 
zone 
Recent precipitates of magnesite and dolomite around the study area may be the 
continuance of magnesite mineralisation. 
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1.0 I~TRODlTTIO~ 
1.1 Introduction 
as detailed a pi~:ture as possible of magnesite mineralisatil'n \\ithin Sl'tp~..·ntinit~..·s ,,f 1 hl' 
.\kamas Peninsula. nortlnvest Cypms \Figures I I and I :\ ( ·arht,rut~.· ~~..·m·srs. stnr~.·tur;tl 
setting and timing of mineralisation an~ addrl.:'ssed as thL' main lh 1ints pf int~..·resl 
On a global scale. pon:dlanetll!S crypwnvstallinc \~.·in and sh''-'"" PrJ.. ma~rwstll' 
I \lgf03) occur~ in several geological em ironment!' induding sahkha. la~ll\111 and ~.· Pt.tl 
reef settings. but is most frequent!\· associated v.ith malic and ultramati,: purtions 11f 
ophiolite complexes tound within orogl·nic zones ( Pohl. I <.~Sil 1 \,,tahk 'klll'sits .u~.· 
bcatcd along Tethyan micro-plate hnundaries in countril.:'s sud1 as s~..·rbia . Busnia. ( i r~.·._·, · l· . 
Turkev and Oman within wholly or almost cnmpktdv s~..·rp~..·ntinis~..·d parts ur npiHPiit~..· 
suites (Figure I . I). 
There are four main classifications of magnesite deposit 1 l'l1hl. I<JS<~) I'Jw..,l' arl· 11 
Bda-Stena. ii) Greiner. iii) \'cits..:h and iv) Krauhath tvpc th:posrts 1 !'able I I) 
i) Bela-Stl'ml T):pe ( llich 196R) 
:\·fauncsite mav be tC.1und in !h:shwatL'r lctcustrinc scdimenh m;arhv. or mTfiv;ru.! . 
- - . ~ . 
ultr<l.matic rocks Its concentration is usuallv the result of surlill.:e wcath~..:rrnl! ;utd 
deposition of magnesite-rich sediments derived ti·om magnesite mineralisation prc-;ent 111 
the ultramafic rocks. 
2 
ii) Greiner Type (Redlich. 1909) 
These lcnsoid-shaped deposits are round in metamorphosed uitramatic rocks where 
auto-metasomatism results in magnesite formation . The mineralisation tends :o contain 
nets of siliceous veining associated with the magnesite and is usuallv restricted to 
weathering zones toward the surface of the serpentinite. 
iii) Veitsch Type (Redlich. 1909) 
Vcits~o:h Type deposits are found within layered lacustrine and lagoonal sediments. 
Such magnesite deposits tend to exhibit lesser degrees of mineralogical purity than their 
vein and stockwork counterparts in ultramatic complexes due to marine-derived 
contaminants such as porcellaneous silica af'd traces of boron ( Pohl. 1989) This 
stratabound magnesite occurs as euhedral crystals and may be tibrous or sparry 
iv) h:raubath Type (Redlich, 1909) 
Thl'SC magnesite deposits form at lov; temperatures at sha1iow crustal levels in 
rnatic and ultramafic complexes and arc made up of vein<; and stm:kworks which are 
usuallv associated with fractured and t:1ulted serpentinite. The deposits usuallv exhibit 
large veins which grade into stock works near the top of the mineralisation. 
,\kamas l>eposit Classification 
~lagnesitc deposits (containing minor calcite. dolomitl'. siderite and amorphous 
silica) in the :\kamas area of northwestern Cyprus are associated with ultramatic 
lithologies (Figure 1.2: Figure 2 -la) They occur in the form of 0 5-1 m thick veins at the 
basl'. grading into stock works at higher levels (Plate I . I ). The deposits form an arcuate 
linl' in serpcntiniscd harzburgitc dose to the contact with unconformably overlying 
·' 
Tertian: manne limestone. and vary in magnitude fwm se\ l'r.tl hundrL·d t'' SL'\ era I 
thousand tonnes. The aerial extent of eal'l1 Jept,sit 'aril'S bet\\ l'l'll 2 '' lm and ~ '' lm 
Typically. the mineralisation is loc~ued bet\\een surt:Ke kwl and J'l'll.'l'J\l'd dqH hs , ,f "'' 
more than lOOm Depth estimates are limited dUL' to terrain lavout . l':\tL'nsi\l' L'll\ l'l 
sediments above the deposits and limited explt,ratnry drilling It' dqHhs grl.':lll' r than lt lPm 
Veins and stocbvorks intill shear zones and npl'n t'rartun.:s. and imprl·gr~ah.' Sl'IJh.'llllllltl· 
along planes of weakness. Other featt1rcs of the magnl'!;ite ,kposits all' Sl'IJll'lltinitl' 
fragments trapped within the ,·ein magnesitl.! and iron hydroxide "hil.·h is uhiquitPus and . 
in many places. dendritic . The most frequently documL·nted mineral asscmbla!-!.c rn thh 
study is calcite, dolomite. magnesite. serp~ntine (lizardit~.:) and irnn hnlwxid~.: . thl· ,·akrtl.' 
and dolomite app~aring as epigenetic vein-till within the magrwsi!l.· (llidl ;rnd \lal1nt1~ . 
1984) 1\iodular magnesite is present at the top of the seqwntinitl' slll'L'I \\lthlll slwarL·d 
serpentinite (Plate I 2) 
It is therefore suggested that :\kamas magnesite mineralisation should he ~.:lassilil'd 
as being mainly of the Kraubath-typc of deposit. Some features of thL· deposits. -..urh as 
nodular precipitates in sheared serpentinite. arc more consistent \vith the ( irl'illl'r tvpl' 11! 
magnesite deposits (Redlich, 1909) 
Magnesite Gent·~is 
fluid inclusions withir· magnesite often provide a means of cstahlish1ng the 
temperature of formation .-\I so. coexisting minerals precipitated in equilil>1 ium w1t h 
mineralising solutions may be present such as talc-magnesite or quartt -rnagnesrtc. and 
these may also allow calculation of pressure and temperature wnditions during mineral 
-------..--- ~ . -. - --
. . 
l(nmation ( \1ortcani. J9g9: 13o~e. 1983) In the case of .\kamas magnesite. hmvever. the 
carbonate is (typtm:rystalline and coP.tains no measurable fluid inclusions or co-existing 
equilibrium mineral assemblages Therefore petrographic examination. along with isotope 
and tra<.:e clement data. arc the best tools to stuJy <.:arbonate genesis 
Other magnesite deposits are present in southern Cyprus. but are of marginal 
cconor.1i..: signiticancc. These deposits are found in serpentinised dunitc in the :\rnyrou 
Church locali~y (Limassol Forest). arr,roximatcly 40km north of Limassol tFigure I :), 
and differ in many respe..:ts from the typical veins and stocb..,orks of the .·\kamas area. 
:\mvrou ( "hurch magnesite is not cryptocrvstailine but is soil. powdery and is less dense. 
i c spc..:ilic gravity of I. 7 as opposed to 2 5 in :\kamas samples ( llich and \ laliotis. 1984) 
Industrial l 1se of :\lagnesitr 
Once extracted, usually by op~ncast or shallo'" adit methods. the magnesite is 
hcah.'<l. reducing it to pcriclasc (MgO). In this form the mineral may be used industrially as 
a rcfrauorv component during the manufacture of heat-resistant plastics and textiles It is 
also utilizd as paper-tiller. as a supplement to animal foodstutTs and in the pharmaceutics 
industrv Due ttl strin~cnt puritv requirements magnesite is often produced artificially in 
industrial countries using seawater. calcined limestone and dolomite Usually "dressing 
mt·thods" arc ust·d to reduce quantities of surface-borne impurities. l 1nfortunately. no such 
deansin!-! methods exist fnr the removal <'f contaminants subst ituting for magnesium ions 
within the carbonate structure. It is for this reason that the majority of 'natural magnesite' 
used ti.'r commercial purposes is obtained tirom vein and stockwork sources 
1.2 Topography and Exposure- in the Stud~· .\n•:a 
The study area is situated on the western tlank of tlw n,,nh-s,Htth trl·nding p,,lis 
graben Elevation ranges from sea lewl ll' a height of .n lm I tills are surr,,tmded lw stl'l'l' 
river-cut valleys. some of v .. hich arc partiallv tilled hv scdimcntan dl.'Jh'si ts In tlw tlllrt h. 
the area is bounded by a coastline from Ltlutra tis .\phwditis ''' h111tana .\momsa. \\tt h 
ditTs descending dramatically into the sea atrnrding Sl'\ l'tal dl.'CIIlll.'l tl'!' ~~r ,_.,l·l'lkllt 
exposure Up to I Om of limestone uncontiJrnlabl~· nverlil' !'l.'I")Jl.'llt initl'. nkkr sl.·diml·nt.ll' 
lithologies and the mineralised zones. providing a karstic cap o\·cr apprnximatdv ;o"" 11 1' 
the study area. Good exposure is therefore pro\i(kd on hillsidl.'S. 111 ti\\:t \alkvs 111ad 
'iections and along the extensive coastal clitr section (Plate I 3. Plate..· I -11 
Solid rock outcrop is conF ill.Hl in the area. but hc..·adl and 1 j, l't-lkl i\ l'd dq11 1st1 s 
also occur Cobhle beaches are ptcscnt along most nf the l·11astal 'il.'t:linll . ;1part rllll ll a li.·'' 
small stretches of sand in the northeast of the studv area 
Yegetation in the area varies. nt't surrrisin~lv. \Vith suhstrall' litholo!!Y Owr f.. at st 
(limestone) topography there arc gem:rall~· s111all bushes and shrubs ~lll\\.lllg in a vet v 
fertile soil which is deep redtbrou .. n in colour These hushes and shrubs arc usuallv less 
than a metre in height and arc not a problem for fieldwork In river valkvs and gullil·s. 
however. vegetation tends to be of a dense stntCturc and grows large. has ag ~' ll''>sivclv 
protmding thorns. and ohscnres the hetter rock outcrops In placco;. r ult ival l'd arahh· la nd 
also obscures solid rock outcrop. making accessibility dillicult 
1.3 Previous Work 
As an aid to ~ommen:ial exploration. it is useful to t!stablish the physical 
distribution of ore within any particular deposit. and the geological processes that 
operated during magnesite !ormation This provides a genetic model and hence an aid in 
tinding similar deposits elsewhere v.:here comparable geological processes have been 
idcntilied. The mode of magnesite !ormation has usually been studied almost completclv 
by gcochcmi~al means using major-. trace- element data as \veil as stable isotope analyses 
I :\lollcr. 1989: Kralik et a/.. 1989) This has been done tor many magnesite bodies 
W1lrldwidc (Grce~c - Dabitzias. 1980: Turkey - Zedet: 1994. Serbia & Bosnia - Fallkk 
1'/ a/ . llJ9 I ) 
In thl.! Akamas area of north\vest Cyprus. the deposit of \lagnisia is the largest and 
has hccn the most exploited Early investigations during the period 19:3-2-l established 
the size. grade, distribution of ore and possible genetic mechanisms involved in its 
formation n laralambides :\lining Companv. 1923 ). Extracted magnesite \VaS used 
industrially for its refractive properties It \vas not until 1960 that the first ~hemical 
analyses \Vl:re performed on vein carbonates from the Akamas area These deposits were 
studied in partinllar .ts they were considered to he of more economi~ value than the 
\.·arhonatc mineralisation in the Limassol Forest area. Analysis of magnesi te v~ins from the 
;\lagnisia deposit pro\'ided the mineralogy of the ore (Table I 2) Results of chemical 
analyses were fairlv consistent throughout the deposits and are comparable to similar 
1\.raubath-type magnesite mineralisation elsewhere ( Pohl, 1989). 
~ ' £ I --.-, ' • J 
Active extraction ofth~ magnesite ceased in 1o7o until the peri~'d l•)l'C-:s~. \\ht•n 
investigations '"ere carried out by the Hellenic i\lining Cnmpanv l.td . '' hl' r~-initiatt·d .1 
series of exploratory steps including geoklgi\.:al mapping. drilling. bordtllks thrl'll!!h 
lim,~stone cover into serpentinite around \lagnisia. and dri,ing a numht•r llf :;halll"' adlls 
and pits. During this period of study. the carhl'nates \vere funher tested ''-'' tiK·ir m.IJlll 
element compositions. which proved consist~nt '' ith earlier rt'Slllts ( ( iass. I q (,li\ hal·l· 
elements patterns for the magnesite and unmincralised serpentinised har;hur~ite shm~.-l·d 
concentrations of boron and lead within the magnesite \\hidt were not dt•tn·tt•d 111 thl· 
serpentinite ( Ilich and \laliotis. 1984) (Tabl~ I 2) These n:sults. Cllltpkd \\ ith the 
morphology and classification of the deposit:s. led to tht· suggest ion llf ~• possihk 
hvdrothennal source for the vein and stockwork mineralisation rtw milll'S h.lvt• hn·n in 
disuse since 1986. 
More recently an aspect previouslv untouched upon \Vas studied usin~ sampks 
taken from the l\lagnisia mine (Brydie er a/. , 1')')3) Thts studv involved prcllnHna• v 
isotope analyses of carbonates. Stable isotope carbon and oxygen data tiom samples of 
magnesite, calcite and dolomite were obtained. :\ possible gcnetit.: nHHicl was producl'd 111 
explain the geochemical signature of carhonates present This studv was IH )\\l'Vl't 
somewhat rudimentary and proposed onlv basic indications of potential source rcscr votrs 
of clements present within the magnesite, and possihlc compositions of mineralisin!!-
solutions. It was proposed that mineralising solutions were derived from isotoptcally 
exchanged. circulating meteoric waters during the Cretaceous period I Brydie I'! ill . IIJ'Il 1 
lA Present Study 
This study wn~entratc.:s on t\\ o main aspe~ts of the rnint:ralisation. tidd 
relationships and geochemistry The distribution of ore v. ithin the magnesite deposits. 
dassificatior: of the various styles uf magnesite mineralisation and the orientation of sh~ar 
/orws and fi,ultd serpentinite: has been cstahlished by re-mapping the study an~a . The 
pr c-.crKc of shallow thrust litults and dip-slip graben-related t:nrlts was established dunng 
mapping. and these have been addcd to update the existing geological map of the area 
I \lalpas and .'\cnophontos. 1992) Some thrust klippen of \lamonia sediments have al.;o 
hl·cn added to this exist ing map. v.hich aid in the o\·crall intcrprctatinn o f st rw.:turc in the 
arl.·a lscc hgurcs ~ -h.b.c) Observations of dip-slip fault traces. and measurement of 
tlrrd.;n~,.·s-. nf lunestonc around the serpentinite-limestone contact rt:sulted in the 
~..·onstnrction of a blod. diagram shuwinl.! how graben-related htulting has allc.:tcd the 
stud~· ar~..·a !Figure 2 ~) 
lkpth -dm\11-hllk data from three cores. supplied by the Ildlcnic \lintng Co Ltd .. 
\','-' ''-' corrl'lall:'d with deposit-scale surt:JCc geology to extrapolate the mineralisation 
lwnl.·ath tlw limcstllllC l'll\t:r scdimcnts Detailed field tlhst!rvations include shear zone 
faori~ llril'ntatinn rncasuremcnts and orientation data of shear zone structures such as 
slid.;~,.•nside lint:>atillns (grlloves and tibrous minerals). etc. 
Samples of magnesite and associated lithologies from the environs of the 
ma!!lll'Site dl.·posits \\1..'re taken for stable isotope and trace clement analyses. Isotope data 
Pll'' ide due~ to the prmenance of carbonate ions and source characteristi~s of 
min~..·ralrsing. solutions 11\.ralik l'/ a/.. I ')89 ). \vhilc Rare Earth Element disrributions and 
<) 
other tra~,;e dement data are usl'li.il fnr dl..'tcrmining the Sl'lll~·~.· 1'f magth.'~llllll ,,itlun th~.· 
magnesite \ lagnesium. it is assumed. i~ d)lainl..'d dir~..·~.·tl,· ti\'111 thl..' S1..'J p~..·ntilllll.' . "l11k 
carbon anJ oxygen are deri,·cd fmm thl..' mint.·ralising S\llut i1ms l'~.·mpt.•r.llull' 1lt' ~·:ulll •n.ltt.· 
tl)rmation may· be calculated from oxygen isntnpic data ( :\h:tr1111. I <>l-iS l 
Within the scope of this project. an attempt has hl'cn m:hk 111 JHl '' 11k .1 ' i.tl•k 
genetic model t'l)r the mineralisation. and poh:ntiallv to darit\· S\11111..' t'l·atur~..s Pt' till' ~~~~.· : 11 
and to some ext em. the regional geology nf the :\kamas arl..'a sudt as t h~..· l'\ll..'llt nt" 
\lamonia thrusting and l..'!l~cts of the Polis Graben t:lll l tin~ This JHllit.·l..'l add~ sLthk 
isotope data (~,;arbon and oxygen) to the existing Jatabasl..' till sampks tal-.~..·n "'"'l'lllallt.'allv 
from the varii:ty of styles of magnesite mineralisation prcsl..'nt in till' .\l..;unas Pt.'l.'IIIH.'nl.'l'S 
:\II samples analysed for their isntopil' compnsit ion l~;l\ ~..: ;dsn h~.·~.·n .IIlah s1·d ti 11 t hvu 11 , ,~.· ~.· 
element ~,;omposition Certain lithologies \Vithin till' -;tudv ar~.·a ar1.· nrgalllt."· lll.'h and ntav 
have contributed carbon to the magnesite :\!though it is not possihk to isotopil'allv rl.'btl' 
one of these carbon sources to the carbon in the carhonall..'. dul..' to uni\Jlll\VIl isohlpir 
lractionation within the source organic material, there is the possibilit y of linl\in!.! 
carbonate veins with possible organi~:-cont aining lit holo.!.!il·s hv \~av uf t 1 atl' l'll·JJtl'lll 
couplets or sequences. Ea~:h potential donor or carbon witlun the ;u~:a ha., a distllll'IIVI..' 
trace element signature and so it may be possible to identify whid1 o;ignaturc has h1.Til 
pres~rved within the magnesite. hence indicating the probable sow~:ds) of carbon 
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Table I I Types of imponant and potentially economic magnesite deposits 
Author l<eJh~h I I 'JIJ'II 
lksntplt\·c , gcn..:tt..: 
mtcrprctatton 
Vcttsdt Type 
Krauhath hJlC 
< ir.:mcr l1 ]lC 
H;,tn• i'12-lt 
< icnetl, 
l .tm.:stmt.: 
r.:pla..-.:mcnt 
ScqK:IIliJiile alkratllln 
t h1 pug..:n..:· '1 
!h~IJ t ! 'Ill).. 1 
(iendt..: 
FnJl!;:t.:rtK-
h\ J rothcmtali 
11 1di.blHIJa(ll • .: 
\1.un d.:"·rtptl\.: r<::ttw.:, 
~u~a~ hl ..:o~n~~-!!rauh:J sptill~ lll~~lh.!Sih.! 
111 tlud •. ncarh munommcrah.: len:-.:, anJ 
lllt.!!!Ubr hnd t..:s '' nlunmarrn.: 
carhnnat~/da~tK ~hdf su1h:s . IH~1 a:-.olnath.: 
rdalltUls tn l.!ll\·dnpmg. Jnlnnut~ Vl.'r' 
lhat ~Kt~nslr..: 
LuJugt.:llll-h\drtJthenual V..:n tine-!!r•nu..:J. nu.-ro.:n stallm..: l><•ne 
\ 'CIIIS nugrh.:srt~ 111 \ "CIIlS i.UIJ shxkwnr "s \\ 1tlun 
dumt..: and J><:ndottlt.: tor SCI"J>t:lllilllle 1 
stru.-tural .-uttllll) and pro\llflil\ to eJtlStnn 
-'ilil;il<! lY(lllitf 
llda-St.:na l1 llC } · JJh.:-~ran~t.:d har1Jcd tlT ttl'-ISSt\"c lllf.l!-!f h!~lh: 
stnl..:r assunalt.!d 1\ ilh h\dn>ma~n..: sll..: . 
hunlttc . scpt11ht.: ct.: 111 tic~llll .tlct l.tkcs·. 
uun.:id.:n.:.: "11h ult ramali..: ha,.:m.:nt. 
large f~tttlls . auJ \okaHtSill 
\la~ut.: .>i lt.: ur hrt.:lllll lt.:T!Ic 111 t<ii•-GII honatc 
111:.ss..:s dt.:JJVt:d Ji urn ultrwnalio: J•>c b . 
usu~dh 111 a nh.:tarnorplth.: .:nvrroluucut 
1·\.UII)'IC> 
.-\u>tna. llr.tltl. 
L" t..:.:h,,sJ,,I,tkt.i lud ta. 
Korea. \landmna. Spam. 
Tas1nouu.1. tllh.l t ISSK 
.-\ustna . Att>IJ.tlra 
l'alili>m J.I.I iJt.:e.:e. lut ~t.:\. 
.mJ t !SSK 
s~r\lil t<ircc'-·c ). Hn1k• n1 
1 l ml-..:1 1. and lkl.t St.:na 
I Yu!!"'l.t\la l 
,\ ustr lit . ·1 mtmrns 1 < lnt.u m. 
t •an.tda l 
1-J 
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Table 1.2 a) Akamas magnesite major element composition (Gass, 1960), b) Akamas 
magnesite major element composition (llich and Maliotis, 1984), and c) Trace element 
composition of Akamas magnesite (llich & Maliotis, 1984). 
a) 
Components (weight %) 
Si02 Fe2o3 Al203 CaO MgO C02 TOTAL 
Sample 1 0.14 trace trace 2.73 46.07 51.41 100.35 
Sample 2 0.24 trace 0 .30 3 .23 45 .10 51.27 97.14 
b) 
Components (weight %) 
Si02 Al203 Fe2o3 CaO MgO IGNITION 
LOSS 
Sample 1 0 .65 0 .03 0 .08 4 .93 45 .58 48.73 
Sample 2 0 .70 0 .07 0 .16 4.44 46.23 48.40 
Sample 3 0 .82 0 .04 0 .16 4.48 44.90 49.60 
Sample 4 0 .33 0 .02 0 .08 7 .89 41.28 50.40 
Sample 5 2.49 0 .71 0 .64 4.93 42.97 48.26 
Sample 6 1.47 0 .04 0 .32 5.37 43 .94 48.86 
Sample 7 1.10 0 .07 0 .10 2 .05 46.76 49.92 
Sample 8 0 .72 0 .03 0 .10 4.20 44.23 50.72 
c) 
Specimens 1 - 9 :-magnesite, 10 :-dolomite vein within magnesite, 11 :-serpentine within a 
magnesite vein, & 12 :- serpentinised harburgite sampled away from mineralisation. 
ND :- Not Detected. 
SAMPLE# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
LEAD (ppm) 25 ND ND ND 15 7 3 3 3 12 3 D 
BORON (ppm) 20 10 10 10 40 10 25 10 10 ND 18 ND 
14 
Plate 1.1 Vein magnesite at the base of the deposits . 
Plate 1.2 Nodular magnesite found throughout the upper portions ofthe serpentinite. 
15 
Plate 1. 3 100% exposure along the shore section at Loutra tis Aphroditis . 
Plate 1. 4 Road cut with sheeted diabase dykes. 
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2.0 Rt:GI0!\4:\L .\~D LOCAL GEOLOGY 
2.1 Introduction 
The geology of southwest Cyprus has been well documented. and was most 
recently described by \1alpas I!! a/. ( l CJ93) Below. the general features are presentt!d tir!'>t 
and then the sped tic stratigraphy and strUI.:ture of the study area are discussed 
2.2 Rt'gion:tl Stratigr:tphy of Southwest Cyprus 
The geology of the island of Cyprus is dominated by ophiolitic rocks In the 
Troodos range. which forms the core of the island rising to a height of I LJ~ I m on Mount 
Olympus. <In intact. complete ophiolite suite is preser.ed. This ophiolite "as produced 
above a subdu~.:tcd slab of the \:eotethys Ocean in late Cretaceous times Further 
subdu~.:tion along this zone resulted in tht! juxtaposition of two distinct geologi~.:al terranes 
derived from either side of the convergent plate margin (Figure 2.1) In south\\ est Cyprus. 
evidcnn: of this late ~lesoz..;ic collision is well preserved in a series of erosional windows 
through Tertiary sedimentary cover sequences (figure 2 2: Figure I 2) 
The I\VO juxtaposed terranes are the :\tamonia Complex and the Troodos 
(\mlplcx Their collision was clearly along a structurally complicated zone. the te~.:tonic 
stvlc of \vhi~..·h is dominated by a combination of thntst- and strike-slip faults The northern 
margin of the suture zone lies on a line through the villages of Statos and Kanmviou and 
tht' wnc extends toward the Limassol area (Figures 2. I. 2 2) Its southern limit is likely 
concordant with the main Cyprean Arc. some! 40km otfshorc (Figure I. I ) The suture 
zone. as exposed in the erosional windows. is marked by a 60km long arcuate line of 
s~o.'rpentinitc bodies lying bet\veen the Akamas Peninsula and Petra tou Romiou runnmg 
,~ 
through .-\kamas. :\tavrokolymoos. :hi a \ ·an ara .• md PIMSlllll.t J'h~.·s~.· st.•rp~ntuut~.· h,,d lt.'S 
are now mapped as a series of thrust sheets aSSlKiatcd in som~ plat.'t.'S \\ith ,,tht.·r l'r'll''h's 
ophiolitic lithologies su~h as gabbr~.)S. diabasl! and pdlm\ Ia\ as 
2.2.1 \lamonia Complex Rod\s in Southw~:st Cyprus 
Rocks of the \ lamonia Compl~x occur ;n '' t.'st and south\\l'st t \ prus. \\ hl.'lt.' 1 ht.'\ 
are generally ~overed by a blankd of I at~.· Cn tact.'l'IIS to <)uatt.•mat ,. St.'llinwnts 1 h~!tlll' 
23a) Sporadi~.: outcrops are also present in the snuthea't and ~.·a~t of tlw island .. tnd 
similar ro~.:k types are asso~iated \vith the Ba~r nassit ophiolit~.· in S\'lia 1 1-'i!-'-ur,· I i l l'lw 
\-1amonia Complex. a delormed late Triassic to mid-( 'rt.·taceous vokano-sedimetllal\ 
terrane. represents a highlv tectonized :and ~ollaps~d passive margin st.•quenn.·. \\hid1 
~·.:.'rrned within :'-ieotethys. The scdimentarv rod ... s from the \kso/otc ~.·untinl'ntal maq.!lll 
are collectively kno ... vn as the :\yios Photios Group The volcilllll: ro~:ks . lillluing pan of 
the Dhiarizos Group. are remnants of l !pper Triassic \ olcanism. and art.· mu~t rcn:ntl\ 
interpreted as old ocean ~:ntst with associated seamounts devdupcd alung tht.· llllllhl'lll 
margin of Gondwana ( \-lalpas el al. I CJCJ::!) 
The Ayios Photios Group can he fltrthcr suhdividcd into 1 he Vlanthout c 1s. \ Luc 111;t 
and Episkopi formations. ""·hich comprise a variety of sili~.:iclastics . cakareous and 
siliceous lutites. arenites and ruditcs The Dhiarizos (lroup includes pillow lavas and 
volcaniclastic sandstones of the Phasoula and l.outra tis J\phroditis finmatu>rls. and 
carbonates and mudstones of the Petra tou Romiou and \1avrokolymbos ti ll mat ton-. 
respectively 
II! 
.\ktamorphic rocks including psammitic and pelitic schists and amphibolites are 
f(>und in association with serpcntinites and. in this region. are kno\'.n as the .-\yia \'ar.ara 
I· ormation ( Swarbrick and Robertson. I 9RO: \lalpas &:/ ul.. 1992) 
2.2.1 Troodos Complex Rocks in Sourhwesi Cyprus 
In general terms tht· Troodos Complex comprises a wmplete ophiolite suite 
disposed in a domal structure forming the core of the island of C~.'J>n.ls However. the 
southern portion of the massif. both in the Limassol Forest Complex and further to the 
west where the ophiolite is juxtaposed with the \lamonia Complex. docs not displav a 
characteristic ophiolite stratigraphy Rather. a sequence of intercalated lavas and breccias. 
not found elsewhere in the Troodos \lassif is here interprl!ted to ha\ e formed in a 
transtr.:nsional translt>rm fault S\Stcm 1 Simonian and Gass. I 97S. \turton. I•Nu. \lad _eo d. 
I ')'JO: MacLeod and J\lurton, 199.; ). This Southern Troodos Transform Fault Zone 
( STTFZ) is underlain by a series of ultramalk and gabbroic intru:.ions that wcrc emplaced 
at a shallow cmstallevd and were. in part. cxposed on the sr.:atloor In the eastern part of 
the STITZ. :\lacl.eod ( 1'>90) has recognized oceanic crust produced at an 'anti-Troodos 
ridge' (the Limassol Forest Complex) and has inferred dextral movement along the 
transform which he interprets as a late reactivation of the zone in rcsponst: to 
antidocbvisc movement of the Troodos Complex in latest Cretaceous time In contrast to 
this. ;>.lalpas ,., a/. ( 199:!) rccognizt: the Limassol Forest Complex as an integral part of the 
lranst(mn titult zone itself 
Within tLc ~lamonia-TromJos suture zone. the Troodos Complex is repreo;ented by 
\·okani~.: ro~.:ks and scrpentinites \vith only sparse gabbros and diabase dykes In contrast to 
(') 
southw~stern C~p111s. diabast.' dyk~s ;Ire! ~ommPn in tlw .-\k.unas ar~a lh .. • \l1kan11.: wd,s. 
and lo~ally the s~rp~ntinitt:s. art: '''erlain in plal'l'S lw "'kanogl·nil· sandsll•nl'S .111d 
bentoniti~ days of the Campanian tn \laastridlt ian Kanna' inu hmnati,,n 
2.2.3 Post-Collisional Srdiments 
Locally. notably in th~ A via \ 'arvara ~..·rosional window ( Figur~..· 2 2). rnd.s 111' till· 
upper portion of th~ Kanna\ iou Formation an~ int~..· rht.•ddl'd \\ ith Sl·dimc..·ntar\ llll'l ; tn~·l' 
~onsisting of a red mudstone matri\ with variabl~· sized dasts (up to 2111 I ,,f Hlkanie rud.s 
dcrivt:d from both the Troodos Complex and the Dhiarizos ( in1up .• ts \\l'll as dtt't ts. 
sandstones and rc~rystallizeJ limestones of ob\·loUS \Jal\\llll ia ( 'nmpfl:x p11 l\l'nil lll'l' 
(\lalpas et a/.. 1993) This depositional sequ~n~e can be l' l'rrdatt·d wuh the \hHll 
\lelange I Figure 2 3a) that lies in a trough along tht: snutlwrn margin or tht· srtT/ i11 th~..· 
Limassol F orcst (Robertson. 1977 ) Be~aust: tht.• \toni :\. klangl' transgr ~..·sses l11 >t h 
terranes. it is the first indication of the proximity or the advam:ing l\lamonia l"llllt ineni;rl 
margin to the Troodos ophiolitt: 
:\ slightly younger olistostromal unit. the \1aastriduian Kat hi l- as \'~clam!•.: . al•;o 
seals st111ctural contacts within the \lamonia Complex. as well as the tirndarm·ntal Slllllll' 
between the two terranes This unit t.:onsists or variablv sized clasts of\ lamonia rod ~ and 
rarer blocks of Troodos material arranged chaotically in a red argillaceous matr ix It 
appears undcformed and is post-orogcni~ tor the most part . The mclan~·. ~; passe:-. 11pward:-. 
into deep water limestones of the Tertiary Lctkara Formation. or is direuly overlam by 
younger units ofthe cover sequem;c (Swarbrid and Robertson, I '>XfJ) 
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A sequence of marine carbonates. calcarenites. sandstones. and marls co\-ers much 
of southwest Cyprus The carbonates are divided into tv.o main formations. the Letkara 
and Pakhna formations. which have each been subdivided further on the basis of distinct 
I it hological characteristics (Robertson et al. I CJ<JO) 
The l.cfkara Formation is made up ofthree deep-water pdagic carbonat~! units. the 
Lower. ['..Iiddie and L'ppcr Letkara sediments. and thl~ boundary bet\\CCn each unit 
appears. from tield relationships. to be diachronous (Gass. 1960) (Figure 2 3b) The 
Lower-. Middle- and l 'ppcr Ldkara Formation sediments arc \laastrichtian. Palaeocene-
Oligocene and Oligocene in age. respectively The lower comact of the Ldkara Formation 
with \:lamonia and/or Troodos lithologies is detined by a basal conglomerate containing 
rounded clasts of serpentinite. gabbro. diabase. chen and sandstone ( Roberston and 
lludson. I <>7 -t) 
The Pakhna Formation is composed of marls. chalks and cakarenites which. in 
most places. conf(mnably overlie Letkara sediments: locally. hO\~;ever. the Pakhna marls 
and chalks unconformably overlie the Ldkara Formation (Robertson and Hud:,;on. 1974) 
Lateral li1cics v:triations arc common within the Pakhna Formation The Pakhna sediments 
arc thought to have been deposited within a shelf environment. as indicated by faunal 
assemblages and the composition and texture of the limestones and marls (Robertson t'l 
a/. . I l)l)()) 
2.3 (;t>nf'r:ll Structurf' of Southwest ()prus 
:\long the suture zone. evidence is preserved of i) an early period of extensional 
tectonism which occurred during the formation of the ophiolitic rocks related to an 
~I 
extensional forearc setting adja~cnr to. nr pan nf. .1 n:aiL'r transt(,rm t:lllh ll'tll' 1 \lalpas ,., 
a/.. 1903 ). ii) 1\\ '-' main ~LHlSe~uti\ e ~untra(tiunal te(tnni( l'pisl,dl'S .tSSllL'l,IIL'd "llh 
terrane ~ollision. and iii) a late ex!l'nsinnal episode result in~ ti·lllll thl' r~..·rtuP uplili ,,f tlw 
Troodos \lassif 
i) Early t"<tension;ll strudures 
The oldest mcgascnpi~ stmctural tl-atures arc e,t~..·nsll'llal t:ullts \\ hid1 ;Ill' 
restricted to Troodos Complex rocks These t:tults ddine natT1H\ . lincar "''rst .tnd ).!l.thl'll 
structures. with upthrown blocks occupied bv serp~..·ntinitl'S and ~ahbros. and dP\\ nthlll\\ 11 
blocks by volcani~ ro~ks. sedimentarv scrpenllnit~..· hrc~cias and 1\.ariiM\IPII l·prnJal!llll 
sandstones and days (with locallv interbedded \ luni \ ll'lan1:!e 1 l'h~..·s~..· l',tl·nsional 
stnt~turcs arc best seen "here preserved in l'roud11s flll'h.s h~..·ncath thl· ''H'tt hru~t 
\I amonia C ompkx. Here. planar wt<Hional <tnd li:.tri~ l~llllts \\ ith sl\.'q' 111 gt·nt k dtp'i 
define a geometrically complex master system \\ hich is linked by ste~..·p transtl.·t t:JIIIt:-. 
Kinematic indicators on fault surliKcs and in shear /lllles siHl\\ consistentlv rumnal ~l'IISl' 
dip-slip or oblique-slip ( \lalpas l' / a/.. I 1J1J 1) 
ii) Contractional structures 
Eviden~e of two major contractional events of late Crdaceo•rs age is prl'Sl'P;nl 111 
both Troodos and :'\. larnonia ro~.:ks as apparently carlv north-nonhv.est -din:ctcd 1 hru~ts . 
and later backthrusts towards the west and southwest which reorgani:ted the earlv stad.irll! 
sequence (Mal pas 1!1 a/.. I 1J1J3 ). Distinguishing criteria include small-scale k merna ttl 
indicators such as slip-plane tibres, c-s lithrics. shear hands in li>liated rm:ks clcavagl' 
orientation in mesos~.:opic shear zones and vergence of minor folds of hedd111g as wdl "" 
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dca\a~c all of whtch arc common features in the lov.-cr portit' !lS of the thrust svstt:ms 
I he ~ontr<.u.;tional fault sy~tcms dearly post-date the early extensional feature·· :lesaibed 
ahov.c ~,~,Juch actcJ as f(,cal points for thrust ramping, i e strvctural relationships shm\ 
that has,tl thrusts in the \lamonia Complex truncate lithol<'gical units and steep 
cxtcn-.tun;d structures in the undc.:!rlying Troodos Complex The re!ati\'e timing of the t\\O 
thrust svstcms is not well constrained. although se\·cral lines of 1.!\·idence suggest that the 
structures recording nonh-directcd emplacement arc overprinted b\· th' south\\·est-
dtl'\.'t.:tt:d structures \onh-t.lirectcd. steeply inclined imersion sttl.:cture' in pillow lavas 
and "anna\ IOU J·ormation sediments in the nonht:rn graben of the .-\\ia \'an·ara \\indO\\ 
arc trunl·atcd h\ scrpen!lnllt: shear zones at the base of the south-directed system Also. 
itnlmcaks of the .\\ios Phnt ios Ciroup in the ~outh-din:ctcd svstcms of the 
\ Ll\1 1 )J..uh r11ht 1s and .\yia \ 'arvara ''indo" s display mcsoscopic and macruswptc fold 
int\.·rll.·r\.·nl'e pa!lerns whid1 indicate that rare nonh-facing and \·erging folds are 
ml·rprinted h\ uhiquitous south- or southwcst-t;King and \·crging folds The resultant 
l'tllnplit.:att·d t\.'Ctono-stratigraphic ~cqucncc is best displayed in the eastern part ofthe .\yia 
\ ·af\ :u a \\indo'" II ere. a basal zone of sheared serpentinite entraining blocks of 
nwtamnrphil' rnds of the r\via \'arYara Formation. is o,·erlain b,· thrust sheets of the 
l>hiarih 1s { iroup \\ h1ch. in turn. arc overlain by imbricate thrusts of the :-\ yios Photios 
(irmap .-\similar stacking sequence emerges from restoration of geological cross sections 
\\ithinthe \lawokt)hmbos window (!\lalpas 1!/ a/. . 1993) 
iii) Late extensional strul'tun.•s 
Th~ youngt:st ~xknsional t:ndt s\ st~m resulted 111 .1 number ''' matPI ::!' abl·ns 
formed during T ~rtiarv upliti nf t h~ Tn 'l'Jos \ lassif ( R,,hl'lhllll . I' •<~1 l ) In '' l'Sil'lll 
Cy;.~rus . regional ~xtension ,,r this age led hl the dl'\ l'h1p111l'nt till' I'Plis <.ir .:bl'll nu~ IS 
situated dirc(tlv \\t'St of the rrondos \ lassi r. and hnunding llllllllal t:ndts h.tl l' 
d<mnthnll\ ~ rod.:s of the suture zone 1\lamonia c,,mpk' and 1"11'''"''s ( 'Ptllj'inl .h IH'Il 
as sedimentary cO\·er. gi,ing the graben an overall tor''l!r;tphil· rdil·f of 21 H lm (it ahl'll 
master faults are oriented nonh-south. ''it h a series pf smalkt l'ast -11 est t r ansti.·t t:tult s 
1 Figures 2.-J . 2 5) 
2A Geolo~ical Relationships in tht• Fil"'d .\n·a 
The It"' I km ing descriptions an: bas~d on lil'ld mapprn!:! ' ' hidt "as ...: ;111 in I , 111t 111 
ordl'r to relate the study area to the n:gion;tl strw.:tun: ;~nd st ratigr;~phv h:atllll'S sud1 as 
klippen of \lamonia thntst packages. dip-slip t;tults related tP thl· l'oli..; < iLtlwn. and till· 
orientation of shear zones in the serpentinite bodv han.: lwen addl·d ' " tk l'"'"'lll.l! 
geological map ( \Ia! pas and .\enophontos. 1•>•>2) and arc :-hnwn in I· i!-!lll c 2 L1 .·\n •:a ... r-
wcst geological cross-section through the area has also hl.·en drawn 1 1-i !-'.lllt' 2 -Ill) 
2A.I Stratigraph~· 
Lithologies exposed in the study area include those or thl.· :\larnonia < ·o111plcx. 
Troodos Complex and Tertiary covt•r sediments 1 Figure 2 h. h) 
2A.I.I The :\l.amonia Complex 
Marnonia Complex ro\:ks 111 the studv area are mo-.tlv Aytoo.; l'ltotio-. < '' • "'P 
sediments. Dhiarizos Group rocks are exposed in only um: localrty, on the northern 
l:oastlinc llcrc. the l:onta<.:t between the Avios Photios Group and underlying Dhiarizos 
<iroup rm:ks is marked by a tine-grained grey ~ataclasue along a shallow thrust conta<.:t 
( S warbrid. I 1iXIJ) The base of the Dhiarizos Group is not seen in the area For simplicit~'. 
the Ayios Photios and Dhiarizos groups are not ditft..'rentiated on Figure 2 ~a 
Tlu- :\yios Pholios Group (l.'pper Tri:~ssic- \'Iiddie Cretaceous) 
In the study area. tht: Ayios Photios Group ~rops out along the nonhcrn coastline 
and runs southward tor approximatelY 5km The western extent of \Jamonia rocks Ol:l:urs 
ncar Piarn. and the easternmost oc<.:urrcnce lies near the to\vn of .-\ndrolvkou (see Figures 
2 -ta. h. l:) The thrust contact with the underlving Dhiarizos Group is too small to be 
depicted on Figure :::: -ta but occurs just to the east of Loutra tis :\phroditis Fun her south. 
Ayios Photio~ rocks arc also thrust diret.:tlv over a large sheet of serpentinised harzburgite 
bc.:longing to th~ Troodos Complex This ':iCrpcntinite outcrops between Loutra tis 
Aphroditis and Piana. a distam:e of :1--lkm. and the sub-horizontal tectoni<.: contact \Vith 
sediments is irregular. with :\yios Photios Group sediments occurring on top of the 
serpentinite as widespread thrust sheets in the east and as two smali klippen in the \\est. 
Oll1..' I km west of :"-lcokhorio (Plate 2. 1) and the other dose to the limestone cowr 
sediments at Piana Thl'SC klippen arc shovm with somewhat exaggerated size on Figure 
2 -ta 
The Avios Photios Group is dissected internally by a complex of IO\v-angle. 
t'astcd1' dipping thrust faults and displays west-verging and west-facing asymmetric folds 
lh1..' thntsts and f(.1lds both indicate an overall westward displacement of the Ayios Photios 
(!roup 
The Vlambouros Formaticn ~rops out in thl· south llfthl· stud' arl·a .lll'.l l"llnsrsts ,,f 
grey-gr~en. medium- to ~oarse-grair11..•d sarH.is' ''lll' intl·r~.·alatl·d \\ rt h sub• 1r dinatl' slit- .rnd 
mudstone. Organil" material is present in the ti.1rm 11f 'asl·ular plant r~.·mains Rqll';rt~.·d 
cycles ofup,vard-lining quartz-rich sand lay·ers. i nt~rc.rla t ~d with silt- and ~.: laHidr la\l'rs. 
display slump structures and lateral t:11.: ies chan~es indicating th~.·ir lkpnsit11111 ti 11111 
turbidity !lows. The base of this unit is not st:l'll in tlw ar~.-.· and thl· uppl·r ,.,lllla~.· t ~:oo 
marked by a con!ormable gradation into red mudstones and chen hands ut' till' t:prsl..,,p, 
Formation Total thickness of tl:e \ ·lambouros !·ormation is ~.·stimat~.·d ;II appr11\llll.lll'h 
50m ( Swarbrick and R<'hertson. l'>SO ). but from more recent mapprng durin!.! thrs pr 11ll'Ct . 
the formation appears to be thicker than 100m in phll..l'S lh~.· \ lambmrr,,s hun1a'11111 ha~ 
been dated as Triassic in age. from foraminili:ra C111llain~.·d in assnuatl·d s~.·di ruenh 
(Sv • .:arbrid and Robertson. 19R0) 
The Episkopi Formation crops out 111 th~: centre of the studv area and ah 111g till' 
coastline to the north. and comprises \vell -hcdde'' radiolarian mudsllm~·s with inter c:datl·d 
cherts and si itsones At the top of this unit is an unconformable contact \Vith marrne rhalk~ 
and limestones of the Crctaccou' to Palacoccne-Lo~.:~:ru: l.ctkara hHmat ion llmJ -i>L'ddl'd 
(2m) sandstone lavers are prcscnt (the Akamas \h:rnhl·r ) at certarn hori;:ons w1thm th1.· 
radiolarian sediments and represent occasional intlu.xcs of terrestnal sediment rnto a deep 
water marine environment ( Swarbrick and Robertson. I 'JXrJ) The Lpiskopi l·ormatron wa' 
dated using radiola;ia from the cherts and mudstones and is of Jurassic to latt: Crctaccou" 
age (Swarbrick and Robertson, I 9RO) 
The Dhiarizos Group (.\Iiddie Triassic-Lower Cretaceous) 
Within the study an:a. the occurrcm:c of the Dhiarizos Group is restricted to the 
shore section in the vicinity of Loutra tis Aphroditis. The lov.er contact. between 
I >h iariws and Troodos('') rol ks. is not seen in outcrop The upper contact is a lov. angle 
thrust with overlying Ayios Photios rocks The Loutra tis :\phroditis Formation consists 
of hrecc1a containing small angular cl<tsts of siltstone and larger ( 5-I lkm) coarse-grained 
sandstone cobbles \-linor quantities of vukanic glass are also seen within the tuffaceous 
matrix of the breccia In the studv area. the only outcrop of Loutra tis Aphroditis 
I ormation is a single blo~.:k ncar Loutra tis .-\phroditis The bottom of this block is not 
seen hut lateral contal.."ts with surrounding .-\ yios Photios cherts and mudstones an: high 
angh: faults Groove lineations on the fa\.·es of the block indicate that the most recent 
rclati\·c mnvt:mt:nt between the block and surrounding rocks \\aS almost vertical 
Pct.ra tou Romiou Formation limestone is present as isolated blocks suspended 
within \ tamonia sediments The best outcrops arc a series of blocks or 'knockers' on the 
short: section dose to Loutra tis .-\phroditis. These blocks are silicified ( ooliths and coral 
fra!,!mcnts n:plact:d by silica) and are interpreted as remnants of carbonate reefs formed on 
scanlllunts upon Triassic ocean tloor The blocks probably became silicified afte,- sinking 
hent·ath the carbonate compensation depth at some time bdort.! exhumation during terrane 
collision ( Swarbrick and Robertson. 1980) 
Tht .\yi•• Van·ara Fornliltion (rpper Cretaceous) 
This forma!.on has been discu"scd by r-.talpas 1!1 a/. ( 1992). and is thought to be 
the metamorphosed remnants of Triassic ocean crust and associated volcanic seamounts 
and sediments preserved within the subduction {accn:tion) mdange !\k1ammphism IIHISI 
likely occurred during subduction. Chemistry of the amphiholitl'S is indicatiw of lhlth 
tholeiitic basalt (MORB) and ocean island basalt (OIB). unlike anv l;was asso~iatl·d \\ ilh 
the Troodos ophiolite {Malpas ,., ~11 .. 199]) 
Amphibolites. quartz-mica schists and blocks of recrystallised chert arl' l(nand 
along the shore section near Loutra tis Aphroditis. and amphibolites arl' present within 
serpentinite approximately I km west of the town of Neokhorio (Figure 2 -ta) 
The Mavrokolymbos and Phasoula formalior.s are not seen in the area 
2.4.1.2 The Troodos Complex 
Serpentinised harzburgite 
Serpentinised harzburgite crops out over an area of approximatdy 1Jk m2 
(t.xtending south from Loutra tis Aphroditis) and is interpreted as an allochthonous shel't 
emplaced from east to west over gabbro and sheeted diabase dvkcs (Malpas and 
Xenophontos. 1992; Murton, 1990) (Plate 2 2) Extensive serpentinite exposure ou:urs on 
the shoreline adjacent to Loutra tis Aphroditis. Bastite ( aller orthopyroxene) s~rpentuK· as 
common (Plate 2 3) 
The degree of serpentinisation ;5 not uniform throughout the ultramafic hodv. and 
is more pronounced towards the margins of the serpentinite mass and along 1 he numerous 
internal zones of sheared and shattered material. The serpentinite is highly weathered and 
degraded where shearing and brecciation have occurred 
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(;ahbroic rock.-. 
Variably-sized plutonic bodies occur as spora(:Jc intrusions within the sheeted 
diabase dyke complex. The largest of these lies immediately below the large serpentinite 
sheet (Plate 2 2) The gabbroic rocks are mostly vari-textured and include a range of 
lithologies from gabbros(ss), olivine-gabbros, quartz-gabbros, diorites to rare 
plagiogranites. 
Shetted diabase dyke complex 
An extensive sheeted diabase dyke complex crops out in the west of the area, 
where it is thrust over volcanic rocks The dykes arc themselves overthrust by the 
serpentinite. They are aphyric to sparsely phyric basalts and basaltic andesites with 
cquigranular, fine-grained ophitic, sub-ophitic and intergranular textures (Gass. 1960) 
These dykes arc chemically similar to t~ose diabase dykes found in the southern part of the 
Troodos Massif. with which they are therefore correlated (Gass. 1960) 
For the most part, the complex has been tectom~ally disrupted and dykes now dip 
at 40" eastward (Plate 1.4 ). It is not clear whether these a ykes, which were presumably 
originally intruded vertically, were disrupted during thrusting or as a result of back-
rotation cffaulted blocks during formation of the Polis Graben. 
Lower and Lipper Lava Serirs 
Volcanic rocks belonging to the Troodos Complex include an extrusive sequence 
of tholeiitic pillow- and sheet flow-basalts, intercalated with deep water sediments, lying 
structurally below the sheeted diabase dykes (Malpas and Xenophontos, 1992). Way-up 
indicators suggest that the lavas are upright and thcrl'forc must on:ur in disnl'tl' thrust 
slices. 
2.4.1.3 Tertiary Covtr Sediments 
In the Akamas area, chalks. marls and limcstonl's of tlw l .l'll.ara and l,alo.lma 
formations are well exposed and cover approximately •to0 o of the studv arl·a ( Figurl' 2 -ta. 
Plate 24). 
The Lefkara Formation unco-t'lnmably overlies Mamonia and Troodos wds 
(Plate 2 2) and consists of chalk with chert bands, grading upwards into massive chalk 
The Pakhna Formation is a series of chalks, marls and calcarenites whid1 conli.,rmahly 
overlies the Lefkara Formation (Plate 2 4 ). Over most of the study area. however. till' 
Pakhna Formation directly unconformably overlies basement rocks (Troodos and 
Mamonia c:omplexes). It is capped by the Tcra Limestone. a coralinc limcstonl' containing 
reef talus and reworked calcareous sediment. Thcrcf(ne, on many of the graben timtwall 
blocks, there exists a considerable stratigraphic hiatus 
A series of Recent conglomerates, fanglomcratcs, sandstones, marls and calcareous 
arenites are present in the north and east of the study area (Plate 2 'i ). they arc particularly 
well developed along the axis of the Polis Graben . 
2.4.2 Structure 
Early extensional tectonic features arc preserved within the scrpcntinrtc and ocuu 
m the form of small grabens and half-graben faults Sedimentary serpentinite htcccia, 
interpreted as fault talus, is found at the base of graben-bounding faults The small grahcns 
vary from I 0 to 30m wide and show relative displacements in the order of 'i- 1 (Jm 
Jfl 
Kinematic indicators on fault surfaces and within shear zones consistently show normal 
slip sense. Normal faults (half-graben bounding faults") are present in a few localities in 
the south of the area near Piana and along the coastline just below the limestone cover to 
the west of Loutra tis Aphroditis. Similar features ha've bt>'!n described in tlu.; 
Mavrokolymbos and Ayia Varvara Windows. 40 to 60 km to the south These features arc 
interpreted as being formed as a result of an early period of extensional tectonism which 
occurred during the formation of the ophiolitic rocks presumably in an extensional forearc 
setting adjacent to. or part o( a major ·-ansform fault zone (Malpas e/ a/., 1993 ). 
Low- to moderate-angle. eastward-dipping thrust faults are the dominant 
structures in the study area (figures 2 4a-c) These faults appear to be related to the 
regional west-southwest thrusting of Mamonia and Troodos rocks. although the thrusting 
is directed more to the west than at the Ayia Varvara and Mavrokolymbos windows 
(Mal pas c'/ a/.. 1993 ). 
In the study area. a large sheet of serpentinite is thrust over gabbro and sheeted 
diabase This thrust is referred to as the basal serpentinite thrust (BST) and contains 
structural features relevant to the magnesite mineralisation which is discussed later 
(Chapter .1 ). A shear zone, the intra-serpentinite shear zone (ISSZ) is present higher up in 
the harzburgite thrust sheet. The ISSZ is essentially a carbonatised serpentinite shear zone 
which outcrops a few metres below the carbonate cover sediments. Small clasts of Ayios 
Photios Group cherts, mudstones and gabbro are present in this shear zone (Plate 2.6). 
Folding is seen on a variety of scales within the Mamonia Complex; asymmetric 
anticlines are common throughout the area. particularly within thrust packages where 
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competent sandstone beds are intercalated with siltston"·s and mudston~s Tight!~· lilllkd 
layers of chert and mudstone (with minor sandstone horizons) arc common along. thl· 
shoreline and are well exposed along road cuts and in ri\'cr valleys All lillds arc \\l'Stward 
verging and are best developed within the Episkopi Formation . 
Miocene extensional faulting. related to the formation of the Polis (irahcn. l.as 
downthrown large blocks of both Troodos and Mamunia rocks. The study of scdim~nt 
deposition in the graben and the onset. and age span. of extensional tl·ctonics ( Rohntson 
et al., 1990) conform to the geometry of the cross section through the area (Figurl· 2 -tb) 
Graben faults are rarely seen in outcrop due to extensive Tertiary carhonalc COVl'r Fault 
attitudes and the magnitude of normal fault displacement must thcrcl(lrc he inlt:rrcd from 
stratigraphic relationships (e.g . Figurt.s 24a-c). changes in topography and thl' rclatiVl' 
thickness of carbonate cover on the downthrown side of the fault (Figure 2 ~ ). Around the 
perimeter of the serpentinite for example. the thickness of the syntcctonically dcposiled 
limestone cover has been used to identify areas of fault activity ( )nJy normal faults arc 
shown in Figure 2.5. The dip and dip-direction of these faults were interred liorn till' 
attitudes 0f sheared serpentinite and the presence of slumped limestone sediments on the 
downthrown side of the faults. Fault traces are seen to run beneath the limestone cover in 
directions consistently east-west and north-south. These faults can then he f(ltlowed by a 
corresponding change in topography. This gives the Pakhna sediments a terraced 
appearance in places 
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Plate 2 .1 Small klippe ofMamonia mudstone on serpentinite located 1 km west of 
N eokhorio. This outcrop marks the base of the Mamonia thrust sheets which were 
emplaced from east to west at a shallow angle. Lens cap for scale. 
38 
Plate 2 .2 Moderately dipping (50°E) thrust contact between serpentinite in hanging wall 
and gabbro with limestone lying unconformably on serpentinite in the background. 
Photograph taken facing due south. Jeep for scale. 
39 
Plate 2 .3 Outcrop of serpentinised harzburgite. Bastite serpentinite after orthopyroxene is 
common. Coin for scale. 
Plate 2.4 Lefkara chalk overlain conformably by 10m ofTera limestone 500m east of 
Neokhorio village. Moped for scale. 
40 
Plate 2 .5 Shore section along the northern boundary ofthe study area. Serpentinite on the 
shoreline is unconformably overlain by calcarenite. 
Plate 2 .6 Light-blue carbonatised serpentlrute of the ISSZ. Mudstones of the Mamonia 
Complex are present as clasts within the shear zone. Lens cap for scale. 
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3.0 STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF MINERALISATION 
3.1 Introduction 
Structural features In the serpentinised harzburgite and within the magnesite 
deposits provide information concerning the relative timing of, and physical conditions 
prevalent during, carbonate mineralisation in this area. Two styles of magnesite 
mineralisation are clearly discernible which are interpreted as belonging to different 
genetic episodes. Each style appears within distinct structural settings in the serpentinite. 
E xamination of features within the magnesite and serpentinite indicate that the earliest 
magnesite veins were precipitated during contractional tectonism and so this style of 
mineralisation is associated with the emplacement of the serpentinite. Nodular precipitates 
appear to have formed later, after all contractional tectonism had ceased . 
3.2 Styles of Magnesite Mineralisation. 
The mineralisation has been categorized, based upon field relationships and 
magnesite distribution, into two zones; 'ZONE I' and 'ZONE II' (Figure 3 .1) . These two 
zones are recognized within each of the magnesite deposits in the study area, but are best 
seen in the Magnisia mine (Figures 3 . 2, 3. 3) . Each 'zone' where magnesite is present 
contains significant information regarding structural and mineralisation processes involved 
in each stage of carbonate formation . Zones I and II are described separately in the 
following section paying attention to structurally significant features . These two zones 
constitute the main styles ofmagnesite mineralisation present in .the Akamas area. 
3.2.1 Zone I Type "' ineralisation 
\lincralisawm of this type is hosted bv c:-.;tcnsivc \Cin ncmorks. which arc 
particularly well d~.:vdopcd in the lower ponion of the serpentinite thrust sheet (Figure 
) I) Lu gc veins occur at the bases of the deposits (Plate 3 I ) and grade ll!J\\ ard:-; into a 
Jitru~e '>tockwork consisting of variably oricntcd smaller \Cins 
r11c magnesite in the large \eins is f(H the lllllSt part a hard. \\lJitl'. 
crvptocrvstallinc material I Plate 3 2 l '' ith dendritic iron hydro:-.;idc ( limonitcl upon \ein 
surfi1u:s rhe veins ha\e been injected imn sheared and shattered serpent initt: as ,,df as 
along ~.~:-.;isting anisotropies. including shcar zone fabrics In ~urrnunding scrpcnt inites. 
shear wne strlh.: tur~.:s such as c-s planes and slickenside lineallons defined ov both fibrous 
rnrnt.·rals as ,,elf a~ gn>llVes arc abundanti\ present both in outcrop and rnanv samplt!S 
Slidcnsi~kd surlitc~o.·s \\ith lineations are panicularlv common on the walls of srtabk veins 
( · I nun in thickness) Tht.· large magnesite veins arc oriented almost \ crticallv and sh(_m 
''~_·If dt.'\ doped f~atures associated '' ith dilatinnal 'ein system de\ cloprnent ( llodgson. 
I'JXI)) Thes~.· featuri.C's arc spalled ''allrock fragm~:nts now includcd in thc veins in zones 
parallel to wallrod; \\ithin the outcr borders of the H~ins. ··c(lmb .. textu r~s within some 
largt.• \·eins. internal .. ladder \·cin .. textures. media11-lines within veins and hydraulic 
hrt.·t.:~.·iati,lll and r~:-ccmentation of vein material (Plate 3 3) Groove lineations along 
slid.;ensitkd surf:l(es on the wal..> of veins indicate displa(emcnt after vein formation " ith 
somt.• rt.'\\orking of the shear fabric The large magnesite veins are dilational and antitaxial 
in naturt.• and interpreted tn have formed during a S\n-kinematic stage 
Zune I magnesite '~ins ~radl.' tqm :11 ds inh' ~mall 'l'lllkt ~ .md ~~~ 'l'~ \\\ .: ~ 
mineralisllion whidl arc pr~S~nt in nwst 1..':\p)lllll'd silt':> rhl' tl;lllSIIHlfl hl't\\l't'll tht·~t· l\\•' 
t()rms of magn~~ite is n1)1 unit(mn hut . "h~..·rt• '' dl '''I'~'St'd . ~,.· ,,nutH'Ili\' ,,..:..:u• ~ " '''' .1 
wrtical interYal o,. approximately .>-~m St,,l'~\\nrb t'\t'''"lli..'Jt' lit• ·'"'''t' tlw l.ll_!.!t' 
magnesite Yeins The llmcr and upper limits pf 1 his Nlll' art· t hc B.ts:ll s,:rpt·nt 1111 t t' llnu~t 
t BSTl separating serpcntinitl.' fr,,m ~ahhw diahas~..· . . md till' lntLt-St·qwntlllllt' Slt~..-.11 / ,'Ill. 
( ISSZ) ncar the top of tht• Sl'rp~:ntinitl.' slwt·t t 1 - i~url.'s ; I. ; ; 1 :\h''' c till· HS r th,· 
sheared s~rpcntinitc gradt·s up,,ards into a nwrt'l'Pilllllllllnus..;i,~,.·-h l ",.~, tntu•~..· 
\\'h~:re magnesite wins art• ..:nmlllllll. th~..· st'l pt·ntJnlst·d hauhu1 _!.!Ill' •~ :1 d. 11 ~ 
(l)iq:-grcen colour with rclati,·elv lillll.' t'\ idl.'n..:e 111' a~soc1atcd ~,.·;uh,,natl'.;atlllll tlf thl' 
ultramalic material \\'hl.'rl.' stllck\\(lrkmg. is ''dl dt·,d,lpt·d hll\\t'\t'l . thc h"~' JPd ~. ... :1 
light mottled gri.'Cll-\\hitl' dul.' to extcn~iw carhon;~t~,.· alterat iPn .\t thc \l.t~ IH..,I ; I .uHII'I.tll \1 
ln~.:alities (l·igurt: I 2). \\Tathering a nd altcrari,ln is 'l'\l.' l'l' and has lt''lllt~..·d IIPI t>~rlv rn 
e'\tl.'nsive dt:gradation of the St:rpcntinitt:. hut also in !Ill' llll lll;t (IPII n f' l'.lkill' ;md dPIIII llik 
veins. especially in dose proximitv to tlw marin!! liml.'stont• \\hi~..· lt IIIIUHtf(,rntahlv "n·rl 1l: ~ 
the magnesit~: deposits Petrographic examination ind icate' that the Jlla jllJitv Ill thr-.; ,:akllt' 
and dolomite.! is epigenetic in nature. infilling ti·acturcs and void-. \vl!lun tht· IIW!IIr>llt' 
veins and surr~mnding serpentinite (sec ~.:hapter ·I J 
Zone I structural features 
Zone I varies in apparent thi~.:kness between I tJ and It 1m ;don)! the li ne " ' 
magnesite dcposits. and is at its thickest at thl! \1ag ni~ ia loutlity Lateral thidllc.:-. '> and 
continuity of Zone I mineralisation underground qutsidc \1agni..,ia is not easily Cll ll '>ll ;llrwd 
due to extensive overlying T eniary marine limestone cover (Figures : -ta-c) and lack of 
exploratory adits Boreholes from two sites within the \'icinity of the \.lagnisia 
mineralisation do not intersect magnesite mineralisation ( andi.or extensive cakitt: or 
dolomite precipitates) below depths of 80m within serpentinite (Figures 3 2. 3 3) 
Boreholes AK2 and AKJ do not intersect the BST It is uncenain exactly how deep the 
magnesite occurs but, assuming magnc~itc mineralisation remains restricted to serpentinite 
at depth. best estimates from tield mapping indicate thickness of Zone I magnesite 
occurrence to he no greater than Sum (l:ich and \ laliotis. 198-t) 
Orit>nt:llion of shear zone srrucrurt>s 
The BST is marked by a 1 0-20cm thick shear zone developed in serpentinite. 
whic~ exhibits a well dctined contractional c-s fabric implying emplacement of serpentinite 
over gabbro and sheeted diabase dykes (Figures 3 4a.b. Plate 3 .4. see also Plate 4 2) A 
few high-magnesian calcite veins. known to be genetically related to the magnesite 
mineralisation (see chapter :'i ). arc present \vithin the c-s fabric of the BST (Plate -t 2) 
When plotted on a lower hemisphere. equal area projt:ction. poles to the c-planes and s-
plancs of the shear zone fabric lie in orientations \vhich detine a moderately east-dipping 
wntractional shear zone with movement of the r.arzburgite hanging " 'all directed toward 
the west-nonhwest (Figure 3 -tb) Groove lineations and tibrous packages of calcite on the 
walls of the calcite veins. which enhance the c-planes ofthe BST shear fabric. are oriented 
with a maximum statisti~al azimuth-plunge of I 08/50°: the point maximum lies at 
approximately 90° to the intersection lineation detined by the c- and s-planes. These 
grooves are therefore oriented in a direction consistent \\ ith the ll\ crall shl·ar direl:ti,,n 
inferred for the BST 
Large magnesite veins situated at \ arious sites around Pi ana and \lat:nisia. h 111g 
structurallv above the BST (Figure 3 2). also shlh\. groon~ lineations up,,n tlwir \cin ''ails 
The veins are oriented \vith a north-south strike and \Vith dips bct\H.'l'll ~:' 'E and 
'>O·'. almost parallel to BST s-plane orientations (Figure 3 -th) ( ir111\\ l'S upon t h~.•st• n·ins. 
atl'ecting both magnesite fragments and the ~.Tvptocrvstallinc matrix. fi.,rnlt'd dur ing 
relative displacement of the serpentinite and have ;...r.imut h-plunge orientat ions 11f 
090185 ' . v.;hich indicates a comparable displacement direction on these wins to till' slwar 
direction for the c-s fabric of the BST (Figure 3 -ta.b) 
3.2.2 Zone II T)-·pe .\lineralisalion 
Zone II occurs throughout the large magnesite deposits in the <lll'a and is separated 
from Zone I by a low angle, eastward-dipping shear zone within the scrp~:nt111ite allow tlw 
magnesite veins and stock works (Figures .l I. 3 .1) This intra-serpentinite shl-;tr /.on~: 
(ISSZ) is characterized by a very tine-grained. light-blue. friable. sheaft•d scrpt·ntinilt: 
which has been extensively carbonatiscd (Plates 2 6. 3 :"') It occurs appm.ximatdy I fl 111 
below the upper limit of the serpentinite sheet. varies from 2m to 7m in thidness and i-; 
interpreted as a shallow shear zone which limned during the main phase or contractional 
tectonism affecting the serpentinite Sheared serpentinite in places grades upwards 1111o 
uncarbonatised blocky serpentinite. Nodular magnesite has been precipitated mostly wit hm 
this sheared serpentinite (ISSZ) (Plates 3 6, 3 7, 3 S). but is also present in the block y 
serpentinite above the shear zone A single small klippe of Ayios Photios ( iroup sediments 
at the top of the serpentinite sheet. at the base of the Limestone cover at the top of Zone 
I L wntains small quantities of nodular magnesite precipitated in fractures and voids. 
Nodular magnesite, which overgrows all shear fabrics in the serpentinite host rock. 
is definitive of Zone If mineralisation and belongs to a lat:r magnesite forming episode 
(sec chapter 4 ). 
Zone II Structural Features 
The lower and upper limits of the nodular precipitates are marked by the base of 
the ISSZ and the unconformable contact separating serpentinite from overlying marine 
limestone respectively (figure 3 3) At the Magnisia mine the projection of the ISSZ at 
depth is constrained by the presence of sheared serpentinite containing nodular magnesite 
with small magnesite veinlets at depths from surface bet\vcen -t6rn and 78m in borehole 
AK2. and between 62m to 67m in AKI (Figure 3.2), as v.:ell as the distribution ofnodular 
magnesite in the mine workings of Magnisia (rigure 3 3) The absolute limit of Zone II 
mineralisation at depth is unknown due to limited access. extensive carbonate cover 
sediments and lack of borehole data. The bluish col cur of the carbonatised ultramafic rock 
is distinctive and the zone can be followed throughout an area which encompasses all the 
magnesite deposits (between Sandalides and Piana) 
Kinematic indicators are present wiihin the ISSZ in the torm of c-s fabrics. but are 
less well developed than in the BST. The shear fabric of the ISSZ lies at a shallow angle 
with an inferred dip direction of -155°. At the Magnisia locality, the ISSZ lies at a shallow 
angle ( 3 5S/ I O"E) and horizontally disects the magnesite deposit (when viewed from west 
in the main mine workings). The lower half of this deposit clearly shows Zone I type 
mineralisation. while the upper half ..:ontains the nodular material tvpical of ZllOC II ( Fi~urc 
. -
3 3) 
Unlike th~! veins and sto..:kworks. magnesite within the I SSZ ti.mned subsl·qucnt to 
any active tectonism affecting the serpentinite. and is seen to have nudeated within and 
subsequently overgrown the sht. 'lr Iabrie Magnesite noduk·s vary in diallll.'ll'f lrlllll 
centimetre scale up to ~m across (Plate 1 7) There an: no sheared noduks prl.·sent in till.· 
area 
No magnesite vems have been pre..:ipitated \vithin thl· ISS/. and thl· shcarl.·d 
serpentinite in Zone II contains no vein or sto..:kv.ork material 
3.3 Other Carbonate Precipitates 
3.3.1 Carbonate Precipitates in Serpentinite 
Within this category are carbonate pn:..:ipitate:; fi.>und o\l.·rprinting magnc:sitc 
mineralisation throughout the serpentinite which are far less pure than cithl.·r magnl.·sitc 
veins or nodules. These recent pre..:ipitatcs ferm a I O..:m thid.; ..:arhonate ..:rust and arc 
co.·;1prised of cryptocrystalline 'chunks' of magnesium carbonatl! and high-magncsittm 
calcite in a soft calcite matrix on the walls of adits (Plate 3 1)) l>endrit i..: iron hydroxide is 
present throughout the carbonate matrix. The more open stru..:ture or these pre..:ipitatcs 
may be due to formation upon a free surface (ad it walls). as opposed to precipitation 
within sheared serpentinite. Such precipitates have formed within the past ten years as a 
result of the opening of the ad its and are generally best developed at sites below the water 
table. I 50-200m above sea level. The best occurrence of this type of carbonate limnation 
is found in the small test adits at the base of the Magnisia mine Similar occurrcnl:cs arc 
noted from the north of the area near Sandalides (Figures 2 -la-c. 3 2) Blocks of marine 
limestone in and around the mineral deposits have been cemented together by relatively 
recent botryoidal magnesite precipitates. 
Within brecciated fault zones in marine limestone above the magnesi le deposits are 
small areas where breccia has been cemented together by cryptoaystallinc carbonate 
precipitation Small blocks of limestone which have tallen downhill ontc. outcropping 
serpentinite appear to have been cemented onto the substrate by botryoidal magnesite The 
blocks of limestone lie on the c:xposcd serpentinite hillside and so were probably cemented 
recently 
In one locality. circulating groundv;ater is precipitating tine laminar sheets of 
caroonatc on the sides of a small cave \\<ithin the serpeminitc (Plates 3 10. 3 11 ). This 
material, from petrographic examination, is an Fe-rich dolomite. a very unusual occurrence 
for such a site Usually one might expect travert ine or a calcite tufa (Barnes and 0 ':--.Icil. 
1%•>. (iribhle and Hall. 1985) 
The process of carbonate mineralisation in this area is therefore of a continuous 
nature 
3.3.2 Carbonate Miner:alis:ation in Footw:lll of BST 
Cakite veining is developed within a set of conjugate shear fractures in gabbro 
whid1 lies immediately beneath the serpentinite body containing magnesite mineralisation 
(Plates 3 12 & 3. 13) These veins termina;e against the thrust plane between the gabbro 
and st•rpcntinitc Grooves on the veins indicate relative dip-slip displacement along the 
conjugate shear fractures in the gabbro subsequent to vein precipitation. possibly induced 
by either vertical loading during thntsting. or unloading dut: tl) t:'\tc.·nsion in tht.• Polis 
Graben. The veins show marked similaritit:s to S4'•llt.. magnesite and high-magnl·sium 
calcite veins of Zone I mineralisat ion su~h as \\ell devclopeJ i• i;.•dian-linl'S alllllg veins .111d 
"wmb .. te:x:ures (see ~hapter -1) It is unsure whether these ~akite '~.·ins .m.· s\ ngl·r;._• t ic 
with Zone I mineralisation Detailed vein orientatil'll data and lin~,· ;uron nr il·ntat H 'lis. 
relative to the serpentinite shear zone above the cakitl' 'eins and graht.•n-rl'lall:d r:nrlt ing. 
would be required to link the formation of these ,·eins to either thrusting 1H l'\ll'llShHral 
tectonism. 
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Plate 3.1 Large cryptocrystalline magnesite vein within Zone I of the Piana locality. Lens 
cap for scale. 
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Plate 3 .2 Sample ofvein magnesite taken from the base of the Magnisia locality. Coin for 
scale (diameter lOmm). 
Plate 3 .3 Photomicrograph of brecciated vein material which has been cemented by 
further magnesite precipitation. Plane-polarised light. Field of view is 5mm. 
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Plate 3.4 Close view ofBST showing strongly developed shear fabric . BST is 20cm thick 
at this point. Gabbro in footwall. View to north. Key for scale. 
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Plate 3 . 5 Sheared, carbonatised serpentinite of the IS SZ which has incorporated Mamonia 
mudstones, gabbro and diabase. 
Plate 3 .6 Nodular magnesite within a mining adit in Zone II of the Magnisia deposit. 
Nodule she varies from millimetre to metre scale. Hammer for scale. 
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Plate 3 . 7 Large magnesite nodule within Zone II of the Magnisia locality. This nodule is 
approximately l.Sm in diameter. Hard hat for scale. 
Plate 3 . 8 Hand specimen of nodular magnesite. Finger for scale. 
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Plate 3. 9 A sample of the high-magnesium calcite/magnesite precipitate found on the 
walls of mining adits in the Magnisia area. Coin for scale. 
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Plate 3. 10 Outcrop of laminar precipitate found precipitating within a small cave in 
serpentinite. Lens cap for scale. 
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Plate 3 .11 Hand specimen of laminar dolomite. Coin for scale. 
Plate 3.12 Calcite veins precipitated within fractured gabbro, just below the BST. Veins 
are an average thickness of ~3cm. 
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Plate 3 . 13 Close view of calcite veins l.n gabbro . Key for scale. 
4.0 PETROGRAPIIY 
4.1 Introduction 
A petrographi~.: study of ore minerals (magnesite from Zones I and II) and other 
vein precipitates, serpentinite and spatially-related lithologies in the area of interest was 
undertaken in order to establish the relationship between the magnesite mineralisation and 
the serpentinite in which it is found . The sanie samples used for petrographic examination 
were subsequently used for isotope and trace element analyses. 
It is clear from chapter three that Zone I calcite veins precipitated m the shear 
fabric of the Basal Serpentinite Thrust ( BST) during contractional tectonism For this 
reason these vcms were examined for evidence of syntectonic precipitation. Vein 
magnesite (consisting of re-cemented fragments of cryptocrystalline magnesite) within 
Zone I was examined for evidence of a multiple precipitation history Magnesite-cemented 
limestone dasts and cryptocrystalline n•agnesite found in voids within overthrust Mamonia 
mudstones (at the top ol Zone II) were also studied petrographically 
Relative timing of mineralisation, as well as the presence of several generations of 
magnesite, was established in the field and was verified petrographically 
4.2 l>escript ion 
The following section will deal with magnesite samples and other related 
lithologies. Many magnesites were examined but certain ones appear representative of 
4.2.1 Zone I l\lagntsitt 
All Zone I magnesite samples exhibit n.•in mag.ncsitl' \\ithin ti·al·tun.•ll and 
brecciated serpentinite. This secti(lll deals with 'cin magnl'sitl' takl·n lhllll tlw :\ lagnista 
deposit. 
Samplt c-s (BST fabric) 
In hand specimen. calcite veins arc present along both \.:-and s-plam:s "ithin till',._ 
s shear fabric of the BST. They range in thickness bct\\l'Cn .•mm and o ~em. and <Ill' 
continuous throughout the fabric (see ~ection 3 2. chapt~r 3) Tlu:sl' \Cins slim" lin,·atiuns 
such as grooves and fibrous calcite packages where the vein walls arc in conta~-:1 \'v illi 
wallrock, particularly along the c-planc (Plates 4 I, -t2, 4 1) The v~..·ins thcmsdvcs all' 
made of material not present in the immediate wal lrock and so arc pr~..·sumcd tu hl· 
antitaxial in nature. 
Pt>trographically, m plane-polarised light, the ~:akitc veins appear light in colout 
with medium relief and are surrounded by light-brown, sheared serpentinite l Jnder cross-
polarised light. veins are highly birefringent. For the most part. the veins shmv well 
developed fibrous mineral growth (comb texture" (Hodgson, I'JXCJ )) perpctu.Jicut.u to the 
c- and s-planes developed in the wallrock Median lines, enham:cd hy thc presence of iron 
hydroxides along the length of the veins. arc ubiquitous in veins thicker than 2mm (Plates 
41. 43 ). Small fragments of spallcd wall rock arc f(lund in zones in the outer hot ders of 
veins. and are aligned parallel to the vcin-wallrm:k contact In so111c localities. wcll 
developed " ladder vein" networks are common (Hodgson. I CJX<J) (Plates 4 4 , 4 "1 
Rarely, calcite veins present in the c- and s-planes of the shear zone exhibit angular 
extinction relative to the vein edge. Calcite extinction is inclined anticlockwise from base 
to lop of cadt vein in the fabric. It is along the contact surfaces of these veins with 
wallrol:k that grooves occur. Also, some veins show stretched fibres and are fractured. 
indicating minor reworking after formation 
Samalle- 2<:15 (magnesite veining in serpentinite) 
Sample 2C IS is magnesite taken from a large vem in Zone I of the Magnisia 
lm:ality . This sample clearly shows the relationship between magnesite vems and 
serpentinite where magnesite comes into contact with the ultramafic wallrock 
Magnesite is present throughout the sample ana has pervasively mineralised 
wallrock utilizing any frdctures and pl.;nes of weakness present in the ultramafic material 
(Plates 44. 4 S) Magnesite mineralisation here has the appearance of a typical " ladder 
vein network" (ltodgson, 1989) Fragments of serpentinite and serpentine minerals 
(lizarditc and chrysotile) are found enclosed within the cryptocrystalline magnesite (Plates 
4 (J. -l 7) Certain of these enclosed serpentinite fragments contain micro-veins of 
magncsit1.. (on less than a millimetre scale) which have apparently been physically 
separated by magnesite formation . Some magnesite veins in more competent s\!rpentinite. 
up to a few millimetres in thickness. are brecciated and displaced (Plates 4.8, 4 9) 
Samalle mx (re-cemented magnesite vein) 
Sample ·mx' is made up of a number of angular. cryptocrystalline magnesite clasts 
'' hidt are supported in a matrix of fine-grained magnesite (Plate 3. 3) The early. blocky 
lhtgnu.·nts ha\·c a characteristic comb texture preserved. These brecciated pieces of 
magnesite show evidence of fracturing and displal:cmcnt and arl' therdi.lre suggl'Stt·d tll lw 
the result of the brecciation of magnesite vein materiaL with suhSl'lllll'nt l'l'llll'ntatilln of 
the fragments during further magnesite formation 
4.2.2 Zone II Magnesite 
This section describes nodular magnesite taken ti·om the centre ,,f t hl· ISS/ in 
Zone II (Plates 4 . I 0. 4.11 ). Sample JBN I was taken to he most rcprcsentatiw of /nnl' II 
mineralisation. 
Sample JBN I (nodular magnesite in sheared serpc.'ntinite) 
Sample JBN I is characteristil: of Zone II mineralisation as nodules arc seen to 
overgrow the sheared serpentinite (Plates 4 12. 4 U. 4 14. 4 15) Pctrographi~:ally. tlw 
serpentinite shows abrupt termination without any other distortion of serpentinill' at tht· 
edges of the nodular magnesite (botryoidal). Opaque minerals (c g iron hydroxidl') all' 
precipitated as dendrites throughout th~ nodules. 
These observations indicate f(mnation of nodular magnesite ath:r any active 
displacement of serpentinite in the shear zone. The magnesite nodules of Zone II therl'f(H e 
define a generation of magnesite formation later than that of Zone I magnesite 
4.2.3 Other Carbonates 
Sample X 14 (calcite veining in gabbro) 
Sample X 14 is calcite which was precipitated as vcms m conjugate fra<.:turcs in 
gabbro (lying immediately beneath the HST) In hand specimen the walls of these calcite 
veins are grooved adjacent to wall rock, but show no evidence of internal shearing (Plates 
3 . I 2. 3 . I 3 ) . 
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In thin-section, the sample illustrates fibrous calcite growth from the edges of 
fracture walls perpendicular ll: the walls, with a gap of up to I mm at the centre of each 
vein. Iron-hydroxide is present as layers within the veins (parallel to wallrock) and appears 
to have been formed periodically during repeated stages of dilation and calcite fibre 
growth, i.e. crack-seal mechanism (Hodgson. 1989, Sibson. 1990). The vein texture and 
microstructure of these calcite veins are similar to the calcite veins present in the c-s fabric 
described in section 4.2.1 (Plates 4 .1-4 3). 
Sample lC12 (calcite and dolomite within magnesite veining) 
Calcite and dolomite have nucleated upr;n fine-grained magnesite and are 
precipitated in radial fashion from the edges of voids and fractures within the magnesite 
veins of Zone I, serpentinite and mudstone (Plates 4. 16, 4.17). 
This feature is found throughout all of the samples taken from Zone L and is most 
pronounced close to the contact with overlying marine limestone. Thus the calcite and 
dolomite are believed to be epigenetic in nature, probably derived through dissolution ot 
the marine limestone above the deposits. 
Fossiliftrous marint limtstont 
This limestone exhibits many rugose coral fragments cemented by a mixture of 
tine-grained calcite, dolomite and minor magnesite (Plates 418, 4. 19). Voids inside corals 
have been tilled by <.:alcite precipitation. 
A basal conglomerate associated with this limestone (Sample "cong I") contains 
small rounded clasts of serpentinite. mudstone. diabase and coral fragments. 
4.2.4 R~cent Precipitates 
Sample PPTI (cave precipitate) 
A Scm thick laminar precipitate of high-magnesium cakitcldolomit~ was cull~~.·tcd 
from a small cave within serpentinite, where carbonate was found pr~dpitating lilllll 
circulating groundwaters (Plates 4 .20, 4.21 ). The cave lies in Zone I of the magncsill' 
mineralisation, below the water table The calcite tufa is layered and reaches a maximum 
thickness of7cm. with each carbonate layer being approximate ly I .. 1mm thick . 
In thin-section, the calcite is seen to have radial extinction and has precipitated 
perpendicular to the serpentinite substrate (Plate 4.21) Various small clasts consisting of 
serpentinite, chert, limestone, diabase and mudstone are endosed within successive calcite 
layers. These clasts probably adhered to the surface of the carbonate during its li.mnation 
Where clastic material has been trapped, later tufa growth is perpendicular to the outer 
edges of each clast (in radial fashion) 
Distinct layers occur throughout the tufa and are marked by a brown opaque 
material. Above these layers, new calcite growth is initiated as at the base (upon 
serpentinite). and so they are identified as erosional surfaces formed during times of no 
calcite precipitation 
Sample PPT2 (Chunky precipitate) 
Carbonate precipitated on tile walls of mining adits contains chunks o f 
cryptocrystalline magnesite cemented by a matrix of soft, friable, line-grained calcite and 
interlaced with dendritic iron hydroxide (Plate 4 22). This precipitate is fissile and mantles 
the adit below the water table, reaching a thickness of I 0- 1 Scm This carbonate material is 
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not considered merely waste magnesite fragments. which have adhered to wet adit walls 
during mining, he~.:ausc they arc petrographically distinct from either Zone I or Zone II 
magnesite samples 
In cross-polarised light the carbonate chunks appear dark brown, with lighter 
patches of fine-grained calcite (Plate 4.2J ). Some early "carbonate chunks" appear to have 
nudcatcd upon the serpentinite substrate. while later chunks formed within voids in the 
carbonate crust. All chunks are rich in iron-hydroxide which is present at various stages 
throughout the growth of each piece of magnesite. This opaque mineral reveals the growth 
pattern of the chunky material to be laminar in nature. Many interfering growth patterns 
arc seen bet ween neighbouring chunks. 
4.3 Summary 
From petrographic examination. the relationship between magnesite and all other 
lithologies and minerals within the magnesite deposits is clear. Samples from Zone I show 
pervasive magnesite vein mineralisation of fractured and brecciated serpentinite Injection 
along planes of weakness is common. Field observations show the same relationship 
between magnesite and serpentinite on a larger scale. 
From the physical distribution of calcite veins m the Basal Serpentinite Thrust . 
lineations on these calcite veins. the mientation of large magnesite veins. and isotopic 
evidence relating calcite veins to magnesite mineralisation (see chapter J. Figures .14a, b: 
chapter 5, section 5.3 .4). it is likely the formation of the calcite veins and magnesite 
mineralisation are genetically linked. These calcite veins show well defined dilatancy and 
11-acturing of the serpentinite with associ<\ted precipitation of veins along both c- and s-
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planes of the shear fabric. The vems have "comb t~xtur~s .. and indud~ Sl'fJll'ntinitl' 
wallrock fragments. Som~ of these veins sho\\ a limited amount of strl'h:hin~ ath·r 
formation . One sample of vein magn~sitc (mx) '-'ontains angular ti·agnwnts ~~r 
cryptocrystalline magnesite. ranging in size bet\veen 0 . ~mm and km. whidt arl' suppmtl·d 
in a matrix of cryptocrystalline: magnc~itc . 
Zone II magnesite nodules dearly owrprint sheared seqK·nt inih: "it hin tlw ISS/ 
Nodular magnesite (in places) also overprints some magnesite veins. but this is restricll'd 
to the upper reaches of Zone I Texturally. magnesite nodules arc dearly rdatl·d tl1 
nucleation with the serpentinite. as opposed to replacement of previous concretions / .one 
II magnesite has overgrown sheared. carbonatised serpentinite. and no noduks l' \aminl·d 
show deformation or evidence of shearing. It is unk no\vn \vhen the nodular nlitgnl·sitl' 
began to form. only that it must have been aller all tectonic activity allccting the 
serpentinite had ceased . In contrast to the dilatant. antita\ial nature of veins injectt·d into 
the serpentinite of zone I. nodular magnesite in Zone II is. overall. a replacement st ylc or 
mineralisation within the serpentinite shear zone. These nodules thercl(•re dcline a younger 
generation of magnesite growth compared to the veins and stock works 
The formation of Recent carbonates as crusts on adit walls m the study area 
(magnesite. calcite and dolomite ) may signif.v either the latest phase of carbonate 
mineralisation. or the continuance of Zone 11-type carbonate l(mnation 
Calcite and dolomite in fractured magnesite veins. serpentinite and mudstone arc 
epigenetic in nature and are most likely the result of dissolution of the ovulying marine 
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limestone by circulating groundwaters as these epigenetic carbonates are most pronounced 
dose to the limestone. 
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Plate 4. 1 Dilational calcite veins in the c-s fabric. Quartz-sensitive plate was used to 
illustrate orientation of crystal fibres . Serpentinite groundmass is sheared. Note the well 
developed median lines. Cross-polarised light. Field of view 5mm. 
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Plate 4.2 Well developed c-s fabric of the Basal Serpentinite Thrust (BST). Calcite veins 
enhance the serpentinite shear fabric. Key is 3 em long. 
Plate 4 . 3 Thin-section of dilational calcite veins with well developed median lines in 
serpentinite shear fabric . Cross-polarised light. Field of view 5mm. 
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Plate 4 . 4 Cryptocrystalline magnesite veining in serpentinised harzburgite. Note the 
brecciated texture of the wallrock. Plane-polarised light. Field ofview 5mm. 
Plate 4.5 Same view as above, but in cross-polarised light. Magnesite veining in 
serpentinite fragments is clearer here. Note overall brecciated appearance ofwallrock. 
Field of view 5mm. 
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Plate 4 . 6 Magnesite precipitated in competent serpentinite. Magnesite has been 
precipitated within voids and fractures . Cross-polarised light. Field ofview 3mm. 
Plate 4 . 7 Inclusion of serpentine minerals from the wallrock within magnesite veins. 
Cross-polarised light. Field ofview 3mm. 
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Plate 4. 8 Magnesite vein within serpentinised harzburgite showing brittle deformation. 
Note specifically cataclastic shear ofvein in left bottom quarter of picture. Cross-polarised 
light. Field of view 3 mm. 
Plate 4 .9 Same view as above but in plane-polarised light. Field ofview 3mm. 
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Plate 4 .10 Fine-grained nodular magnesite in thin-section. Plane-polarised light. Field of 
view 5mm. 
Plate 4 .11 Same view as Plate 4 .10, but in cross-polarised light. Field ofview 5mm. 
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Plate 4 .12 Two magnesite nodules overprinting sheared serpentinite. Cross-polarised 
light. Fielri ofview 1cm. 
Plate 4.13 Same view as 4.12, but in plane-polarised light. Field ofview lcm. 
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Plate 4. 14 Cryptocrystalline magnesite nodule overgrowing sheared serpentinite. Plane-
polarised light. Field of view 1 em. 
Plate 4 .15 Same as Plate 4 .14, but in cross-polarised light. Some nodules follow shear 
fabric but are themselves unsheared. Field of view 1 em. 
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Plate 4.16 Epigenetic calcite precipitated perpendicular to a fracture wall within a 
magnesite vein. Field of view 1 em .. 
Plate 4 .17 Serpentinised harzburgite showing several successive veining episodes. 
Epigenetic calcite was precipitated last. Cross-polarised light. Field of view 5mm. 
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Plate 4 . 18 Rugose coral fragment in limestone. Micrite cement with minor magnesite. 
Cross-polarised light. Field ofview 3mm. 
Plate 4 .19 Rounded clasts of coral and serpentinite are cemented by fine-grained calcite. 
Cross-polarised light. Field of view is 5mm. 
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Plate 4.20 Carbonate cave precipitate found within a small cave on the shore section near 
Loutra tis Aphroditis. Small specks in carbonate are sedimentary clasts. Coin diameter 
2cm. 
Plate 4 .21 Laminar growth ofhigh-magnesium calcite showing radial growth. Cross-
polarised light. Field of view 3 mm. 
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Plate 4 .22 Hand specimen of calcite/dolomite 'adit precipitate ' found within the vicinity 
of mineralisation (below the water table) in the study area. 
Plate 4.23 Section showing laminar precipitates of dolomite between clasts of micro-
crystalline magnesite. Brown bands denote ferroan dolomite. Cross-polarised light. Field 
ofview 5mm. 
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5.0 GEOCHEMISTRY 
5.1 lntroductioP 
This chapter deals with vanous analytical techniques and results of mineral 
identification for carbonates, serpentinite and sedimentary lithologies including sandstones 
and radiolarian mudstones. Three separate studies were undertaken; i) an X Ray 
Diffraction (XRD) study in order to qualitatively identify mineralogy, ii) a stable isotope 
study of carbonate samples from Zones I and II, marine limestone and dolomite. and iii) a 
trace element study of magnesite, serpentinite, and sedimentary lithologies within the 
environs of the mineralisation. 
The XRD study was carried out in order to identify samples to be used in the 
succeeding isotope and trace elemen~ studies. The aim of isotope and trace element 
analyses was to understand certain features of the magnesite mineralisation which are not 
apparent from field observation, in particular features such as the temperature of 
formatinn, chemical composition of mineralising solutions, and the nature of probable 
source reservoirs of magnesium (Mg), carbon (C) and oxygen (0). 
Er.ch study is described separately with an introduction, analytical procedures, 
results and brief discussion. An overall summary section is then provided which links the 
three studies together. 
5.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Study 
X-Ray Diffiaction (XRD) analyses were performed on 27 samples; 24 carbonates 
including calcite, dolomite and magnesite and 3 samples of serpentinite. These samples, 
particularly the carbonates. were collected specifically from Zones I and II of the 
magnesite mineralisation in order to measure their carbon and oxygen isotopi"· 
compositions. as well as their trace element compositions. A qualitative measure of the 
mineralogical purity of each sample was required before performing chemical analyses 
Pure samples (>97% pure) are easily tested for their isotopic composition. but less pure 
samples (usually mixtures of minerals such as calcite. dolomite. and magnesite) need to he 
separated to leave only magnesite. Seoaration may be done physically and/or chemically 
Ideally, once separation is complete, the remaining sample should again be X-rayed to 
determine whether or not further separation is required. 
5.2.1 Results 
Many of the carbonates tested were identified as calcite, dolomite or magnesite 
confirming field observations. Samples were identified with relative ease using only the 
three most intense peaks seen on the XRD trace. The option of using more peaks is 
available but usually, for monominerallic samples, three are suflicicnt. Some sample 
searches resulted in a small list ot possible minerals, but in each case. the true 
identification was made using a combination of XRD and petrographic examination. Table 
5.1 shows the main results obtained, and detailed data are given for those minerals 
identified in the appendices. 
5.3 Background for Stable Isotope Study 
Introduction 
Stable isotopes have been used in the study of cryptocrystalline magnesite deposits 
throughout the world (Kralik et a/., 1989) to determine possible genetic mechanisms 
associated with magnesite mineralisation. Probable sources of carbon and oxygen arc 
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identified by comparison of magnesite data with known isotope ratios from common 
carbon and oxygen isotope reservoirs. 
Carbon isotope data indicate that each magnesite occurrence usually contains 
carbon derived from a single source (i.e. organic. atmospheric. juvenile, metamorphic . 
. .. etc.) (figure 5. 1 ), and it has been suggested that the availability of this carbon is the only 
restriction placed upon the extent of magnesite mineralisation (Kralik et a/., 1989 ). 
Isotope data for different types of magnesite deposits (Veitsch, Kraubath, Bela Stena and 
Greiner) fall into internally consistent isotopic fields. For example. cryptocrystalline 
magnesite within ultramafic complexes (Kraubath Type) usually contains carbon derived 
from an organic source (Zachmann and Johannes, 1989). 
The oxygen isotopic composition of magnesite. as with any mineral, is highly 
variable and is dependent upon several factors including temperature of formation, kinetic 
fractionation between precipitated minerals and mineralising solutions, and the 
composition of the isotopic reservoir sampled (O'Neil. 1977; O'Neil and Barnes. 1979). 
Marine limestones, fresh water carbonates and hydrothermal veins fall into isotopically 
distinct fields. making identification of the isotopic source straightforward (Brownlow. 
1979). Oxygen isotopes are particulariy useful as palaeo-thermometers (McCrea, 1950), 
as well as indicating the oxygen isotopic composition of mineralising solutions. 
Temperature of carbonate formation. and fluid isotopic composition may be calculated 
from the isotopic composition of minerals using the following equation provided by 
Aharon ( 1988) :-
JO·'ln a'i, =~';,=(A xi06).T·2 + B .... ............ .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..................... (Equation I) 
. . 
~---- ~ 
Where A and B are experimentally determined constants which vary ti.lr calcite. dolomite 
and magnesite. L\ =difference in delta values. a. b = diflerent phases. 
P 11 IS lh 
A crossplot of C/ C (Pee Dee Belemnite) vs. 0 / 0 (Standard Mean Ol:t:an 
Water) (see section 5.3 2) is most often used for comparison of magnesite and other 
I ' I' 
carbonates. Marine limestone has a value of -0% .. (Hoefs. 197 J ). lsotopil: fields of C! · < ·
for some common materials are shown in Figure S. l . Many stable isotope magnesite ratios 
from comparable types of deposits (Kraubath. Bela Stena. Veitsch. and Greiner Types) la~l 
into separate and consistent fields. Kraubath Type magnesite deposits t(n example have a 
mean carbon isotopic ratio between -I I and -13%., ~ PDB) (Zachmann and Johannes. 
1989). 
5.3.1 Stable Isotope Study of Akamas Magnesite 
Structural relationships in Akamas deposits have indicated that magnesite 
belonging to several generations of mineralisation is preserved in distinct structural 
settings within the serpentinite. Within this study, samples were collected from ·1arious 
locations within Zone I (carbonate veining (calcite +/- magnesite) within the BST. large 
magnesite veins), and from Zone II (nodular magnesite). in order to investigate isotopic 
differences between the two zones. Recent precipitates of carbonate crust were also 
sampled from the walls of adits and within a small cave in the vicinity of the 
mineralisation. 
Previous carbon and oxygen isotope data for magnesite from the Magnisia deposit 
indicate an organic source for the carbon within the magnesite, and a meteoric water 
signature for the oxygen present (Brydie et a/., 1993 ). A large portion of this data was 
obtained from Zone II nodular magnesite. the remaining 'lamples being vein magnesite 
from Zone I. resulting in a poor representative sample set . 
One of the purposes of this .>tudy is to determine the isotopic provenance of 
carbon and oxygen within the magnesite. Temperature of formation of minerals IS 
calculated. and comparisons are drawn between mineralisation from Zones I and II 
5.3.2 Analytical Procedures 
The analysis of carbonate material for its isotopic composition has been well 
documenled by McCrea ( 1950) using the standard extraction of carbon dioxide by I OJ% 
phosphoric acid dissolution, extraction in vacuo. and analysis of the gas using mass 
spectrometry. Aharon ( 1988) lists a series of fractionation factors calculated from 
empirical measurements of calcite and jolomite, and extrapolates for use with magnesite. 
Isotopic fractionation of the phosphoric acid used in analyses is well documented 
and a universally accepted correction factor is applied to all data (Aha ron. 1988 ). 
Equations are available which allow calculation of the isotopic composition of fluids in 
equilibrium with precipitated minerals (Faure, 1986). This is useful when it comes to 
calculation of the isotopic composition of mineralising solutions. 
All samples were identified by XRD analysis and certain veins were found to 
contain calcite (with minor dolomite) in fractures within the vein material . This was 
identified (petrographically) as being epigenetic in nature. both calcite and dolomite having 
been precipitated in laminar and radial fashion upon vein fracture surfaces. This calcite and 
dolomite was easily removed by treatment with 10% hydrochloric (HCI) acid. Other 
samples were also found to contain a high proportion of calcite and had to be treated in a 
•)() 
similar manner. In particular. nodular precipitates tend to ~.-ontain cakit~ Ill ,·arvm!! 
degrees. from 1-2 weight o..-c, up to 20 weight 0 'o CaCO.-, In such cases. th~ nodular 
magnesite (including calcite) was powdered and mixed with Jtl0 o I If I for ''"~ hour. nr 
until all effervescence had ceased. Usually. all reaction nf calcitt.~ with acid was complete 
within ten minutes. 1 he sample was then rinsed in distilled \Vater several times. and placed 
in an oven (in vacuo) for twenty four hours to dry. This follows the prol:edurc outlim.·d hv 
AI-Aasm et al. ( 1990) with regard to the tine crushing of carbonates containing more than 
one phase (magnesite-calcite) before acidification The use of hydrodlloric <ll'id. as 
opposed to the phosphoric acid used by AI-Aasm ( 1990). was found to providl· good 
results in less than five hours. It was found that the calcite fi·om an initial mixture of cakitl' 
and magnesite reacted within the first 20 minutes. Washing and rc-acidilkation was tht.·n 
performed on the remaining sample. The epigenetic calcite and dolomite occurs in 
fractures and voids, while the calcite related to magnesite formation either occurs in thl· 
sheared serpentinite fabrics or is intergrown with magnesite 
Samples were crushed, weighed and flame sealed in vacuo in a pyrex vile with a~.:id 
(the acid separated from the powdered sample). After heating the vile to IOO"C, the vile 
was upturned and the acid-carbonate reaction initiated. The vile was then placed in the 
oven for 24 hours, after which the C02 obtained from the carbonate-acid reaction was 
extracted via a series of pumps and run through a mass spectrometer. Complete transfer of 
all C02 during extraction was ensured in order to decrease the chances of isotopic 
fractionation . 
IJI 
Analytical Standard 
The carbonate s:andard used in these experiments has been used in previous 
studies of magnesite (sample 142C, Timbal. A . pers. comm. I 994) and is a pure 
magnesium carbonate ofknown isotopic composition. Oxygen isotopic ratios are reported 
relative to Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW), and carbon values are reponed relative 
to the Pee Dee Belemnite (PDB) universal standard. Average isotopic values for this 
standard, derived from a series of apFoximately I 0 separate determinations, were found 
to be -11.9 %n (PDB) and 13.5 %., (SMOW). for carbon and oxygen respectively. These 
values were repeatable to within 0. 1 %., for both carbon and oxygen. 
The same standard was analysed a further 9 times during this study and most 
carbon and oxygt:ol isotopic ratios fell within 0 1-0.2 per mil of expected values. Although 
the first three analyses were 0.4 % .. , 0.5 %nand 0.4 %o lighter with respect to oxygen than 
expected, values obtained after this were consistently within accepted limits. Results 
obtained using this technique for reaction and extraction of gas seem reliable and are 
repeatable to a high degree of precision. It was concluded that the first three results 
deviated from the 'accepted standard value' due to inconsistent analytical technique. For 
example, the transfer of the carbon dioxide sample between storage receptacles may cause 
isotopic fractionation. mainly loss of the heavier isotopes 
1
' C and IH 0 . if the sample is not 
pumped sufficiently (McCrea. 1950: Cornides and Kukasabe. 1977). 
A sample analysed elsewhere (Brydie 1!1 a/. , 1993) was also re-tested and provided 
results of similar accuracy to that of the standard. A previously obiained value of -I 0. I%., 
(PDB) tor carbon. and 25 .6%., (SMOW) for oxygen was found tested as -10 0%., and 
tp 
25.6% .. (for carbon and oxygen isotope values respectively) in this studv It is likdv. 
therefore, that results obtained for the other carbonates tested during this studv an: rdiahk· 
and self consistent. 
5.3.3 Results 
Carbon and oxygen isotope values for Akamas carbonates on:upv very ditlcrl'llt 
fields. Magnesites have carbon values Jet ween -7. 8 and - 12. 7%... and oxygen values 
between 12.2 and 30o/oo. Marine limestone samples from the Tera Limestone lie between-
2 .7 and -0.1% .. (carbon) and 26.3 to 27.5% .. (oxygen). Magnesite veins and nmlulcs 
occupy a range of carbon isotope values usually restricted to organically derived "·arhon 
species. The limestone is within acceptable limits of typical marine carhonates and the 
single sample of dolomite is thought to have derived carbon and oxygen in the for111 of 
carbon dioxide directly from the atmosphere. One sample of magnesite lies away from the 
main body of samples with a similar carbon value ( -9% .. ) but with distinctly lower oxygen 
(24%u). The reason for this difference is not known. but probably rctlects a ditlcrcncc in 
the temperature cf formation of this magnesite. Data arc shown in Figure S .. l and Table 
5 . 2 . These are considered below. 
Carbon Isotope Results 
i) Magnesite 
Carbon. usually present only in small quantities within any particular geochemical 
reservoir. was found to vary between -12.7%, and -7 8% .. for all magnesite samples This 
includes both veins and nodules. 
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ii) Calcite 
Samples of calcite taken from the overlying limestone, both near and distant to 
areas of significant mineralisation, show values close to those expected for typical marine 
carbonates, i.e. approximately 0% ... Values obtained vary between -0.13 and -0. II% ... 
These values arc close to those found previously for similar samples within the study area. 
Four samples of vem calcite assoiciated with Zone II of the magnesite 
mineralisation have carbon isotope values between -13 .8 and -8. 9% ... Two small calcite 
veins sampled close to the Limestone cover sediments had carbon values of -2 .5 and -
2 7% ... 
iii) Dolomitt 
A single sample of dolomitised limestone. taken from close to the contact with 
serpentinite, exhibits a carbon value of -9.6% ... Samples within fault zones show similar 
values to this dolomite. Dolomite precipitating within a cave in the karst limestone has a 
ca.-hon value of +2.4% ... 
(hygc-n lsotopt' Rtsulls 
The results obtained for oxygen are highly variable, ranging from 12.2% .. to 
:w 0°'o•• tor magnesite, calcite and dolomite. A single sample with an isotope value of 
H .~0 o., was recorded for dolomite within a small cave in the study area (close to the main 
area of mineralisation) Results for different carbonates are reported separately below. 
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i) Magnesite vein samples 
Vein magnesite. taken from very pure large veins at the ~ase of Magnisia haw 
Ill If> 
01 0 values ranging from 12.2°'o•• to 1~4°o ••. An average oxygen \'alue for th~·sl' H'ins 
would be 13.8% ... 
ii) Magnesite nodules 
Nodular magnesites have values between 23 .6% .. and 30.0°o .. The ditlcrenrr of 
approximately 6.4%o between veins and nodular precipitates defines two isotopi~allv 
distinct fields for magnesite samples. the difference being between 'early' (veins) and 'latl·' 
(nodules) magnesite generations The 'early' veins provide the more isotopicallv depk·tl·d 
IK 
population. while the 'late' precipitates are enriched with respect to 0 
iii) Calcite 
The marine limestone deposited unconformably over the serpentinite and MamoniCI 
sediments. is found to have an oxygen isotope composition similar to other marine-derived 
sediments of this type. i.e. approximately 27% ... 
iv) Dolomite (dolomitised limestone) 
Areas of limestone appear to have been dolomitiscd adja..:cnt to. and within. 
faulted and brecciated zones. This dolomite has an isotope value of26.6% ... Other samples 
were taken from positions close to the contact with serpentinite and up through the 
section into fresh unaltered limestone. No clear trend is seen from the analysis of these 
samples. 
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5.3.4 Discussion 
It is clear from extensive studies of serpentinisation in mafic and ultramafic 
complexes (Wenner and Taylor, 1973) that various types of waters are responsible for the 
alteration of most mafic igneous rocks. These waters include seawater. meteoric, connate, 
juvenile, metamorphic and a combination of these. However, in most continental ophiolite 
complexes. it is noted that the action of seawater is usually negligible and that a 
combination of hot, exchanged meteoric waters. mixed magmatic-meteoric waters and 
mixed connate-meteoric waters are usually responsible for the major part of the 
serpentinisation process. Also, from oxygen isotope studies of serpentinite and serpentine 
minerals from the Troodos ophiolite (Wenner and Taylor. 1973 ), it is clear that meteoric 
water (-2%., (SMOW)) was responsible for the serpentinisation of this ultramafic complex. 
Calculations in the present study therefore assume exchanged meteoric waters with a value 
of -2% .. for the oxygen isotopic composition of the mineralising fluids. 
It is clear from the crossplot of carbon and oxygen (for magnesite. calcite and 
dolomite) that there are several distinct populations of carbonates which occupy very 
different fields. The isotopic fields in which metamorphic-. juvenile-. and atmospheric-
C02 are usually found (Faure. 1986, Hoefs. 1973) are completely separate and different 
to values obtained for magnesite from Zones I and II (Figure 5.2). Carbon isotope values 
of these veins suggest an organic source comparable to similar deposits in Serbia and 
Bosnia ( Fallick et a/., 1991 ). Two main magnesite populations are present (Figure 5. 3 ), 
one defining an elevated magnesite formation temperature corresponding to the large veins 
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ofZone I ( ('/ ('values from -7.8%o to -12.7o/Oo (PDB). and 0 / 0 values from 12.3% .. 
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to 15.4%" (SMOW)). the other indicating a lower temperature of nodule formation (40"(') 
p ·~ ·~ lh 
within Zone II ( Cl (' values from -I I . I%., to -7.8° o .. ( PDR ). and 0 / 0 values lrnm 
23 .6%., tc 30.0%., (SMOW)). Isotope results for Zone II magnesite an.· in a~.:~.:ordan~.:l' with 
values obtained previously. However. vein magnesite occupies the most 
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0-dcplt·ted 
magnesite field on the crossplot. completely revising previous work Three magnesite vein 
samples taken from Zone I lie within a field which is distinct from any other carhonatl' 
population. Temperature of formation for carbonate is calculated as being. approximately 
165° (+/-10°C) for the largest ofveins sampled (see Appendix V) 
Zone II magnesite appears to have formed at temperatures as low as 40"(' The 
source of carbon within the nodules is similar to that of the vein magnesite. with a slightly 
wider spread of data. Oxygen isotope values are quite ditlerent from veins with a positive 
shift of 9%u. From field evidence it is clear that 'vein magnesite' was precipitated hel(,re 
'nodular magnesite', possibly during emplacement of the serpentinite Nodular magnesites 
did not form until after all of the contractional tectonism had ceased, yet these two 
different types of magnesite are similar with respect to the source of carbon Considering 
the spatial relationship between these two styles of magnesite mineralisation (sec chapter 
3 ), it is likely that vein material was remobilized during. and/or subsequent to. the 
formation ofthe ISSZ and was re-precipitated within Zone II. 
Two samples of calcite taken from marine limestone above the Magnisia deposit 
have isotopic values indicative of marine carbonates, but appear a little light in carbon 
(-2% ... as opposed to - 0% .. (PDB)). and a little heavy with respect to oxygen (up to 
27.5% .. ) This shift in isotopic composition may be due to diagenetic effects. or may be a 
direct result of the interaction of marine limestone with the mineralising solutions. 
Two small calcite veins sampled within serpentinite. from just below the 
serpentinite- limestone contdct. have isotopic compositions between that of Zone II 
magncsitt>s and marine limestone. These calcite veins may have been precipitated from 
mineralising solutions and have subsequently re-equilibrated with carbonate-rich 
groundwaters within the karst limestone. The veins may also be the result of epigenetic 
calcite precipitated from circulating groundwaters which has been diagenetically altered by 
fluids passing through the magnesite deposits. 
The origin of carbon within A kamas magnesite is of particular interest. as there are 
several possible sources within the vicinity of the mineralisation. These sources are i) 
atmospheric carbon dioxide. ii) oxidation of plant material. iii) dissolution of the limestone 
above the deposits. with precipitation of magnesite from reaction of carbonated waters 
with matic minerals within serpentinite. iv) decarbonation of metamorphosed marine 
limestone, v) decarboxylation of organic-rich sediments underthrust beneath the 
serpentinite and vi) mantle carbon (Hoefs, 1973; Faure. 1986; Zachmann and Johannes. 
I 989). 
Metamorphism of limestone (Petra tou Romiou Formation) may be dismissed as a 
source of carbon upon the premise that there are relatively few blocks of this limestone in 
the study area. and each block of limestone was silicified during the Triassic (well before 
magnesite minetalisation) (Swarbrick and Robertson. 1980). Metamorphism of the Tera 
Limestone is not an option as it is much younger than the magnesite mineralisation 
(Swarbrick and Robertson. 1980). The remaining sources of carbon can be discriminah:d 
isotopically. The isotope field occupied by the magnesite is very ditlcrent to either 
metamorphic or juvenile carbon and so it is apparent that carbon within the magnesite \vas 
not derived from either the decarbonation of marine limestone or by the introduction uf 
juvenile carbon. 
Atmospheric carbon dioxide and carbonate-rich waters derived through dissolution 
of the overlying limestone may also be dismissed as carbon donors. as neither of these 
fields is situated near the magnesite isotope field . Of the two sources remaining, the 
oxidation of higher plant material is a possibility, but seems unlikely due to the 
requirement for substantial quantities of organic material to have undergone oxidation (at 
the surface) during ophiolite emplacement. This leaves decarboxylation of organic material 
after burial as the most likely carbon source. 
It is also noted that, in the majority of low temperature vem and stockwork 
magnesite deposits worldwide, the source of carbon is orgamc Akamas magnesites 
contain carbon and oxygen isotope signatures similar to these other deposits 
5.4 Trace Element Study 
Introduction 
Many studies have attempted to classify magnesite deposits (Veitsch, Krauhath, 
Bela Stena and Greiner types) using tl;e trace element signatures of magnesite from each 
deposit type (Morteani et a/., 1983) These studies have shown that the Rare Earth 
Element (REE) patterns of magnesites may be employed to determine genetic features of 
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the mineralisation, e.g. metasomatism of serpentinite during the hydrothermal precipitation 
of minerals as opposed to the formation of magnesite during weathering and degradation 
of the serpentinite (llich, 1968; Martiny and Rojkovic, 1977). Usually, the concentration 
of REE's (and other trace elements in magnesite) is relatively low (0.0 I - 0 I ppm). Where 
elevated values do occur, it is usually the result of the inclusion of trace mineral phases 
within the carbonate such as serpentine or clay minerals (Morteani et a/., 1983 ). Certain 
trace elements are known to substitute for the Mg2+ ion in the magnesite structure (Cr, 
Ni, Co, Cu being most common) in low concentrations. Other elements are also found 
such as Fe, Hg, Mn, Sr, Ba, B and heavy REE's which may be captured by magnesite, or 
which are present within the trace mineral phases (Maksimovic and Dangic. 1974) 
Previous work indicates that magnesite from the Akamas area contains measurable 
amounts of trace elements, in particular Cr. Cu. Ni, Pb and B (Gass, 1960; Ilich and 
Maliotis. 1984 ). Of these elements. Cr, C'u and Ni are ubiquitous within the serpentinite, 
being released from mafic minerals (such as serpentine minerals and brucite) and either 
substituted for Mg2+ (in magnesite), or captured in the cryptocrystalline magnesite during 
precipitation. Trace elements present in the mineralising solutions may also be introduced 
to hydrothermally altered wallrock during mineralisation. Lead (Pb) and Boron (B) are not 
present within unmineralised serpentinised harzburgite. suggesting a hydrothermal origin 
for the magnesite deposits which obtained anomalous trace element concentrations (Ph 
and B) from solutions originating elsewhere. other than the ultramafic complex (llich and 
Maliotis. I Q84 ). 
------ ------
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5.4.1 Present Study 
In the present study. the trace element compositions of magnesite samples ti·nm 
Zones I and II have been used to relate carbon present within the magnesite hl pussihlc 
sources of carbon within the study area. It was presumed that the trace c..•k•mcnt 
composition of the carbonates. when used with the isotope data. would provide ll•rthc..•r 
insight into chemical processes prevalent during magnesite formation Trace clements 
present within magnesite may be inherited from the mineralising solutions (either within 
trace mineral phases, or directly substituted into the magnesite). possihly indicating the 
trace element compositions of lithologies through which solutions have passed 
(Maksimovic and Dangic, 1974). These phases provide chemical int(mnatinn ahout their 
own source and conditioils of formation and so may be useful as indicators of the overall 
magnesitisation processes. 
Rigorous sampling of key structural sites and ~~alysis of magnesite from Zones I 
and II, serpentinite. marine limestone and organic-rich sandstone has resulted in an overall 
view oftrace element distribution within the magnesite deposits and assodatcd lithologies 
The following samples were analysed; four samples of vein magnesite, f(mr nodular 
magnesites, four organic-rich sandstones. two samples of serpentiniscd harzhurgite (one 
taken Skm from any obvious magnesite mineralisation, the other from within the main 
deposit), four samples of dolomite (three samples from the base of the limestone cover 
above the deposits, and one sample from a small cave in serpentinite) and lcmr samples of 
calcite (two within mineralisation and two from wholly karstic marine sediment ahovc the 
deposit of Magnisia). These samples were chosen specifically in the hope of chemically 
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linking the magnesite with carbon-bearing lithologies within the vicinity of the magnesite 
deposits, thought to be possible carbon-donors during mineralisation. 
5.4.2 Analytical Technique 
The analysis of rock and mineral samples was performed usmg Inductively 
Coupled Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS). Sample preparation is described separately in 
Appendix Ill . Elements measured in the trace element analytical package include - Li, Rb. 
Sr. Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Cs, Ba. La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm. Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho. Er, Tm. Yb. Lu, Hf, 
Ta, Ti. Pb, Bi, Th and U. Limits of detection are indicated in Appendix IV. and are 
defined as being "equal to three times the background concentrations for each element 
(within the blank)" (Taylor and McLennan, 1985). 
5.4.3 Results 
Results for each sample type will be reported separately, followed by a brief 
comparison and discussion. All concentrations are reported relative to chondritic ratios 
(Taylor and McLennan, 1985), i.e . ppm(sample) I ppm(chondrite). Where elements are 
"undetected", this implies the 'absolute' value of that particular element is below the limit 
of detection of the ICP MS. 
i) Serpentinite 
Two samples of sertJentinite were analysed, one from within a few centimetres of a 
SOcm-widc magnesite vein within Zone I of the Magnisia locality (s4), the other from a 
site approximately 5 km due west of the Magnisia deposit (away from any carbonate 
mineralisation) in blocky serpentinised harzburgite (I c 16 ). The two samples contain very 
different trace element compositions (Figure 5.4 .1 ). 
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Analysis of unmineralised serpentinite (I d 6) reveals ten clements to h~ hdow th~ 
limit of detection. including Y. Nd. Eu. Tb. Dy. Ht: Ta and lJ. Elements present in highl'St 
concentrations are Li. Sr. Ba and Eu which occur in relative concentrations from 0 I to 
I 0. Notable in this serpentinite sample is the relative quantity of Ba. not wnunonlv prl'Sl'llt 
within serpentinised ultramafic rocks (Deer'-'' al .. 1962) Both light and heav~· RFI~'s arl' 
present. but Nd. Gd. Tb and Ho reduce to practically zero after results arc normalized to 
chondrite. 
The serpentinised harzburgite sample taken trom within the mineralised zone ( s·l) 
contains more trace elements within detection limits. Elements not seen atlcr 
normaliz~tion are Cs, Nd, Sm. Eu, Tb, Ta and Ti The elements Tm. Yb, l.u, Pb, Th and l l 
are present in chondrite normalized concentrations which are elevated with respect to 
apparently unmineralised serpentinite '0.05-1 ppmlchondritc) Previous studies within thl~ 
Magnisia deposit also show enrichment of trace elements associated with magnesite veins 
and stockworks. but less noticeable trace element signatures when progressively less 
mineralised serpentinite i!: tested ( llich and Maliotis. I <)84 ). 
ii) Calcite 
C':1lcite samples were taken from various locations within and proximal to the 
magnesite mineralisation. Three calcite veins were sampled approximately I Ocm away 
from a large, massive magnesite outcrop within the Magnisia mine (I cK. I c I 0 and I c2 I ) 
Two samples were taken from the coraliferous marine limestone unconformahly overlying 
the deposits, from approximately I Om and 2m above the unconformity with serpentinite 
IOJ 
( 1 c20 and I c 19 respectively) Trace element signatures show certain differences in relative 
concentration and distribution depending on location sampled (Figure 5.4.2). 
Samples 'I c 19' and 'I c20' have trace element signatures similar to those expected 
for marine carbonates. and both appear fairly similar when concentration (normalized to 
chondrite) is plotted for elements present . Most elements appear in relative concentrations 
between 0.04 and 100. Tb lies below the detection limit in sample lc20, and neither Tb 
nor Ta are detected in sample I c 19. Samples I c8, I c 10 and I c21 contain all elements 
within the package except for Y, Nd. Sm. Tb and Ho which were not detected. REE's are 
present in appreciable concentrations (- I ppm/chondrite) in samples I c 19 and I c20 
(Figure 5.4.3). 
Elements which are present in highest concentrations are Li, Sr. Ba and U. 
particularly in samples I c 19. I c20 and I c21 which were taken from. or close to. the 
marine limestone. 
iii) Dolomite Samplt>s 
Samples I c22 and mx show t}pical marine carbonate signatures, exhibiting a full 
range of 30 trace elements (Figure 5.4.4). Peaks are found for Sr. Ba. REE's. Pb. Th and 
U. between values of I and 50 x chondrite. I c22 was sampled approximately 5m above 
any magnesite mineralisation, sample 'mx' 3m above the dolomitised marine limestone-
serpentinite contact, and sample 'I c6' close to the dolomite-serpentinite boundary Sample 
I c6 is not characteristic of a typical marine sediment of this type and has a signature more 
similar to that of the serpentinite with Y. U and REE's in the dolomite effectively 
disappearing upon normalization to chondrite (Figure 5.4.5). 
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iv) Sandstone 
Four samples of sandstone (DI-D4) contain remarkabl~· \.~onsistcnt tra(c dement 
concentrations and distributions with only Mo. Ta. Pb. and U ditl'cring signitkantlv in 
concentration relative to chondrite (Figure 5.4.6). Of these elements. Mo is low with 
values of 0.1-0.3 and Ta varies in concentration between 40 and I 00 The avera~e valu\.' 
for all elements plotted lies around 20-30. Pb is present in concentrations of .l-10 ll 
occurs in concentrations relative to chondrite of 100-2000. There appears to he a W-
shaped pattern between elements Lu and U which seems characteristic of the trace denwnt 
distribution within all of the sandstone samples. REE's arc present in all samples. with a 
small negative Eu anomaly, characteristic of terrestrial sediments ofthis type (l,ohl, I9K')) 
v) Zone I magnesite (vein samples) 
Trace element patterns for samples taken from the main workings at Magnisia 
(2c13. 2cl4. SM and X6) are somewhat erratic and cover most of the spcctnun of 
analysed elements (Figure 5. 4 . 7). 
Some samples contain more trace elements within detection limits than others hut. 
overall, quantities of Li, Sr, Nb, Ba, Tb, Hf. Ta, Pb, and U occur in concentrations rangin~ 
from 0.1 to 50. Samples X6, 2c 13, and SM exhibit low concentrations of Mo ( 0 0 I) 
Samples were taken from massive carbonate toward the centre of large veins 
within Zone I mineralisation, 20m above the base and approximately I m below the 
stockwork magnesite zone (sample 2cl3, 2cl4 and X6 respectively) Sampk 21.:14 
contains a full suite of elements. with peaks at Li, Sr. Ba, Nd, Tb, Ta, Bi and U Xh is 
similar apan from Y, Eu, Gd, Tb, Er and Ti which are below detection limits Sample 
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2c IJ contains 21 elements with peaks at Li, Sr. Ba, Th and U However. Y. Sm. Eu. Gd. 
Tb, Dy, Ito. Er .md Lu are below detection limits. 
vi) Zone II (nodules) 
Nodular magnesites (I c9, I c 17, 2cl2, and m5) contain certain measured trace 
clements in concentrations of 0 I to I 00 (Figure 54 8 ). Peaks appear to follow similar 
patlcrns to those seen in some vein samples (Li, Sr, Ba, and U). However, Li, Sr. Zr. Ba, 
I If Ta. Th and U and Pb do not appear above values of 0.04 Elements not detected 
within the magnesite nodules. but which do occur within vein samples. are Y. Tb and Dy 
(Figure 5 4 9) 
5.4.4 Discussion 
The distribution of trace elements within the magnesite and within lithologies in the 
vicinity of the deposits has certain implications regarding the trace element composition of 
both mineralising fluids and source reservoirs of elements now residing within the 
magnesite of Zones I and II . Each sample type analysed (magnesite, serpentinite. 
limestone. dolomitised limestone. and sandstone) has a distinct and characteristic trace 
clement signature It is assumed that the trace element composition of the magnesite 
rellects (at least m part) the trace element composition of mineralising solutions 
(Maksiml.vic and Danjic. 1974) Even if few trace elements are present within the 
magnesite itself. either by inclusion or by replacement of Mg2+ ions, included silicate 
phases should provide a trace element signature of solutions causing mineralisation. Since 
these phases are enclosed within the cryptocrystalline magnesite (with low porosity and 
permeability). then presumably they have remained generally unaltered sin~~· the tillll' uf 
mineralisation. 
Serpentinite 
Close to large magnesite vems m Zone I. the trace dement signallll'l' uf 
serpentinit\! resembles that of magnesite vein signatures Altered scrpcntinitl' in l'hlSl' 
proximity to magnesite minerali~ation contains some trace clements peculiar to thl· 
mineralisation (such as Li, Th and U). while serpentinite sampled away li-tun anv 
magnesite mineralisation has a quite difterent trace clement signature This indil'ates the 
introduction of trace elements from a source outside the ultramafics whid1 may be related 
to the mineralisation process. 
Unmineralised serpentinite contains elevated levels of Ba. which arc not usually 
found within ultramafic rocks (Deer eta/ .. 1962) This Ba may have hcen derived from 
circulating meteoric waters responsible for the serpentinisation of the harzburgitc miner als. 
but perhaps more likely is that the Ba was introduced by mineralising solutions whid1 arc 
known to contain elevated levels of Ba. llich and Maliotis also report elevated trace 
element contents of the serpentinite in the area surrounding magnesite min•.:ralisation ( llich 
and Maliotis, 1984). 
Calcite 
Trace element signatures of marine limestone differ from those of magnesite veins 
and nodules. suggesting the limestone as an unlikely source of carbonate within the 
magnesite. This is in agreement with isotope data (see previous section) It i'> notkeablc 
when comparing various trace element plots, (magnesites, calcites and dolomites) that 
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relative elemental abundances are variable in samples taken from sites close to 
mineralisation Close to the serpentinite-limestone boundary, trace element compositions 
of calcite (and dolomite) resemble serpentinite and/or magnesite in that they contain 
anomalous amounts of trace elements which are cornmon to the serpentinite and/or 
magnesite. Further away from the contact (higher in the limestone outcrop) calcite 
samples contain far smaller amounts of trace elements characteristic of serpentinite and 
magnesite, and are more typical of common marine carbonates (Bathurst, 1971 ). 
Dolomite 
Samples of dolomite ( lc6, mx, lc22) taken from a single vertical section over a 
distance of 20m above the Magnisia deposit, have trace element signatures ranging from 
serpentinite-type upwards to more tyr :cally marine carbonate signatures. OveralL sample 
I c6 exhibits trace element qualities very similar to that of unmineralised serpentinite, mx 
shows higher quantities of Pb, Tm, Yb and Eu, and sample I c22 contains a full suite of 
elements with elevated concentrations of Sr. Nb, Ba. Ce, Ta and U. Mo. Tb, and Bi are 
notably depleted in all three samples. Sample 'mx' has a similar trace element distribution 
pattern t;.l I c22. but with higher Pb and Ba contents. Dolomite samples indicate 
-
-
dolomitisation of limestone due to close proximity with serpentinite. Samples taken from 
progressively higher levels (over a vertical distance of 5-6m) from dolomite in contact 
with serpentinite into marine limestone. show progressively less of these trace element 
features. 
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Magntsite vtins 
Certain trace elements within Akamas magnesite vein samples such as Ph. 111: Ta. 
U, Th. and Sm, are not commonly substituted into the magnesite structure ( Pohl. I ()8<>). 
and so it must be assumed these c:~e present within minor silicate phases included 
throughout the cryptocrystalline magnesite vein material These phases. either day 
(smectite) or serpentine, are however, only detectable by XRD or petrographi~ 
examination in very small t:JUantities. Pb and Ba. which are not usually detected within 
serpentinite. are found in measurable concentrations within the magnesite. These clements 
are partiwlarly interesting as they are usually restricted to felsic igneous rod~s and 
terrestrial sediments. In the absence of large amounts of clay minerals in the deposits. this 
possibly indicates the interaction of mineralising solutions with felsic lithologies. 
Trace element distributions and concentrations in magnesite from the Magnisia 
mine area show some trace element features similar to serpentinite samples (both fresh and 
mineralised). However, the presence of chemically mobile trace clements in the magnesite, 
which are not detected in the serpentinite or limestone, indicate that magnesite ha~ been 
precipitated by solutions introduced into the serpentinite from elsewhere. Some lcatures 
appear to have been inherited from serpentinite (peaks at Li, Eu, and Nb), particularly 
where samples have been taken from Zone I. Some elemental abundance patterns, 
particularly with respect to Ba, La, Ce, U, and Th, are comparable to the trace clement 
patterns obtained for the sandstone samples. These particular trace elements are present in 
lowere abundances than in other lithologies tested. 
Trace clements present in magnesite (which are more common in the limestone) 
may be present due to the physical nature of the magnesite veins. For example many 
magnesite veins contain epigenetic calcite and dolomite precipitated in fractures and voids 
in the magnesite. Serpentinite fragments (wallrock) and serpentine minerals are also 
present in the magnesite which were captured during magnesite formation. Allowing for 
the presence of calcite. dolomite. and serpentine in the magnesite veins. it is reasonable to 
suggest the trace element compositior. of a whole-rock sample may reflect trace element 
characteristics from each mineral present. 
Magnesite nodules 
Close to the serpentinite-limestone contact, magnesite nodules take on some of the 
characteristics of the marine limestone. Some of the Rare Earth Elements found within the 
nodules which are common to the limestone are present in magnesite nodules, but at lower 
concentrations. The presence of these elements in the magnesite may be due to diagenesis 
with remobilisation of trace elements, as the change in trace element distribution patterns 
is only seen in nodules sampled close to the contact with the limestone. 
Nodules show marked similarities to the vein sample trace element signatures This 
would be expected if the two different styles of mineralisation were initially derived from 
the same solutions. 
!i.4.!i Comparison of Trace Element and Isotope Data 
Isotopic evidence suggests an organic source for the carbon within the magnesite 
veins and nodules (o 13c = -10%o (PDB)). probably derived from decarboxylating organic 
material within sediments during emplacement of the serpentinite (F allick e/ a/.. 1991) 
Jill 
This being the case. then one possible candidate tor such an organic source (within thl' 
vicinity of mineralisation) is an organic-rich sandstone formation hclunging to thl• 
Mamonia Complex. If carbon was derived from an organic component in scdimcntarv 
material. then a chemical (trace element) link exists between magnesite and sandsturw in 
the form of similar relative concentrations (normalized) and trace clement distrihutiun 
patterns. Dissolution and reprecipitation of magnesite veins as nodules is indil:atcd as the 
trace element patterns of both Zone I and Zone II magnesite arc similar. This is consistent 
with stable isotope data for Zones I and II . 
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TableS I Results of X -Ray Diffraction analyses for Akamas samples \1 = Magnesite. 
C - Cakite, D -• Dolomite. Cl = Clay. S .=.: Serpentinite. T = Tenorite. and G = Gypsum 
--
--- ----- ---------- -·-·------ -- -- ---- --
Sample name Sample# Mineralogy Comments 
M1 Z11600.RAW M 
M2 Z11596.RAW M 
M3 Z11619.RAW M 
M4 Z11488.RAW MfT MAGNESITEfTENORITE 
M5 Z11599.RAW M 
M6 Z11500.RAW MfT MAGNESITEfTENORITE 
M7 Z11618.RAW M 
M9 Z11487 .RAW c 
M12 Z1f616.RAW s 
M13 Z11625.RAW M 
M14 Z11501 .RAW M 
M15 Z11501a.RAW M 
01 Z11626.RAW 0 FERROAN 
02 Z11621 .RAW c 
03 Z11620.RAW c 
L1 Z11629.RAW c 
L2 Z11624.RAW CIG 
S1 Z11628.RAW s CLINOCHRYSOTILE 
S3 Z11627.RAW s CLINOCHRYSOTILE 
S4 Z11485.RAW s CLINOCHRYSOTILE 
BOA Z11622.RAW Cl 
Ai Z11623.RAW M 
Aii Z11493.RAW M 
Aiii Z11492.RAW Cl MONTMORILLONITE 
Aiv Z11490.RAW M 
Av Z11617.RAW c 
A5b Z11499.RAW Cl MONTMORILLONITE 
ASb(v) Z11598.RAW 
---------- ----- -- --·· ------ ------------------- - --- · 
. -- --- ----------- ~--~- - -- -- - --- -------------- - ----------- .. -
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Table; 1 Carbon and oxygen isotopic values for .-\kamas ~arbonat~ sampk·s 
including magnesite. calcite and dolomite 
Carbonate Carbon tPDB) Oxygen (S:\10\\') :\klrpholog~ \ lllll'ralu~~ 
lei:! -10.5 21J 3 Noduk \ Jaglll'Sllc 
2cl2 -10.2 27.3 Nodul~ \ lagncsit~.· 
lc9 -9 I 23 6 ~lldule \ lagn~si ;~.· 
2cl5 -9.8 2lJ 5 ~oduk \lagnes1t~o· 
sl _q 5 29 7 \iodulc \lagn~o·sit~o· 
s9 -10 .~ 30 0 Nodule \lagrh.•sitc 
slO -9.8 29 I Nodule i\ lagn~.·sit~o• 
X~ -10.0 26 5 Nodule i\ lagn~.·sitl' 
ml _q 8 26 3 Nodule \ lagn~sit~o· 
m~ -II I 27 7 Noduk· \lagn~sitl' 
xl~ -9 ... 26 0 Noduk· !\lagn~.·sill' 
m5 -9 .~ 27 2 Nodule 1\ lagncsit~.· 
2cl4 -10 . ~ 28 .1 Vein \ lagncsitc 
x6 -9 ... 14 5 \\·in \l agncsill' 
2cl3 -10 8 2(>.6 Vein \ lagnl'sitc 
lOx -7 8 IS 4 Vein i\ lagnesitc 
sm -12.7 12.2 Vein l\1agnesit1.· 
lc8 -9.6 25 .5 Karst Cakitl' 
lclO -114 2<> 8 Karst Cakitc 
lcl9 -1.1 26.3 Karst Cakitc 
lc:!O -0 I 27.5 Vein hll ( · a k itc 
lc21 -8.9 26 ... Vein hll C'akitl' 
lc23 -2.5 26.3 Vein C 'akill' 
lc24 -2 .7 26 I Vein < 'akitc 
c-s -13 .8 29.4 Vein ( 'akitl' 
lc22 24 34 3 Laminar ppt Dolomill' 
lc6 -9.6 26.6 Vein Dolomite 
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6.0 SIJMMAR\' AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Regional Geological Setting 
Cyprus exhibits a complex geological history which records tectonic processes 
associated with a long period of interaction of several lithospheric micro-plates in the 
eastern Mediterranean The results of this interaction during the late Cretaceous are 
preserved in the rocks of southwest Cyprus. Two major juxtaposed terranes. the Mamonia 
Complex consisting of Triassic ocean floor, seamounts and passive margin sediments. and 
the Troodos Complex consisting of ophiolitic rocks formed in a supra-subduction zone 
cnvironmt:nt, were juxtaposed at this time along an intricate suture zone (Figure 2 2) The 
suturing process was complex and involved thin-skinned delamination of the Mamonia 
terrane and both overthrusting and underthrusting of the Troodos ophiolite by Mamonia 
rocks. Rocks belonging to the Mamonia Complex are therefore not only likely to be found 
at depth beneath the Troodos Complex, but have also been thrust over ophiolitic rocks 
during back-thrusting in the late Cretaceous. 
Plutonic, volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Troodos and Mamonia Complexes 
crop out in erosional windows through Tertiary-Recent marine carbonate cover 
sequences. Geological features resulting from a complex series of tectonic events, both 
contractional and extensional. are preserved. Two main contractional tectonic episodes are 
evident. a primary north- and northY.~St-directed thru~ting. and a secondary west- and 
southwest-directed thrusting episode. The second contractional episode is better preserved 
in the study area than the first. 
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6.2 Local Geological Setting of the magnesite deposits 
The Akamas Window contains rocks which belong to the Troodos and Mamonia 
complexes. The magnesite mineralisation in this window is set within a lar~l' 
allochthonous sheet of serpentinised harzburgite belonging to the Troodos ophiolitl' whid1 
has been emplaced from east to west and is thrust over sheeted diabase d:vkes (with minm 
gabbro stocks) which are, in turn. thrust over upper and lower pillow lavas Rol:ks of th"· 
Mamonia Complex, namely radiolarian mudstones and cherts of the Ayios Photios <iruup. 
are thrust over the serpentinite. 
The magnesite deposits are situated on the western !lank of the Neogene Pulis 
Graben where rocks of the Mamonia and Troodos complexes. as well as Terliaf)· 
carbonate cover sequences have been downthrown to the cast in step-like l~1shion 
Deposits are not continl!ous, but are spaced at intervals of a lew hundred metres along a 
line between Sandalides and Piana, a distance of approximately 5km ( llich and Maliutis. 
1984 ). The largest of the magnesite deposits is Magnisia mine. which has hccn the most 
exploited but still shows many of the features characteristic of the mineralisation 
throughout the whole area. 
Magnesite Mineralisation 
Field mapping of shear zones and magnesite vein orientations in the fractured and 
serpentinised harzburgite host rock. and observation of styles of magnesite mineralisation 
allow the formulation of an overall model for magnesite formation in this area 
On the deposit scale, two distinct zones of magnesite mineralisation arc defined 
within the serpentinite. Zone I at the bse of the deposits and Zone I I at higher structural 
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levels Zone I includes a network of large magnesite veins and stock works. At the bottom 
of Zone I. a Basal Serpentinite Thn1st (BST) occurs as a I 0-20cm thick shear zone 
separating serpentinite from underlying diabase and gabbro. Zone II consists of nodular 
magnesite formed as a replacement style of mineralisation in the Intra-Serpentinite Shear 
Zone (ISSZ). The division of the mineralisation into zones. and the constraints on timing 
of magnesite formation. are based upon field relations. 
7-on~ I 
Zone I magnesite mineralisation is associated with the development of a dilational 
(antitaxial) vein system. Magnesite and high magnesium calcite veins show features such 
as "comb" textures. median lines and spalled wallrock included in veins. The vein system is 
hosted by a regional east-dipping contractional shear zone developed in serpentinite with 
well defined teatures such as c-s shear fabrics. grooves and fibrous mineral package 
lineations. The overall shear direction is west-northwest . The magnesite vein system has 
typically developed along pre-existing anisotropies which formed relatively early in the 
shear zone deformation. Carbonate veins precipitated along c- and s-planes of the shear 
zone fabric (particularly along the Basal Serpentinite Thrust). Increased pore fluid 
pressures. presumably developed during periods of relaxation in the contractional 
tectonism. resulted in hydraulic fracturing of serpentinite and associated opening and 
mineralisation of the existing shear zone anisotropies. Large magnesite veins are aligned 
with the steep anisotropy common to the s-plane of the serpentinite shear fabric (Figure 
.l4b). It is likely that mineralising fluids utilized these planar elements of the shear zone 
fabric during periods of magnesite vein formation due to their inherent mechanical 
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weakness (i.~ fissility of the serpentinite schistosity) Continued contractional tectonism 
after formation of the large magnesite veins is recorded as groove lineations at the l'd~l'S 
of veins iH contact with wall rock. The orientation of these lineations is wnsistent with the 
overall shear direction of the serpentinite sheet In the large magnesite vein-.. angular 
fragments of magnesite (some of which preserve 'comb· textures) an.· apparl·ntlv 
brecciated vein material which were displaced and cemented by later magnesitl' 
precipitation. It is suggested that early dilational magnesite vems were disrupted hv 
hydraulic brecciation of magnesite and serpentinite during later phases of magnesite 
mineralisation. These features. when considered with the groove lineations upon cakitl' 
veins in c-pianes and bull veins in s-planes. indicate vein formation during lJUicsn:nt 
periods between active displacement of the surrounding serpentinite (Friedman. l%4. 
Hodgson. 1989: Coli and Sani. 1990). ' Ladder vein networks' arc indicative of 
mineralisation of an "incompetent unit in a ductile matrix under extension" ( llodgson. 
1989). 
The structural control on the Zone I type mineralisation is thercf(,rc visualized as 
hydraulic fracturing in an already evolving regional shear zone structure. Fracturing was 
probably induced by high pore fluid pressures, possibly during periods of reduced slip or 
sticking on the shear zone, followed by renewed slip (Sibson. 19'JO) Vein f(lflnation is 
envisaged as being a cyclic process of active shear. relaxation of shear stress. build-up of 
pore-fluid pressure, reduction of effective normal stress and consequently ja<.:king open 
(dilation) of existing anisotropies, mineralisation, and finally back to active shear as a 
result of the mechanical weakening of the shear zone. This model is the same as that 
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described by Sibson ( 1990) where active faulting and fluid flow are related to 
mineralisation of various types. Zone I magnesite vein formation is therefore syn-tectonic 
in nature. 
Zone II 
Zone II overlies Zone I and is separated from it by the Intra-Serpentinite Shear 
Zone (IS~;Z) which contains magnesite nodules. The ISSZ is a 5-I Om thick zone near the 
top of the serpentinite body and contains a fabric which indicates displacement in a similar 
westerly thrusting direction to the BST Whereas the BST exhibits a well defined c-s 
fabric, as well as sheared and shattered serpentinite suggesting both brittle and ductile 
deformation. the JSSZ lies at a much shallower angle than the BST and exhibits wholly 
brittle deformation in the form of cataclastically sheared serpentinite. The inclusion of 
clasts of Mamonia mudstones and chen within the ISSZ indicate a shallower level thrust 
system incorporating Mamonia rocks in the serpentinite shear zone. This shear zone is 
probably pan of the floor thrust that emplaced the Mamonia thrust sheets westwards over 
the Troodos rocks (i .e harzburgite) The presence of a small klippe of Ayios Photios 
Group mudstones and chert structurally above the JSSZ is consistent with this 
interpretation. 
Zone II encompasses the ISSZ and the blocky magnesite up to the contact with the 
overlying Tertiary marine limestone. Magnesite nodules have been precipitated within the 
shear fabric of the ISSZ and to a certain extent within the serpentinite above this shear 
zone. The nodules are best developed at the Magnisia locality, but may also be seen 
elsewhere along the line of deposits. 
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All magnesite precipitation within Zone II occurred atler the ccssati,m 'uf 
serpentinite thrusting. because nodules of magnesite have dearly overgrown all shear 
fabrics in the ISSZ. The ISSZ itself probably formed contemporaneously with thl· HST It 
is possible that the ISSZ formed an impermeable layer at the top of Zone I whid• allmn·d 
ponding of mineralising solutions and the formation of vein and stock work magnesitl' 
during the phase of Zone I type mineralisation. The sheared. carbonatiscd scrpcntinitl' 
within Zone II (ISSZ) therefore contains mineralisation which is later than that of Zone I. 
Later. after the regional thrusting. this shear zone would likely relax resulting in the 
development secondary permeability allowing mineralising solutions to access the shear 
zone and hence form the magnesite nodules. It is also possible that vein magnesite may 
have been remobilized by circulating solutions within Zone L and deposited as nodules in 
Zone II . 
6.3 Chemistry 
The chemistry, both isotopic- and trace element compositions of magnesite. 
serpentinite. limestone, dolomite and organic sandstones support the field evidence. and 
provides an insight into petrogenetic aspects of the magnesite t(nmation process 
The dolomite along the walls of the Magnisia mine adits, along with 
microcrystalline magnesite. calcite. are recognized as recent precipitates and arc seen in 
places to overprint the mineralisation in Zones I & II . 
Samples were taken from Zones I & II of the magnesite deposits for chemical 
analyses. Carbonates, such as the marine limestone which unconformably overlie the 
deposits, and dolomite from a small cave in serpentinite (which is precipitating from 
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circulating groundwater at present) in the vicinity of the magnesite deposits. were sampled 
for comparison of isotope compositions. 
Stable Isotope Study 
The detailed investigation of field relationships in and around the magnesite 
deposits, and strategic sampling of Zones I & II for isotope analyses. provide new results 
which significantly revise genetic models for magnesite tormation in the Akamas area. 
Most of the samples tested previously were taken from nodular magnesite in Zone II of 
the Magnisia deposit. A new isotope field is recognized for Zone I vein magnesite Carbon 
isotope values are very similar to Zone II nodular magnesite, but the oxygen isotopes are 
notably different; vein and nodule populations inhabit completely different fields. Both 
vein and nodular magnesite have an average carbon isotope value of approximately -I 0% .. 
(PDB). Vein magnesite has an average oxygen isotope value of 14% .. (SMOW) while 
nodular magnesite have an average oxygen isotope value of28% .. (SMOW). 
The stable isotope study of the magnesite and other carbonates within the vicinity 
of the mineralisation was undertaken in order to identifY probable source reservoirs of 
carbon and oxygen. Marine limestone has an isotopic signature quite different to either 
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magnesite veins or nodules ( C- -2 to 0%., (PDB)) and is therefore unlikely to have 
provided the carbon now present in the magnesite. The same is true for juvenile-. 
metamorphic-. and atmospheric-carbon sources which lie in fields completely separate 
trom eith<.:r Zone I or Zone II magnesite. 
Vein magnesite from Zone I occupies a field with mean carbon and oxygen 
isotopic values of -I 0%.- ( PDB) and + 14%., ( SMOW). while nodular magnesite from Zone 
II has mean carbon and oxygen isotopic values of -l0°o,, (PDB) and :b0 o,, (SMOW) 
Calculations performed using mineral isotope ratios and an assumed isotopic \ahll' '''r 
mineralising solutions. indicate that Zone I magnesite Vl'ins \\Crl' llll"llll'd at <Ill 
approximate temperature of ICJ""C. while Zone II magnesite nodules fonm:d at an a\'eta!-!l' 
temperature of 40"C. Caroon reservoirs during mineralisation arc usually limill'd ( 1\lolll' l. 
1989), making the probability of two separate carbon sources with identical carhon 
isotope ratios. unlikely. The similarity in carbon isotopic compositions ll1r both ma~lll'SIIl' 
veins and nodules indicates a similar source for the carbon in the magncsill· of Zones I & 
II As the carbon for both zones appears similar. then it is probable that vein material has 
been remobilized and has subsequently been precipitated in the shear zone (ISS/) of /onl' 
II. This process must have begun after the formation of the ISS/ 
Isotope results therefore support a genetic model ti.lr magnesite in which veins <lrl' 
precipitated from hydrothermal solutions during, or prior to, thrusting of the serpentinite 
(at elevated temperatures). with nodules forming later (at lower temperatures). either from 
the tail end of the mineralising solutions responsible for the veins. and/or by remohilisation 
of the vein material of Zone L 
The carbon and oxygen isotope ratios of calcite taken from the BST shear tahri~: 
are - 13.87%o (PDB) and +29.42%n (~MOW) This calcite sample lies within the same 
field as the magnesite nodules of Zone II, and is therefore thought to be a low temperature 
carbonate formed during the final stages of the emplacement of the serpentinite into its 
present position, probably precipitated from the mineralising solutions responsible filf 
magnesite formation (at a temperature of approximately 40"C) 
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Recent precipitates exhibit the active formation of carbonates from circulating 
C02-rich solutions It is not clear whether these carbonates are a continuation of Zone II 
nodular fqrmation, or whether they are entirely separate genetically. Recent precipitates 
have a carbon and oxygen isotopic composition of +2.43% .. and +34.34%u respectively, 
and formed at temperatures around I 0°('. reflecting the ambient air temperature inside 
serpentinite caves. 
Isotope compositions of marine limestone, and some vems associated with the 
mineralisation of Zone II, indicate either mixing of mineralising fluids with limestone or 
diagenetic shilling of "c/2(' of ratios of marine calcite toward the nodular magnesite 
isotope field. Isotopic compositions of small veinle£s within Zone II, close to the marine 
limestone cover, lie between the isotope fields of magnesite nodules and limestone. These 
veins are probably the result of re-equilibration of magnesite mineralisation with solutions 
derived from the limestone. Samples of calcite taken from the base of the limestone 
(several centimetres ab,>ve the serpentinite-limestone contact) show a slight deviation 
toward the isotopic field for the mineralisation. Diagenetic effects are also likely 
responsible for this isotopic shift . 
Trare Element Study 
The trace element study was undenaken in an attempt to link carbon present 
within the magnesite to possible carbon sources in the study area, such as marine 
limestone. dolomite and organic sandstone. 
Some of the trace elements present in magnesite samples arc not prt.>scnt within 
any of the surrounding lithologies (such as Pb. U. Th. and Ce). lending support to the 
proposal for a hydrothermal provenance of mineralising solutions. 
Trace element compositions of the magnesite veins are similar in many rt.~spccts to 
the composition of the nodules. and both show certain common features with respect to 
trace elements present and relative elemental abundances of these elements This s•.1pports 
the idea of the remobilisation of magnesite vein material. and reprccipitation in Zone II as 
magnesite nodules. Trace element signatures of the marine limestone and the dolomill' just 
above the serpentinite are very different to those of the magnesite. suggesting that the 
magnesite carbon was derived from elsewhere (other than the limestone or dolomitl~) 
Similarities are noted in trace element signatures of the organic sandstones tested. and the 
magnesite mineralisation. Since the carbon isotopes suggest an organic source lor the 
carbon in the magnesite, it is proposed that the carbon within the magnesite may have 
been derived through decarboxylation of organic material. The source and provenance of 
this organic material is not clear. but some portion may have been contained within the 
orgamc sandstones interred to lie structurally beneath the serpentinite (Malpas et al. 
1993). 
6.4 Model for Magnesite Formation 
A model for magnesite mineralisation has been formulated from field relations. 
petrography, and chemical analyses of magnesite, serpentinite, and associated lithologies 
(marine limestone, dolomite. sediments) and is summarized in Figure 6 I Figure (, 2 
depicts important aspects at relevant stages during the process magnesite formation 
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The earliest magnesite was precipitated as veins during initial disruption of the 
serpentinite body It is most likely that the first magnesite was formed after the initiation of 
obduction. as the isotope evidence suggests an organic source for the carbon within the 
magnesite. Recent re-interpretation of the regional geology of SW Cyprus (Malpas el a/. . 
1993) implies both overthrusting and underthrusting of Mamonia rocks in the Mamonia-
Troodos suture zone, allowing Mamonia sediments to lie structurally beneath the 
serpentinite containing magnesite mineralisation. The presence of Mamonia sedimentary 
thrust sheets below the Troodos Complex in the Akamas Peninsula however. is not 
established (Malpas el ul., 1993). Carbon within the magnesite is probably derived from 
the decarboxylation of organic-rich sediments such as the organic-rich Vlambouros 
Sandstone belonging to the Ayios Photios Group. This could have provided C02 during 
the regional thrusting, thus initiating magnesite formation. 
The earliest-formed magnesite was then brecciated. probably by active thrusting, 
and the brecciated pieces were cemented together by later cryptocrystalline magnesite 
formation. Such vein magnesite was formed at temperatures of around 165°C suggesting 
moderate burial depths for the mineralisation, in the range of 4 to 6km for normal 
geothermal gradients in zones of plate convergence. Further displacement of the 
serpentinite produced slickensides in this material. affecting both magnesite breccia and 
the cementing magnesite matrix. At some later stage, probably within the same 
contractional tectonic regime. the serpentinite (now containing the large magnesite veins 
and stockworks of Zone I) was emplaced into its present position with the formation of 
the BST. and precipitation of calcite within the c-s fabric . This calcite was formed at 
temperatures around 40°C' and has an isotopic signature similar to that of the ma~nL•sih.' 
nodules. It is suggested that this cakitc was formed hy the tail end of win fi.lnnin~ 
solutions during thrusting of the serpentinite 
The ISSZ. which is now carbonatised. is host to much of the ma~nl·sit\.' 
mineralisation of Zone II This mineralisation is in the tC.nm of magnesite nodules whid1 
were precipitated by remobilisation of vein material of Zone I as indicated hy the results 
from the isotopic and trace element studies. It is noted that there is a rclativclv larg.\.' 
temperature difference suggested for the two styles of magnesite mineralisation. veins 
having formed at temperatures of - 165"C and nodules at a lower temperature of 411"( · 
Magnesite nodules may have formed at any time after active contractional tectonism 
affecting the serpentinite, but likely before the deposition of the overlying Tertiary marine 
limestone due to the limited degree of dolomitisation of this limestone. Magnesite nodules 
were probably formed in the earliest Tertiary. 
Trace element data support the incorporation of trace clements into the magnesite 
which are not detected in the serpentinite. limestone. or dolomite. and show elemental 
abundances and distributions similar to that of organic sandstones from the Mamon:a It is 
suggested that the process of magnesite mineralisation in the Akamas area is long lasting 
and continues to the Present. This is supported by the presence of recent magnesite. 
calcite and dolomite precipitates on the walls of adits and within a small serpentinite cave 
on the shore section at Loutra tis Aphroditis. Adit precipitates of cryptm:rystalline calcite. 
magnesite and dolomite have formed most recently, within the past few decades, and may 
be remnants of the mineralisation process which formed the nodules Nodular magnesite is 
1:17 
also seen cementing limestone erratics on a serpentinite hillside, and 1s present within 
faulted limest0ne above the serpentinite. 
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A. Overall geological setting (Mid Cretaceous) 
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B. Juxtaposition of Mamonia and Troodos Complexes (late Cretaceous) 
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< · Bad-thrusting of Troodos rocks (late Cretaceous) as seen in Akamas area 
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D. Cessation 01\-:ontractional tectonism. L0"er Tertiar~ deep marine carh,mate 
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:\PPE~I>I:\ I 
This section de:~ls with the sampling regime for this study and a list of samples 
obtained. 
ZONE I \1iner:~lisation 
\bgnesitt> samples. 
\lagncsitc samples were ~olle~.:ted from the structural base of deposits up to 
the very top Large veins and stockworks were sampled as well as the nodular 
prc..~cipitalcs tc>Und above the vein carbonates It was found that the majority of 
excavatiors have taken place within the nodular precipitates of carbonate 
Thrust 1.one carbonates : 8as<tl Serpentinite Thrust (8ST) 
The ~akite veins were too delicate to sample individually and so it was decided to 
sample a complete section thrust zone! A piece sheared serpentinite approximately 25cm 
in thickness. containing vl!ins and kinematic indicators. was sampled in order to obtain 
thin se~..:tions of the thrust fabric (as well carbonate samples) Individual veins are -0 I to 
I em in thickness. 
L<arge magnesitt> Hins 
Large magnesite veins making up the basal ponions of the deposits were sampled 
from the lowest structural positions accessible. Samples were taken from massive vein 
materiaL both within the central ponions of the veins and from the outer edges (close to 
the serpentinite) 
ZON r II Miner:llis:ttion 
Nodular magnesitt> 
Nodules of magnesite were sampled in order to ascertain any chemical variations 
bdwecn this generation of carbonate and previous generations of carbonate (in the form 
,)r veins and stockworks) 
Recent precipitates 
Two carbonates tound precipitatt:d in interesting positions. om.· l1ll t h~.· "ails 
of a mining adit tMagnisia) and the other in a small c;m: (l.outra tis :\pht'lldills). 
were sampled as they appear similar (ill hand specimen) Ill th~.· magnt.•sitl.' in ll1.\1thv 
ad its 
Calcite veins in gabbro. 
Small centimetre scale veins wen: takl.'n from 'ari-tcxt url.'d gabhw 
immediately below the thrust contact with serpentinitl.' These wins arl.' soil . friahk. 
and appear to have been precipitated from the edges of the fractures Lpi!!1.'ll1.'l i~.· 
calcite is present within voids. 
Limestone-dolomite samples. 
Shallow marine limestone overlies most of the mineralisati1H1 and 
surrounding area and shows evidence of brecciation and doil1mitisation at the 
serpentinite-limestone contact Some magnesite is also present in zones of t;utlt mg 
and brecciation. It is noted that the degree of dolomitisation appears to be _!.!rc:tll:t 
~vithin the vicinity of the larger deposits 
Serpentinite samples. 
Samples of serpentinised harzburgite were collected from within dt:posits and ,dso 
several kilometres awav from anv magnesite occurrence in order to test tht: lit hulul.!.v liH 
.. . ..... ..._ 
evidence of contamination andior element transfer between mineralising solutions anJ the 
serpentinite. 
SHmples collected from Cyprus 1991. 1992 and 1993. 
1991 All samples from \'lagnisia deposit 
)a_mple Q~sqip_ti~m {:'ommems Extra lnformatio_n 
ICI2 
2(' 12 
2(' 13 
I ('!J 
:2(' 14 
2(' IS 
Sl 
SlJ 
SIO 
I ( ·:;2 
J('(J 
ICX 
I(' I 0 
I(' I!J 
I C2ll 
I C21(1) 
I C23 
IC24 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
Dolomite 
Dolomite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Stockwork 
Vein 
Vein 
Vein 
Vein 
Stockwork 
Stockwork 
Stock\l;ork 
Stockwork 
Tufa 
\'ein 
Stockwork 
Stockwork 
Karst 
Karst 
Vein 
Vein 
Vein 
Ppt on cave wall 
Epigenetic vein 
Epigenetic ppt 
Epigenetic ppt 
Lst above deposit 
Lst above deposit 
Epigenetic ppt 
Epigenetic ppt 
Epigenetic ppt 
1992 Samples taken from various locations in and around mineralisation. 
Sample 
1\11 
M2 
1\13 
l\1-t 
1\ IS 
Q~~!.=Jiption 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
Magnesite 
l\ 1agnesite 
Magnesite 
Comments Extra 
Vein 
Vein 
Vein 
Stockwork 
Stockwork 
Sample 
\.16 
M7 
\18 
MQ 
\110 
\Ill 
Ml~ 
\113 
Sl 
S1 
SJ 
S-t 
Ll 
L~ 
Dl 
D~ 
D3 
Description 
\lagnesite 
Magnesite 
\lagncsite 
\ lagnesitt! 
i\.lagncsitt! 
\1agnesitc 
\lagnesite 
Magnesite 
Serpentinite 
Serpentinite 
Serpentinite 
Serpentinite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Dolomite 
Dolomite 
Dolomite 
\'cin 
\'ein 
\ ein 
S t lll' k work 
\'cin 
\ · ~-.·in 
\' cin 
Extra 
\ ·cin (botrvnidal) 
l 'nmincraliscd 
\'cin inlltz 
\ lassivc. just helm' ~o.'ll\ l'l 
l'nmincraliscd 
Karst topographv 
Karst topllgraphv 
lm abo\·c serpentinite 
.lm above D I 
5m above J)2 
1993 Selected s:amples from se,•er:al deposits induding :\lagnisia. 
Sample 
XI 
X2 
XJ 
X4 
xs 
X6 
X7 
X8 
X9 
XlO 
Description 
Conglomerate Gabbro. diabase aml~:arbonate sand 
Magnesite Vein \1agnisia 
Serp. & Mag Sheared scrp ivlagnisia 
Magnesite Nodule Magnisia 
Sediments Mamonia In sheared seq> 
Magnesite Vein Magnisia 
Magnesite Nodule Magnisia 
Dolomite Breccia hllllt, Magnisia 
Calcite Karst I .imcstone iT era) 
~11m pi~ !2~scription 
XII \1agnesite 
Xl2 \ilagncsitc 
xu \lagnesite 
Xl4 \1agnesitc 
XIS 
X I(> Dol. & \lag .. 
Xl7 \taencsitc 
Cave ppt :\lag .. Cal. Dol 
10\ \lagnesitc 
xo \ilagncsitc 
Sill Magnesite 
S:unules colh.•cted Suring 199-' 
AI Sandstone 
r\2 Pelagic limestone 
:\3 Calcareous sst 
Petra tou Romiou Lst 
Radiolarite 
()J Sandstone 
D2 Sandstone (Organic) 
D3 Sandstone (Organic) 
Sandstone (Organic) 
05 Sandstones 
Comments Specitic 
Nodular In dunite 
Nodular Sorl & friable 
\ 'ein 
\'ein 
\ 'cin 
Location 
Asprokremmos Reservoir 
Between Reservir & Dhiarizos 
River 
Bct\veen RcserYir & Dhiarizos 
River 
Chapotami 
Chapotami 
Dhiarizos River 
Dhiarizos River 
Dhiarizos River 
Dhiarizos River 
Dhiarizos River 
De Sandstone Dhiarizl)S Rin-r 
07 Limestone with ~hl!rt Dhiarizos RiH'r 
Sample# Litholm~ L,)~atil)l\ 
08 Pelagic limestone Dhiari.t.os Rin·r 
DQ Pdagi~ limestone Dhiarizos Rin·r 
DIO Sandstone Dhiari.tllS Ri\ ~·r 
..\J»PENni:X II 
Table containing structural measurements of c-. s-planes and lineatiuns ,m thes~.· "·-plalll'S 
c-planc .:ontinucd s-planc .:onunncd hn.:alllliiS 1111 
orientations oricmauons .:-pl~ncs 
-'~<i ~~ ()t)~ ~4 _q<) XII 355 79 109 45 
~56 52 350 55 -~4 X:i 356 78 113 48 
~52 50 
·'53 54 -'~" ~h 358 74 108 50 
~~') 4!! _1~6 5~ -~') ~5 362 77 112 51 
3~7 4X 3~ll ~6 )~0 XI 359 76 106 48 
~~') 50 .~Jl) 50 -·~') X~ 358 80 110 50 
~~h 4h q:; 511 151 X7 351 82 116 49 
~~X ~·) ~~~ 50 .150 ~5 109 47 
150 50 ~~~ 5!! _14') XII 115 51 
14!1 6~ .\54 5~ _\H ~0 112 49 
1~":' ~{) 15~ :'it> 2 :x 111 50 
34X 5.2 ~~~~ 5:' 
·' :' \ M.l 114 48 
15~ ~X '5h ~~~ ,_.h X~ 107 46 
.l5h 5.:! w ~~ \50 X<> 106 49 
)50 52 .\51 50 q., !!5 105 50 
)5) 50 
·' -' ' 
:\:! 
·'='=' 
~~ 
:q6 5~ )52 ~~~ .15h xo 
·~x 5~ _149 52 \:iX X~ 
_\50 50 3)11 ~·) I XI 
34X ~X 154 5~ '5X Xll 
3~5 50 345 4X 361 77 
152 ~X :14!! :'ill 359 79 
_'l4X 51 350 47 360 86 
)55 ~(l _\)4 ,.., 360 83 
)~7 5~ .1411 5X 357 85 
-----
Where s-plane measurements were taken. there was a dear relationship h~:twc~:n c- and s-
planes. All lineations were taken on c-planes l\1casuremcnts of planes arc given as sir ikt: 
and dip using the right-hand-ruk convention 
.-\PPEN DIX Ill 
Isotopic Analyses : Analytical Procedure 
The techniques involved in the preparation and extra~tion 1lf ~arbon dioxidt.• fmm 
the carbonate samples are simple and straightforward The sample is tirst ~rusht.·d to " tin~ 
powder. then identitied using X-Ray Diffra~tion ( XRD) On~e idcntiti~d. the sample m:l\' 
then be preared for isotopic analysis. If a ~ombination of minerals are pr~sent. for ~o•xampl~ 
calcite with magnesite. then the sample is rea~ ted l(lr an hour with 10° o hydlll1:hl1l1i~ ;Kid 
(HCI) The calcite-acid reaction is fast. but the magnesite-a~id rea~tiun is mtKh slower. so 
once all of the calcite has reacted. the magnesite remains 'in residuum' The samph: lll<l\ 
then be washed with distilled water and dried in a warm oven (85 'C) fnr 2-t huurs 
Pyrex vessels are used to ~ontain the sample. along \Vith a~.:id in a smallt.•r vessel 
within (in order to keep ~arbonate and acid separate until the rea~o:tion betwct.•n them is 
desired) Pyrex tubing (9mm in diameter) is ~ut into 3Ucrn lengths and tlamc st.·aled at ont.· 
end. The vessel is then cleaned with distilled water. then methanol and dried in the oven 
for several hours until all moisture is expelled. A smaller pyrex vessel (6mrn in diameter) is 
cut to around 4cm and again is flame sealed 
A small portion of carbonate is carefully weighed, usually 5 to 6mg. and is plac~d 
within the large vessel where it rests at the bottom. The smaller vessel is then tilled with 
I 03% phosphoric acid ( 50mg of acid) and also placed within the large vessel and 1 hen 
pumped using both electric pump and diffusion pump tor 2 hours to obtain vawum < Jncc 
a reasonable vacuum has been obtained (Tc =. 120-150). the vessel is scaled at the top. 
forming a completely sealed vessel with acid and sample unreactcd inside The sample is 
then placed in an oven until it reaches a temperature of I OO"C This usually takes one to 
two hours. The sample may then be 'spilled' to allow the acid to llow out of the small 
vessel and react with the sample. This reaction occurs at I OCf'C l(lr approximately 24 
hours. It has been found that the reaction is complete after 15 hours, so 24 hours is more 
than adequate. The carbon dioxide is now trapped inside the large vessel and may be 
stored there for extended periods of time without fear of leakage and\or contamination as 
the vessel is completely sealed. 
Extraction of the gas involves a series of steps which culminate in the collection of 
carbon dioxide in a temporary vessel used for loading the sample into a mass 
spectrometer. A 'break-seal' is used to break the vessel containing the sample gas and 
process it 'in vacuo' . A gas extraction line is used to extract samples under vacuum 
conditions The sample is released from the vessel by breaking it. allowing the gas to 
condense in a U tube by cooling the tube with liquid nitrogen Any non-condensable 
gasses are then extracted and the sample is moved again into a glass tinger where it can be 
measured by the use of a mercury manometer. This allows the quantity of gas produced by 
the sample-acid reaction to be measured. and an etfective yield to be calculated which aids 
in the analysis of results. If a high yield is obtained, it is more likely that the gas measured 
is a true indication of the carbon dioxide produced. indicating that there has been no 
leakage of gas to the atmosphere. Low yields are found to be statistically poor and may 
give unreliable results. Once the yield has been measured. the sample is moved into the 
temporary storage vt:ssel and labeled. 
The sample is then analysed using mass spectrometry to measure the ratio of "C to 
1 ~C. relative to a standard gas. A computer package makes a series of corrections (for the 
various fractionation factors involved with the extraction process), performs statistical 
analyses of the results and produces all of this data in a single output The sample is tested 
7 times while the standard gas is passed through the mass spectrometer. A standard 
deviation is taken for these seven results to observe how far results deviate from an 
average value. In all cases. the standard deviation calculated is low, and the result obtained 
considered to be accurate. 
When the results are obtained and ratios of 11r :•=r tPDB) and ' Mo; '~o tSMOW) 
have been calculated. a further correction is applied to the raw data t\x llxygen The 
carbon values are constant and need no further correction This Cl)JTcction tactor CllllCl' rtls 
the difterence in magnesite fractionation from that of either cakite llr dolomite upon 
reaction with the acid. 
Analytical Difficulties Encountert>d 
The analytical procedure for extraction of carbon dim; ide thm1 the s;unples prmed 
troublesome. in some respects. in the early stages. The acid plact>d in the small wssel was 
continually found to contain large amounts of atmospheric gasses which were l.'xpdled 
upon pumping to create vacuum conditions. This expulsion oflarge bubbles (up to Snun in 
diameter) caused the acid to spill out of the vessel and come into contact with the 
powdered sample. This caused premature reaction of acid and carhonatc. and so thl.' 
sample had to be prepared again. This occurred several times in succession. only linally 
being solved by pumping tht:: acid by itself bdore placing inside a large vessel v .. ith the 
sample. Heating the vessel before pouring the acid ;ilso seemed to limit anv acid 
outpourings. It was decided that heating the acid would allow it to become less viscous 
and any bubbles formed would rise easily through the column of acid Concern aros~: 
however about the effect of changing the properties of tht:: acid in any way, and so cold 
acid was used for all field samples. Some standards wt::re tested with preheated a.:id. some 
with cold acid and there was a slight shift in oxygen values of around o <i per mil 
(SMOW), both above and below the average value of the standard It was decided that the 
first three samples were not very accurate due to inconsistencies in technique <>nee 
established however, the procedure seems accurate and results arc reproducible 
X-RAY Diffraction analytical technique 
The technique of X-Ray Ditfractometry ( XRD) was used to identify mineral 
samples. taken from the magnesite deposits tor chemkal analysis. This is a rapid 
technique. routinely used to determine the purity of a sample. was used tor all samples 
tested tor trace element and isotopic compositions. If two species of carbonate. tor 
example hydrothermal magnesite with epigenetic vein calcite (within voids and fractures). 
then an average isotopic composition will be obtained during isotope analyses (which is 
useless when trying to identitY source reservoirs of dements) Any magnesite samples 
which were tound to contain epigenetic calcite and/or dolomite were treated in order to 
obtain pure magnesite prior to tunher chemical analysis Once an XRD trace is obtaint:d. 
idcntilkatior. of minerals is made easy by computer aided matching with standard mineral 
traces 
Trat·e element analytical technique 
Waters are analysed by ICP-i\IS using four internal standards which are variable in 
mass (-tSSc. 89Y. 159Tb and :!32Th) in order to correct for drift and matrix effects. 
Standards are used in all analyses which conform to Linited States Geological Survey 
(USGS) standard reference water samples (T-101. T-103. T-105. T-107 and T-109 for 
major constituents. l\·1-1 08. M-Il 0. \1-1 12 tor trace constituents). Results are reponed in 
pans per billion (ppb) of each element Certain interferences are of course present \vith 
certain clt:ments such as C. Ca. Fe, Cr. Si and Ti. but the absolute abundances of these 
clements are not critical in this study. only their presence and relative distribution Limits 
of detection are calculated (parts per billion) as three times the standard deviation of the 
blank count rates. Values reported as being below the limit of detection are reported thus : 
"<value". Sample values may be less accurate close to the limit of detection. than where 
clements arc present in abundance. Rock and mineral samples were prepared for ICP-MS 
analysis by acid dissolution. Sample material. approximately 0 lg, was digested using 
boric and oxalic acids (HF H~O, ) A scwnd digest ion pw~cdurc is ti.'lllnH•d ti.ll' ;ul\ 
undisolved sample using hydrochloric and oxalit.: acid { HCL H i'iU 1 ) rhis process usuallv 
dissolves all material present .-\ny undissolwd solid remaimng. possibly graphite. 
chromite. ilmenite or other oxides. is removed by tittering The sample \\as then analvs~.·d 
by ICP-MS using the 'standard addition' method to countcra~·t matrix l'lli..·cts limits llf 
detection are calculated. as for waters. as three standard deviat inns abtl\ e the b<u.:kgwund 
blank value. Values and limits of detection are measured in parts per million \ppm) .·\ san 
internal standard. two of the samples \>,iere run as duplicates . .-\lso. standard gclllogi~· al 
reference materials were analysed. as well as the reagent blanl- Standards usl·d wl.'n: a 
diabase -DNC-1 (l'SGS). and/or a gabbro - CTRl\IP \IRCi-1 (I ~ S<iSl Rea!i-l.'nt \ilhr~.·s 
are compared to values obtained for samples and arc found to bl.' insignilkant \\ ith h'spcl'l 
to sample values. and so are not subtra~:tcd ti·om the final total received li.1r sampk plus 
reagent. Limit of detection values lie approximatdy at I 0° o of chondriti~: con~:entrations 
There are some element intcrfcrences noted from the I< 'P-l\IS analyses This rs 
particularly the case with Ta and/or Nb. Tungsten-carbide grinding equipment can GIUSl' 
contamination of the sample and so. for this reason. agate lined grinding and milling 
equipment was used throughout the sample preparation :\I so. Bi ~:orll.: cntr at ions up to 
0 I ppm are said to be due to memory etlccts within the equipment. and so mav he 
disregarded. 
.-\PPE;\IDIX 1\" 
TR-\CE ELE:\IE~T RESrLTS 
Raw Data. 
Results of analyses \\ere separated into spe~iti~ c;u~g~ni~s bd~'l"l.' ;u\\ ;uithllll.'lil' 
normalisation pro(edures were ~.:arried out on th~: data Sample ;!1'\lllps \\ ~rl.' sc..'Jlalatni lllhl 
tirst of all their (Onstituent mineralog.ies and-or lithoh,g.ic..·s. tht:n furthc..·r subdi,idc..·d \\lth 
respect to their position within the mineralisatil)ll \'l.·in magnc..·sih.'s \\ l.'l"~ sc..·paratl.'d ti, 1111 
nodular magnesites. Sandstones. ~.:akites. dnlomite and serpc..·ntinitc..•s \\c..'rc..· ab,1 sc..·!!rc..·~alc..'d 
Once this had been accomplished. the samples \\l.'n.: nnrmalis~:d 111 , . .-lllllldlllic..· ell i11s 
according to (Taylor and \!'Lennon. 1985). It is possibl~ tn n11rmal isl.' sampk dat;1 111 ;1 
specitic set of results within the sample set used for this studv. but as thl.'tl.' \\c..'rc..· a 'aric..'l\ 
of ditferent lithologies present (igneous. scdimentarv and indi,idual min~.:ral sampk·s). it 
was decided to normalize all data to dwndritic ratios 
Table of values (ppm) used for trace element uormalisation. f)ata taken from Ta~·lnr and l'vkl'lennan 1 1 9!\:' I 
Li Rb Sr y Zr 'b \I (I Cs 
24 3 45 119 2 25 5 ~4 0 .l75 I .18 () 279 
Ba La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd 
3 41 0 367 0.957 0 IJ7 0 711 0 2.11 0 087 u JOo 
Tb Dy Uo F.r Tm Yb Lu I ff 
0 05 '- 0 381 0 0851 0 24') 0 0.156 0 248 0 0381 () 17() 
Ta Tl Pb Oi Th L 
0 .026 0 215 .1 65 0 lb7 0 0425 00122 
Trace element data are provided in the next few pages. Data in both raw fom1, and normalised (to chondrite) are 
given. Any results with negative sign were treated as not detectt:d and so appear as zero on the nonnalised data sheets. 
Trace Element results for Cypriot Samples 
PPM Rock C ALC'l/LATED ON 
Run= 576 Ames/Jcnner/Brydie/Malpas/Hewa. Jul151 H. Rl/N = 576 
FileName = Jull 5 U4 
Sample Mineralogy SampleName Li Ro ~r y Zr Nb Mo Cs 
0 595 0 023 0 II 0 157 0045 0 007 0 058 0011 
lc20 CaVdol M07011P 0 821 0.676 377 Jl 2 747 0 897 0 082 0.162 0060 
lc17 Magical M0701~L 1.275 () 091 1!6 23 -0.130 0 744 00 10 0.031 -0 002 
lc9 Magical M07013H 0 504 0 267 36.89 -0 127 0175 0 016 0 04(J 0 015 
lcl6 serp M07014C 17 482 0.196 73 B -0 059 0 142 0 014 0 14fJ 0 010 
2cl2 ~tagnesite M07015Y 1.897 0077 24 57 -0 158 0 088 () 001 0 051 0000 
lc21 Calcite M07016lJ I 657 0.192 109 94 -0 076 I 050 0 .014 0 060 0000 
lc6 Dolomite ~107017Q 0 321 0 123 16109 -0 099 0 109 0003 0 053 0 012 
2cl4 Dol' mag 1\107018~1 0 693 0 288 289 SQ -0 140 0 084 0 0 17 0 022 0 005 
tciO calcite M070191 0 280 0 145 58 6 1 -0 149 0 056 0 008 0 058 0 ()()5 
lc22 Dolomite ~107020\\' J 151 I 746 17'!. 42 2 000 2 768 0 282 0 29'J 0 202 
2cl3 Cal' mag l\107021 L 0 803 0.185 87.94 -0 080 0 079 0 185 0 ISS 0 ()()2 
lc8 Calcite :\107022.'\ 0 161 0081 56 13 -0 143 0 II S 0 005 0 056 0001 
lciQ Calcite ~10702JP 0660 0 .340 4.B 14 I 704 0 232 0 018 (J 082 0 020 
s4 serpent :\107024E o1q 0 188 7 90 0 125 0 199 0026 (J 068 -0 (J()J 
\6 \1agnesite \10702q I 048 0.010 13 30 -0 143 (} 041 0 026 () 025 -0 0 II 
d4 sst l\1070261 13472 65 763 79 28 14 307 109 471 9 813 (J 414 2 311 
dl sst \107027\\' 16 182 71 061 96 0 1 13 666 90 396 10 849 0 284 2875 
ml ~ ~1agnesite M07028L 7 5~3 0 136 136 18 I 476 0 501 () 026 0 096 0 (J24 
d2 sst \107029.-\ 15 073 59 284 77 26 10 392 94 214 8 662 0 171 1967 
d3 sst \f07030Z 15 703 66 701 79 96 II 291 85 842 9 221 0 175 2 264 
sm ~lagnesite ~10703 IH 0 760 0 121 41 10 -0 OJ~ 0 726 () ~() 0 046 () (J{J(J 
m' \lagnesite \10703ZP 5 039 0 631 71 69 J 712 4 (Jj9 0 183 0 202 () 017 
"'" 
\lagnesite \107033:\ ~6 :18 0 :!53 119 81 I 6SI 0 :!55 0027 0 115 () ():!2 
'\14 \fagnesite \107033:\ 0 :!6 ~09 0 247 117 72 I 718 0 283 (J 03 7 () ()95 () (JI7 
m5 !\tagnesite !\f07034F 0 869 0 078 66 46 -OON 0 641 0 007 0 Oo:! -0 ()()(, 
m5 Magnesite M07034P 0 .9~~ 0 088 648:! -0 04~ om 0 007 0 087 -0 005 
Trace Element results for Cypriot SamplesPP\f 
Run= 576 AmesfJenner!Rrvdie/\falpas' llewa. Jul151 34. Rll\=576 
File~ame = Jull5 134 
Sample Ba La Ce Pr ~d Sm Eu Gd Tb D~· Ill) 
Det limit 0.03 0006 0005 0 006 0.048 0 041 0 009 0 034 0 04'1 0 017 0 007 
lc20 379 0 721 060:! () 125 0600 0 164 0 043 0 :!08 -0 008 0 ~98 00t>7 
lcl7 IS 86 0 007 0 004 0000 -0 OJ I 0 017 0 003 -0 00:! -0042 -0007 -0001 
Jc9 I 67 0.027 0 0:!4 0006 0 009 -0 OJ I 0 003 0.001 -0 045 -0 011 -0 00 1 
lcl6 18 76 0 014 0 014 0 003 -0 053 0 001 0 040 -0.005 -0 046 0 0]() 0000 
2cl2 2.08 0 012 0 009 0 004 -0 OJ I -0 003 (J 002 -0 003 -0 044 O.Oit:t -0002 
lc21 17 31 0 028 0 022 0.004 -0007 -0 015 -0 004 0 003 -0 039 003t> 000:! 
lc6 22 70 0005 0 007 0.000 -0.026 -0 002 () 000 0 007 -0 041 -0 OOJ 0 004 
2c14 7 37 0 020 0 021 0 007 0.005 -0010 0002 -0010 -0 044 -0.010 -0 00.1 
1cl0 2 12 0 023 0 023 0 004 -0009 -0 001 -0 002 0005 -0 043 -0 017 -0002 
lc22 4.52 0.704 3398 0 201 0.846 0 196 0.044 0 264 0.004 0 280 OOoJ 
2cl3 8 14 0 .040 0 064 0007 0072 0 010 -0 002 -0010 -0 044 0007 0003 
lc8 140 0.012 0 004 -0 001 -0 009 0 000 0.001 0002 -0 038 0001 -0 002 
lcl9 238 0 .677 0 469 0.132 0.493 0098 0 028 0 176 -0011 0 188 0042 
s4 1.65 0 027 0.038 0 005 -0 005 -0 005 -0 003 0013 -0 039 0 038 0007 
"6 0.60 0 .006 0.005 0 .001 0 021 0006 0 00 I -0 005 -00-H -0 OJ J -0004 
d4 239.47 21.111 40.724 4 992 19 IJ8 .l 743 0 767 3.186 0.424 2 790 0 520 
dl 233.61 23 .520 45 9H 5.514 21 037 4.141 0 816 3 275 0453 2 759 0 544 
ml2 1.77 0040 0072 0011 0 038 0 021 0 018 0.061 0 002 0 132 0 040 
d2 210.91 18 835 38.527 4711 17 3H7 .l 363 0 616 2 590 0 353 2 177 0 451 
d3 230.10 19.658 39 030 4.794 17 711 3.557 0648 2.752 0 374 2 224 0 419 
sm 8.29 0 .035 0075 0.009 0.024 -0 004 -0 002 0010 -0 008 0010 01100 
mx 17.35 2.2SS I 641 0 474 2. 144 0 4~5 0 100 0 424 0 062 0 421 OU9J 
xl4 1.90 0 .170 0 172 0 02S 0 153 0 049 0.054 0 068 0003 0 110 OOH 
"14• 1.85 0155 0 145 0.022 0 093 0 020 0 057 0090 0 005 0 12!1 () 1)]4 
mS 1118 0.020 0 013 0.001 0 010 0 001 -0 004 -0 002 -0009 -0001 0001 
ms• 10.89 0.018 0.009 0.002 -0.006 0 002 -0 001 0.004 -0 009 0 008 0 OliO 
Trace Element results for Cypriot Samp1esPP!\1 
Run= 576 Amcs!Jenner/Brydic/Malpas!Hewa. Jul IS 134. RUN~ 576 
FileName = Jull5134 
Sample Er Tm Yb Lu llf Ta Tl Pb Bi Th II 
Det. limit 0 .030 0.008 0 0:!2 0 007 0 038 0 014 () 022 0 031 0 0 14 0034 () 029 
lc20 0.192 0 010 0 191 0 OJO 0 016 () 002 0 068 0 244 0 020 0 05 1 I 074 
1cl7 -0 002 0002 0 005 0 000 0 034 -0 001 0 012 -0 002 I) 002 0 017 (J 067 
lc9 0.001 0 004 0 031 0001 -0 001 0 006 0010 0043 0 022 -OOOH 0 019 
lc16 0 020 0 003 0020 0 oos -0 008 -0 005 -0 002 0042 0 004 0 ()(}() 0 ()()() 
2cl2 -0 010 0.002 -0 0 10 -0 004 0 004 -0.006 -0 008 0030 () 010 0 007 (J 005 
lc21 0 .01 I 0 002 0004 0 003 0 UIJ 0000 0 008 I 120 0 OIJ 0 015 (J 190 
lc6 -0 011 0.002 -0.001 0 .001 -0 00 1 0 000 -0.001 0.044 0011 -0 005 0 (JJ9 
2cl4 -0.014 0 .005 0 017 0000 0006 0 001 0 007 0 095 0001 0019 () ()(J4 
lciO -0 009 -000 1 -0 013 -0 001 -0 ()()J -0 002 -0008 0 294 0.015 -0003 -0 003 
lc::!2 0 212 0 030 0 166 0 022 0 077 0 016 0066 I 126 0 ()08 0 208 () 477 
2cl3 -0.010 0 005 0.0 10 -0 002 0 020 0 172 -0 009 0 425 0 035 0007 0 191 
lc8 -0 004 -0 001 0 014 -0 003 0 014 () 002 0001 0 107 () 004 -0006 -0 014 
lcl9 0 .143 0.017 0 109 0 018 0001 .() 003 0 008 0 188 0006 0 014 0 105 
s4 0 025 0 009 0 .076 0 008 0 0 14 -0 00 ! 0 000 2 059 0 005 000'.! 0 ()()<) 
x6 -0 020 -0 001 -0 018 -0 003 -0 011 0 075 -0 001 0 151 -0 001 -0 012 0004 
d4 l 558 0 256 l 481 0 214 2 484 I 502 () 278 35 897 0 122 6 416 19 411 
dl I 424 0 204 I 3~ I 0 21 1 2 458 0 663 0 249 16 113 () 075 6 909 I 081 
ml2 0 i25 0022 0 177 (l 030 0 028 0 004 -0 009 4 646 0006 0 012 0 171 
d2 1 lo4 0 177 I 179 (I 180 2 887 0 638 0 234 6 143 0 044 6 362 2 468 
d3 I 218 0 178 I 11!1 0 173 2 459 0 594 0 247 9 :!18 0 082 6 862 3 888 
sm -0 00:! -0 00 1 -0 001 0 001 0 0 17 0 078 .(1 016 0 I 13 () 004 () (J((J 0 014 
mx 0 301 0 039 0 256 0 042 0 078 0 009 0 047 18 288 0 021 0.23 1 0 281 
xl4 t1 115 0 018 0 133 0 02-t 0 018 0 003 0 003 4855 0 ()()C) () 010 0 OJ2 
xJ4• 0 113 0 018 0 105 0 02 1 0 019 0 004 0 007 3 796 0 006 0 ()()6 0 02 5 
m5 0 012 0 000 0 008 0000 0 025 0 (.H)J -0006 0 ()44 0 007 () ()()] 0 736 
m~· 0 (101) 0 001 0 016 -0 001 -0 001 0 000 0 (J(J(J 0 (J74 0 (J(J8 -fJ fJ(J I () 734 
Trace Element results for Cypriot SamplesPP~I 
Run= 576 Ame~'Jennerl8rydie/Malpas.11ewa. Jul15134. RU' ~ 5 76 
FileName = Jul15134 
Sample 206Pb/207P 208Pb/207P 147Sm/144 87Rbi86Sr ''bTa Dii(G 1KGl 
b b ~d 
lc20 I 2407 2 8191 0 1671 0 0051 35 12 0 567 
lcl7 2 1834 -2 8878 -0 8823 0 OOJO -7 50 0 574 
lc9 -0 0753 2.7750 -0 7077 0.0::!05 2 69 0 573 
lcl6 0 8960 '2323 -0 0161 0.0076 -278 0 561 
2cl2 -1.2940 -7.4912 0 1374 0.0090 -0.18 0 575 
lc21 I 4239 2 8306 I 2669 0 0051 68 33 o 5o<J 
lc6 03311 0 8141 0 0587 00022 -13 .96 0 614 
2cl4 0.7361 3 2572 -1 3005 0.0029 26 52 0 '\64 
lcJO 1.0022 2.8889 0 0858 0 0071 -4 65 0. 564 
lc22 1.2368 2 7891 0 !399 0 0282 17.66 0.567 
2cl3 I 2326 2 8403 0 0885 0.0060 I 07 0 577 
lc8 I 7205 3 0308 0 0000 0.0042 2 ::!!; 0 )78 
lc19 1.7381 3.0238 0 1200 0 0023 -5 .51 0 578 
s4 I 3022 2 7159 06618 0068.1 -18 16 0 563 
x6 14248 3 0181 0 1759 0 0021 0 34 0 577 
d4 1.2811 2 5870 0 1157 2. 3673 6 53 0 577 
dl 1.2732 2.4627 0 1157 2.1599 16 37 (} 504 
ml2 1.2295 2 4378 0 3398 0.0029 6.04 0 56<> 
d2 1.2625 2.5338 0.1173 2.1895 13.58 0 570 
dJ 12310 2.4418 0 1218 2.4081 15.52 0 563 
sm 10147 2 3327 -0.1058 0.0085 0.51 0.574 
mx 1.1971 23692 0 1214 0.0256 21.09 0.572 
xl4 13046 2.5496 0 1952 0.0062 9.37 0 565 
xl4* 1.2003 2.3988 0 1315 0.0060 8 27 0.563 
m5 1.1799 1.0886 0.0765 0.0034 2.30 0 567 
ms• 15710 2.6037 -0 1903 0.0039 572.61 0.556 
Calcite data normalised to chondrite (Taylor and McCiennan, 1985) 
Li Rb Sr y Zr Nb Mo Cs 
0.595 0.023 0.11 0.157 0.045 0.007 0 .058 0.011 
lc20 Cal/dol 0.342031 0.195831 31.70659 1.220868 0.161871 0.217621 0.117565 0.214936 
lc21 Calcite 0.690399 0.055623 9.238907 -0.033623 0 189462 0.037436 0.043453 -0.001509 
IcJO calcite 0.11651 0.041906 4.925108 -0.066 0.010173 0.020501 0.041781 0.016221 
lc8 Calcite 0.067046 0.023484 4.716594 -0.063432 0.020696 0.01215 0.040441 0.004884 
1cl9 Calcite 0.274889 0.098476 36.39805 0 .757201 0.041845 0 048105 0.059463 0 070566 
Ba L.a Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd 
0.03 0 .006 0.005 0.006 0.048 0.041 0.009 0.034 
lc20 Cali dol 1.112361 1.96395 0.629177 0.91439 0.844317 0.711122 0.498617 0.680557 
lc21 Calcite 5.076632 0.076905 0.02347 0.026154 -0.009977 -0.063792 -0.043209 0.010743 
lclO calcite 0.620954 0.062892 0.023748 0.032002 -0.012929 -0.005667 -0.025698 O.CJI5095 
lc8 Calcite 0.409153 0.033683 0.003701 -0.005604 -0.012063 0 0.009595 0.004915 
lcl9 Calcite 0.699043 I 8-B617 0489578 0.96-t062 0.693392 O.-t24034 0326687 0.574871 
Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu llf 
0 .049 0 017 0.007 0.030 0.008 0.022 0 .007 (J 038 
lc20 Cal dol -0.13251 0782541 0787994 0.7718 0.833902 0770693 0.785685 0.091801 
lc21 Calcite -0.672693 0.093425 -0.023778 0.045131 0.050522 0.017605 0.072043 0.073075 
lciO calcite -0.733363 -O.O-B907 -0 024137 -0.035368 -0.032672 -0 050464 -0 027687 -0 016395 
lc8 Calcite -0 65Q078 0.002402 -0.019-t69 -0 015309 -0.023691 0 054793 -0.073072 0.080284 
JciQ Calcite -O. J'-)0164 0 493698 0.489327 0.573229 0480047 0 438772 0.460519 0.003955 
Calcite data normalised to chondrite (Taylor and McClennan, 1985) 
Tl Pb 8i Th u 
0 022 0 031 0 014 OOJ4 002<) 
lc20 CaVdol 0315831 0 065723 0 I 17418 I 202101 81!0135 
lc21 Calcite 0 03849 0 306787 0 076277 0 343288 1602523 
lcJO Calcite 0 0 080552 0.090002 0 0 
lc8 Calcite 0 006486 0 0:!9279 0021351 0 0 
lcl9 Calcite 0.035366 0 0~ 162<) 0.036079 0 32618 8 577207 
Dolomite data nonnalised to chondrite (Taylor and McCiennan, 1985) : Negative values reduced to zero. 
Li Rb Sr y Zr Nb Mo Cs 
0 595 0.023 0 II 0 157 0 045 0 007 0 058 0011 
lc6 Dolomite 0 .133741 0 .035596 1.'.53731 0 0019617 0 007774 0 038263 0 042014 
lc22 Dolomite 1313026 0 .50597 14 99298 0 88881 0 499685 0 750994 0 216761 0.72312 
mx Dolomite 2099514 0.183151 6 02478 I 649882 0 729052 0 488764 0 146097 0.061171 
Ba La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd 
0 OJ 0.006 0 005 0006 0 .048 0041 0009 0034 
lc6 Dolomite 6 657653 0.013693 0 007681 0 .001889 0 0 0 0 022643 
lc22 Dolomite 1324.ll6 1.918276 3.551!93 I 467579 I 189677 0 847786 0.507574 0 862972 
mx Dolomite 5 087697 6. 14316~ I 714952 3 460985 3 0 15683 I 837776 I 145905 I 385244 
Hf Ta Tl Pb Bi Th u 
0 038 0.014 0 022 0031 0 014 0 034 0 029 
lc6 Dolomite 0 0 0 0011:)73 0 067326 0 I 544579 
lc22 Dolomite 0 428537 0 613511 0 307246 0 308591 0 048<J53 4 896517 J? 12802 
mx Dolomite 0 43775 0 334227 0 216445 5010518 0 128335 5 444437 23 .07232 
Serpentinite data normalised to Chondrite (Taylor and McCiennan, 1985) : Negati\'e values reduced to zero. 
Li Rb Sr y Zr ~b Mo Cs 
0 595 0 023 0 II 0 157 0 045 0007 0058 0011 
lcl6 Serp (liz) 7 284347 0 056842 6 162209 0 0 0256 0 038274 0 10135 0 0352'>4 
s4 Serp Harz 0 314134 0 054548 0 663908 0 055355 0 035904 0 069128 0 049591 0 
Ba La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd 
003 0 .006 0 005 0006 0 048 0 041 0009 OOH 
lc16 Serp (liz) 5.500706 0.037476 0015043 0.024285 . 0 0 006022 0 455578 0 
s4 Serp. Harz 0 484175 0 073444 0 .039451 0 036539 0 0 0 0 O-B578 
Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu !If 
0 .049 0 017 0007 0 030 0.008 0022 0.007 0 038 
lcl6 Serp (liz) 0 0.077938 0 0 082189 0 071363 0 080965 0 13627 0 
s4 Serp. Harz 0 0.098443 0.085226 0 100896 0 254703 0 306054 0 220892 0 .075897 
Ta Tl Pb Bi Th u 
0 .022 0 .031 0.014 0.034 0 029 
lcl6 Serp (liz) 0 0 0.011606 0.024139 0.011502 0 
s4 Serp. Harz 0 0 0.564209 0.027673 0 217389 0 7496 
Sandstone data normalised to chondrite (Taylor and McClennan. 1985) : Negative values reduced to zero 
Li Rb Sr y Zr Nb Mo Cs 
0 595 0 023 0. 11 0 !57 0 045 0007 0 058 0 Oil 
dl Organic sst . 6 742675 20 59727 8.06798 6 073743 16.31695 28.93012 0.20596 1030614 
d2 Organic sst . 6 280407 17 18366 6 492711 4.618466 1700614 23 09818 0 123912 7 049428 
dl Organic sst . 6.542963 19 33365 6. 719729 s 0183~4 IS 49486 24 58859 0 .126901 8 115742 
d4 Organic sst. 5613511 1906186 6.662552 0 358504 19.76012 26 16889 0.300339 8 2!12142 
Ba La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd 
0 .03 0006 0.005 0006 0 048 0 041 0009 0 014 
dl Organic sst 68.50794 64 08841 47.1l9711 40 2481 29 58767 17 92831 9 3i4432 10 70335 
d2 Organic sst 61 8505 51 32095 40 25851 3-U8536 24 -15433 l-t55972 7 086()18 II 46,.747 
d3 Organic sst 67.47754 53 564 JJ 40 78378 34 9953 24 910 14 IS 39898 7 450267 !1992843 
d4 Organic sst 70 22619 57 52207 42 55405 36 44141 26 91754 16 20141 8 819987 10 41054 
Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu Iff 
0 0-N 0017 0 007 0.030 0 008 0 022 0007 0 038 
dl Organic sst 7816027 7241083 0 395522 5 717902 5 734243 5 ·H7297 5 534631 13 73169 
d2 Organic sst 6 094779 5 713209 5 302061 4 672927 4 978376 4 752682 4 729014 16 13001 
d3 Organic sst 6451407 5 838492 4 927456 4 890648 5 013221 4762719 4 553037 13 73476 
d4 Organic sst 7 314009 7 323225 6 11301 2 6 257886 7 183455 5 971959 5 610172 13 87885 
Sandstone data nonnalised to chondrite (Taylor and McCknnan, 1985). 
Ta Tl Pb Bi Th v 
0014 0 022 0 031 0 014 0 034 0 0::!9 
d1 Organic sst 25 48764 1 15977 4414598 0 446734 lo2 5055 88 57969 
d2 Organic SSI 24 53543 1087078 I 682915 0 261656 149 o872 202 3044 
dJ Organic sst 22 84588 I 149394 2 525441 049109 161 4574 318 6523 
d4 Organic sst 577771 I 290834 9.834698 0 729858 150 9581 1591054 
Magnesite vein data nonnalised to chondritc (Taylor and McClcnnan, 1985) : Negative values are reduced to zero. 
l.i Rb Sr y Zr Nb Mo Cs 
0 . 595 0 .023 0 .11 0 157 0 045 0007 0.058 0011 
2cl4 Dol/mag 0 247949 0 .006682 0 OOQ~58 0.069733 0 00815 0 .017843 0.041855 0 .038568 
2cl3 Call mag 0.288663 0.083365 24 H492 0 0 015197 0 044354 0.016128 0 016777 
x6 Magnesite 0.334699 0.053572 7.38964 0 0 014263 0 493566 0 .112284 0 005672 
sm Magnesite 0.43674 0 002844 I 117523 0 0 007463 0 .068329 0 .018025 0 
Ba La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd 
0 OJ 0006 0005 0 .006 0 048 0 041 0009 0 034 
2cl4 DoVmag 0 008098 0 01518 0 00554 0.040186 0 06736 () 175361 0 10862 0 112693 
2c\3 CaVmag 2 160765 0 055609 0 021673 0.047762 0 00637 0 0 0 18264 0 
x6 Magnesite 2 387889 0 108787 0 066413 0 050504 0 10 1789 0 044951 0 0 
sm Magnesite 0 177187 0015756 0 .005172 0 006657 () 029246 () 026.189 0 009042 0 
Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb L.u Hf 
0 049 0 017 0007 0 030 () 008 0 fJ22 0 007 0 038 
2cl4 Dol/mag 0 8452 0 044<:>38 0 088129 0 J2fJ048 0 228542 0 089278 v 183606 fJ 2)]617 
2cl3 CaL' mag 0 0 0 0 0 12691 4 0 066727 (J 0 036145 
x6 !1.1agnesite 0 0017757 0 038597 0 v 14255 1 0 040684 c- - 0 113512 
sm Magnesite 0 0 0 0 0 () (J () 
Magnesite vein data normalised to chondrite (Taylor and McClennan, 1985 ). 
Ta Tl Pb Bi Th u 
0.014 0 .022 0.031 0.014 0 034 0 029 
2cl4 DoUmag 052089 0 100282 0 .008596 0 080865 0 8075 D 2 356167 
2c13 Cal!mag 0.024122 00.12211 0 025(]72 0.006018 0 447816 0 320845 
x6 Magnesite 6 633706 0 0 116316 0 207174 0159166 IS 690b2 
sm Magnesite 2 880751 0 0.041336 0 0 0 366322 
Magnesite nodule data nonnalised to chondrite (Taylor and McCiennan. I 985): Negati\ e \a lues are reduced to zero. 
Li Rb Sr y Zr \b \to rs 
() 595 () O:!J 0 I I 0 l "7 (I (14'i o tn)7 0 ll'S t l tl l I 
lcl7 \1ag/cal 0531257 0 0262~5 7 :::~621)] 0 o u.ms o 02o8o5 0 1)~~481 II 
lc9 Mag/cal 0 209999 0 077359 ) 100386 (J 0 O.ll51 0 042862 00Nt12 o 05.lt~o2 
2cl2 Magnesite 0 790276 0 022278 2 06-1504 0 0015831 I) 0112874 003n74 ll 
m5 Magnesite 0361908 0 02268 5 58-1~55 () () l lq44 0 Ol<:lb~ I 0 0-14•))4 () 
Ba La Cc: Pr Nd Sm Eu GJ 
a 03 0 006 0 005 0 ()()(> 0 0-18 0 041 0 ()\)1} OOH 
lcl7 Mag/cal 4 649972 0018521 0 004005 () 00.1245 0 0 fl721'i8 0 ()J<) J<)I I) 
lc9 Magical 0.489623 0 074066 0 024624 0 041<)54 0 .013 122 I) 0 035983 0 ()() 10•)4 
2cl2 Magnesite 0.608805 0 OJ 1873 0 009587 0 03031 .1 0 0 0 0227_q () 
m5 Magnesite 3.279487 0 054538 0 01~051 () 006727 () 01355 0 005.12 0 (} 
Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb l.u I If 
0.049 0 01' 0.007 () ()J() 0008 0 022 0007 0 O.lH 
lcl7 Magical 0 0 0 0 0 .064479 0 (1!!186 0 005522 0 I IN722 
lc9 Magical 0 0 () 0 002461 0109.14 0 12(,1)28 0 02:i722 0 
2cl2 Magnesite 0 0 04.1097 0 0 () 0%552 () 0 o 0.? I 96 .1 
mS Magnesite 0 0 0 01541 0.050137 0 .006816 0 0315.17 0 008877 o I J8tStJ4 
Magnesite nodule data nom1alised to chondrite (Taylor and McCiennan. JlJ85 ). 
Ta Tl Pb Bi Th lJ 
0014 0.022 0.03 I () 014 () 034 0 02<.1 
lcl7 Magical -O.OSI698 0057156 -0 000459 0 010244 () 389405 s 456899 
Jc9 Magical 0 229934 0 04863 0 011663 0 134284 -0 178577 I 5789 11 
2cl2 Magnesite -0.231106 -0 036656 0 008294 0 057657 0 159996 u -~80302 
tnS Magnesite 0.12313 -0 0281N 0 011963 () 0.19191 0 .07349 60 '!9!16"1 
.-\PPENIUX \ ' 
Formation temperature- calculations using ox~·~en isotope d:tt:a . 
.-\haron ( 1986) 
Where :\ & 8 are constants and h:aw \':tlues of 3.53 & -35M (for lll:l1!nt•sih•) 
respectively. and X & Y are mineral ph:ases. 
Average oxygen isotopic composition of solutions is assumed tn he around -2"o·· t S\H )\\ l 
a) Vein and stockwork calculation 
Oxygen isotope values tor veins and stth.:k Wl)rks \·an· lilllll 12 <l11 .... tn I :' 7•' n .. 
( S~lO\\') Three samples make up the vein ticld. 
12.6- (-2) = 
14.6 + 3.58 = 
18.18(P) 3 53* I 0" 
T [ (3 .53 * I on )/ I 8 . I 8 ) I I ~ 
T = 440.65K 
T 
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